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The First Ascent of Mount Kenya
Sir Halford John Mackinder
Edited, with an introduction and notes,
by K. Michael Barbour
Mackinder's journal tells the story of the 1899 as-
cent. Its publication now is a legacy for African-
ists and adventurers.
288pp. /maps, illus/$39.95

The Ekumeku Movement:
Western Igbo Resistance to the
British Conquest of Nigeria,
1883-1914
Don C. Ohadike
An important contribution to African history, this
study demonstrates that the strongest African op-
position to European colonialism came, not from
large states or empires or kingdoms, but from
small-scale communities that organized resistance
movements like Ekumeku and Mau Mau.
216 pp. / maps / cloth $29.95 / paper $16.95

Themes in Kenyan History
Edited by William R. Ochieng
The contributors to this volume, all of whom teach
at universities in Kenya, address such topics as
migration, population, urbanization, nationalism,
decolonization, religion, oral literature, theater,
fiction, and food.
257 pp. /tables, maps /paper $19.95

Rendering Things Visible:
Essays on South African
Literary Culture of the
1970s and 1980s
Edited by Martin Trump
Debates about South African literature take place
within a context where there are intimate links
between political and literary discourses. The
essays in this book reveal the complex, and argu-
ably inevitable, politicization of South African
literary culture.
416pp. /cloth $39.95 /paper$19.95

Native Life in South Africa:
Before and Since the European
War and the Boer Rebellion
Sol T. Plaatje
First published in 1916 and one of South Africa's
great political books, this account was first and
foremost a response to the Natives' Land Act of
1913, and was written by one of the most gifted
and influential writers and journalists of his
generation
456pp. /paper $17.95

The Krobo People of Ghana
to 1892: A Political and
Social History
Louis E. Wilson
This book presents a broad analytical framework
for the history of southeastern Ghana within the
context of a representative study of one of the
country's most important political and economic
forces.
285pp. /paper $20.00

Dance, Civet Cat: Child Labour
in the Zambezi Valley
Pamela Reynolds
In this first full-length study of the Tonga people,
Reynolds describes child labor in the context of
subsistence agriculture.
208 pp. / cloth $24.95 / paper $12.95

A History of Modern Ethiopia,
1855-1974
Bahru Zewde
This new history by Bahru Zewde, Senior Lec-
turer in History at Addis Ababa University, is
especially important because it lends a thoughtful
and mature Ethiopian voice to the chorus of inter-
national scholars who have addressed Ethiopian
issues in the last decades.
ca. 225pp. /map, illus/$25.95
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
To the Editor:

I would like to congratulate you
very sincerely on the high and chal-
lenging standard of your articles and
stories in Africa Report and particular-
ly on Peter Tygesen's impressive con-
tribution, "The ABCs of Apart-heid"
(May-June 1991).

Has Africa Report ever covered yet
another horrendous legacy that
apartheid's planner have "left for
future South African governments to
rectify," namely that of the sustained
ill health of many of the African peo-
ple due to endemic tuberculosis, mal-
nutrition, and other diseases?

We here are interested in all of
these scourges, but in particular, that
of tuberculosis for which our current-
ly available figures for Africans in
South Africa are devastating. Of all
the open sores, this is among the
worst.

Congratulations again on your fine
work and inspiration; we wish you
every success.

John S. Harrington, D.Sc.
Mount Sinai School of Medicine

The Mount Sinai Hospital
New York, New York

Editor's note:
Included in Africa Report's Novem-
ber-December 1988 issue, focusing
on the AIDS crisis in Africa, is an
extensive article on AIDS and related
health disorders in South Africa.

To the Editor:
I read with great interest the sec-

tion on Togo in Africa Report's "Politi-
cal Pointers" ("Update," May-June).
The article correctly suggests that
the "president's conduct will certainly
be a factor in determining if Togo will
make a smooth transition to multi-
party rule." The story, however,
implies that violent unrest has forced

the government to implement demo-
cratic reforms. For example, the arti-
cle states that "when the bodies were
fished out of a lagoon on Thursday,
April 11, demands for political
changes were stepped up. The next
day, political parties were declared
legal." This forces the reader to con-
clude that the events of the week of
April 8-12 resulted in the multi-party
decision to be implemented April 12.
This is not the case. A month earlier,
that date had been set as the date
when democratic reforms were to be
implemented.

In mid-March, Togolese govern-
ment officials and opposition loaders
recommended "that a charter for par-
ties be voted on and promulgated, at
the latest, by the 12th of April."

Togo, and the rest of Africa, are
going through radical political
changes. Yet very few news reports
come out of Africa. Accurate and
meticulous reports by journals such
as Africa Report provide invaluable
information about a continent in tran-
sition. However, misinterpretations
such as those in the "Political Point-
ers" of recent political developments
have a profound impact on how Amer-
icans view current Togolese politics.

The Togolese government has
been squarely on the path toward
political reform for some time and
steps had been taken to democratize
before October 1990 when Eyadema
first officially agreed to the creation of
a multi-party system. In March 1990,
Togo held its first competitive legisla-
tive elections, resulting in the defeat
of nearly half of the incumbents, often
in hotly contested elections. Later, 20
members of Parliament, including
opposition leader Yawo Agboyibar,
defected from the party and formed a
de facto opposition group in the

Assembly. In May, the Togolt'se politi-
cal party, the Rassemblement du Peu-
ple Togolaise, separated itself from
the government.

In the fall of 1990, the government
lifted laws restricted freedom of the
press, and today 12 independent
newspapers are flourishing.

In November 1990, President
Eyadema established an independent
commission with a mandate to pro-
pose a new constitution "so that our
country can move to the stage of polit-
ical multi-party ism." Before the end of
1991, a referendum will be held on
the constitution, and free and open
elections with multiple parties will fol-
low. The United States ambassador to
Togo, Harmon Kirby, has said of
these reform efforts: "President
Eyadema's action points the way
toward an open and accountable polit-
ical system."

While demonstrators and opposi-
tion leaders recently demonstrated
against the government, they do not
wish to alter the course of political
development in Togo. Rather, they
seek to speed up a process already in
place. Immediately following the
demonstrations of mid-March,
Togolese President Gnassingbe
Eyadema sat down with opposition
leaders in order to negotiate a resolu-
tion of the crisis. In the meeting, the
two parties pledged to work together
in order to accelerate multi-party rule
in Togo. On April 12, 1991, in spite of
unrest condemned by both the gov-
ernment and opposition groups, the
Togolese government look the next
step toward democratization and
legalized opposition political parties.

Marc Apter
Director

Togo Information Service
Washington, D.C.

Africa Report welcomes comments from readers on issues raised in the magazine and on matters relating to African
political and economic development. For reasons of space, a contribution sent in the form of a letter to the editor stands
a greater chance of publication than one submitted as an article. Letters should be as brief as possible, normally
between 100 and 400 words.

The editor retains the right to abridge or otherwise alter letters for space or other editorial requirements. It is editorial
policy to maintain a balance of views on controversial issues. All letters should bear the name and address of the
sender. Requests for anonymity and non-divulgence will be respected, but such a requirement may render the letter less
likely to be published.
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N T H E N E W S

Who Controls Ethiopia's Destiny After Mengistu?
On Tuesday. May 21. with rebels of

the Ethiopian People's Revolutionary
Democratic Front (EPRDF) within 50
miles of the Ethiopian capital, Addis
Ababa, Mengistu Haile Mariam, dicta-
tor for 14 years, reconsidered his earlier
declaration to fight the bandits "to the
last bullet." and fled to the comfort of a
farm he had purchased in Zimbabwe.
By the following Monday, the first day
of United States-sponsored peace
talks in London between the govern-
ment and three loosely aligned rebel
groups, the American assistant secre-
tary of state for Africa, Herman
Cohen, "recommended" that the
EPRDF take control of the capital.
The next afternoon, the rebels secured
it. but the sound of gunshots a day
later, as the EPRDF fired on crowds
of protesters, shattered the calm and
served as a horrible reminder of the
difficulties negotiators faced when
talks resumed on July 1.

Removing Mengislu was widely
seen as a prerequisite for negotiations
to begin. With the humanitarian disas-
ters of Liberia and Somalia fresh in
the minds of the international com-
munity, the American decision to
assist in the resignation and flight of the
dictator was not a difficult one. The
State Department was also eager to
assist in the exit of 16.000 Ethiopian
Jews, known as Falashas. to Israel.

U.S. involvement in Ethiopia had
increased in the late 1980s as the Soviet
Union. Ethiopia's sponsor during the
Cold War, lost interest in the country.
Western pressure helped force the
Mengistu government to loosen
restraints on politics and the economy
over the last year, but these moves
proved far too little, far too late. For the
most part, the Americans stayed on the
sidelines, despite the widespread feel-
ing since 1989 that the Mengistu
regime would eventually be toppled by
rebel forces.

The Bush administration stepped up
its diplomacy in late April when it sent
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a delegation led by former Senator
Rudy Boschwitz to Ethiopia to negoti-
ate the release of the Falashas, who had
been used by Mengistu as a bargaining
chip to obtain weapons from Israel. The
delegation also demonstrated a growing
U.S. role as mediator among Ethiopia's
warring factions which are all profess-
edly Marxist. It carried a message from
the president in support of an April 22

ErUrean: With the war won, will he vote for independence''

Ethiopian government peace proposal
and reaffirmed U.S. support of
Ethiopia's territorial integrity. The pro-
posal called for negotiations with all
opposition parties to form a transitional
government.

Shortly after the talks with the
Mengistu government, the U.S. secured
a promise from EPRDF leader Meles
Zenawi that his forces would show
restraint in their military drive toward
Addis Ababa, and pressed the seces-
sionist Eritrean People's Liberation
Front (EPLF) leader, Isaias Afwerki. to
agree to postpone a referendum on
independence for Eritrea. In return, the
Americans reportedly promised to
facilitate Mengistu's departure. The
rebel groups and the Ethiopian govern-
ment agreed to attend peace talks in
London on May 27.

With the dictator gone. Tesfaye
Gcbre-Kidan, a general and former
defense minister who had recently been
appointed Mengistu's vice president,
was named head of state. The Council
of State, the nation's highest executive
body, reaffirmed Ihe call for the forma-
tion of a transitional government con-
sisting of all opposition groups—a
move that the rebels publicly supported.

It also called for an immediate cease-
fire in the 30-year-old civil war prior
to the peace talks.

In an effort to shed its Marxist
totalitarian image, the council
ordered the release of over 180 politi-
cal prisoners, and the dismantling of
a 33-foot statue of Lenin on May 23.
As the mammoth bronze statue was
brought to the ground, crowds in
Ethiopia's capital cheered the end of
the Mengistu era. But Addis Ababa's
residents, who are predominantly
Amharic-speaking (Mengistu's lan-
guage group), were increasingly anx-
ious about what would follow. The
Amharas. who make up 25 percent of
Ethiopia's population, had grown
accustomed to ruling the country.
The EPRDF, controlled by rebels

from Tigre province, was only 18 miles
from the city and had spurned the idea
of an outright ceasefire.

The same day that the statue was top-
pled, more than 14,000 of the Falashas
were airlifted by Israel to Tel Aviv in
Operation Solomon. Mengislu's succes-
sor agreed to the exodus after President
Bush sent him a letter which reportedly
linked the release of the Jews to U.S.
support of a ceasefire and the peace con-
ference. The operation was also aided
by the transfer of $35 million from
Israeli to Ethiopian banks—or into the
hands of Ethiopian officials, as several
sources have reported.

The first day of the U.S.-sponsored
peace talks showed the Americans to be
less in control than the removal of
Mengistu and the evacuation of the
Falashas might have suggested. That



morning. Gebre-Kidan admitted that he
had no control over the army, and
would soon allow the EPRDF to enter
the capital without a battle that many,
both inside and outside of the city, had
dreaded. Before he could offer the invi-
tation, Zenawi secured American back-
ing lo immediately occupy the capital.
U.S. mediators asserted that the reason
for breaking with their earlier position
of keeping rebel forces out of the city
was the disintegration of governmental
authority, and the subsequent realiza-
tion that the capital could erupt into
violence and chaos. The Ethiopian gov-
ernment delegate at the conference,
Prime Minister Tesfaye Dinka, had not
been notified, and threatened to walk
out of the talks. Gebre-Kidan's an-
nouncement also sparked an irrelevant
coup attempt in the capital by disgrun-
tled soldiers. A day later, the EPRDF
stormed into Addis Ababa and the first
round of peace talks ended. Mcngistu's
resignation had come too late for his
successors—the Ethiopian government
was not a significant actor when talks
resumed.

The EPRDF is dominated by the
Tigre People's Liberation Front (TPLF).
which was set up in 1975 to gain autono-
my for Tigre, a northern province which
borders Eritrea. Officially, the Demo-
cratic Front was formed in January' 1989
by the Tigreans and the Ethiopian Peo-
ple's Democratic Movement (EPDM),
and later incorporated the Oromo Peo-
ple's Democratic Organization and the
Ethiopian Democratic Officers' Revolu-
tionary Movement. Two years ago, the
traditionally Marxist Tigreans espoused
an Albanian style of communism. By
last year. Meles began making efforts to
shed his hard-line Marxist image among
the international community, and has
also come out in favor of self-determina-
tion for all Ethiopian people. The
EPRDF publicly favors democracy and
national unity.

The question of self-determination is
one of the thorniest issues facing nego-
tiators. The EPRDF joined the EPLF,
also traditionally Marxist, in a loose
alliance 16 years ago to bring down the
government. In the Eritreans' case, this
was part of a struggle for the secession
of their Red Sea province which began
in 1962 when it was annexed by
Emperor Haile Selassie. Eritreans have
repeatedly demanded a United Nations-
sponsored referendum in Eritrea which
they expect will lead to independence

for the province. The EPLF, which
remains the best organized of the three
rebel groups, secured the province on
the battlefield in May, and set up an
informal provisional government, sepa-
rate from Ethiopia, on May 29.

Critics of secession for Eritrea,
including the United States, note that it
is of particular strategic interest to
Ethiopia because it contains the coun-
try's only two ports, and worry that if
sanctioned in Ethiopia, secession might
prove contagious throughout the rest of
the continent.

When Assistant Secretary Cohen
said in London on May 28 that the U.S.
supported Eritrea's right to self-deter-
mination, after Eritreans had already
won a complete military victory in the
province, Amharas interpreted the new
position as an endorsement of Eritrean
independence. The Americans' stated
preference for Eritrea to remain at least
part of a federation with Ethiopia drew
little sympathy for the U.S. among
Amharas—they were already furious
that the U.S. had complied with the
rebel occupation of the city. Thousands
of students and unemployed workers
marched in protest outside the Ameri-
can embassy against both the U.S. and
the Tigreans. After being turned away
by gun-shots fired over their heads on
two occasions, a third confrontation led
the EPRDF to shoot into the crowd
—killing at least one of the demonstra-
tors. Similar clashes elsewhere in the
city led to more deaths. A strictly
enforced 24-hour curfew after the inci-
dents, which was later relaxed, led to a
considerable cooling of the violence.
The Tigrcans have been praised for the
restraint they have shown since enter-
ing the capital.

The third rebel group, the Oromo
Liberation Front (OLF). has also called
for a referendum to determine if an
Oromo homeland should be set up in
southern Ethiopia where most of the
country's principal export, coffee, is
produced. The OLF fielded the smallest
of the three rebel armies, but Oromos
account for more than 40 percent of
Ethiopia's 5\ million people. The OLF,
which is led by Yahannes Lata Wagayo.
has clashed with the TPLF in the past.

Events in June demonstrated the
complicated issues which negotiators
faced in the July talks. On June 4, a
munitions depot exploded, killing more
than 100 people in a highly populated
neighborhood in Addis Ababa. The

blast, which was widely believed to be
the result of sabotage by Amhara sol-
diers, served as a grim reminder of the
potential for violence that Ethiopia
could face for years with so many
weapons in the hands of several diverse
groups. In the middle of the month.
Western diplomats accused the EPLF of
blocking fuel supplies at the port of
Assab in an apparent attempt to better
their bargaining position in the July
negotiations. Earlier, in London, the
EPLF had promised to share fuel and
other supplies which entered the port.
The fuel problem was later dismissed as
the fault of local Eritrean officials, but
the question of cooperation between
competing factions remains. In June,
the Front also reportedly refused an
invitation by the French and the World
Health Organization to come to Eritrea
to discuss famine relief, and turned
down an Italian offer to deliver two
planeloads of supplies.

The threat of another major famine
which devastated the country in 1984-
H5 looms large over the Ethiopian
peace process. Eight million Ethiopians
already face famine, but if the civil
wars wind down, all parts of the coun-
try could be reached in a coordinated
famine effort for the first time in three
decades. In the meantime, by the mid-
dle of June, only 800,000 of a needed
1.4 million tons of food aid had been
delivered, according to United Nations
estimates.

Ethiopia is finishing with 30 long
years of war. Keeping the country at
peace rests on the shoulders of its splin-
tered groups and their willingness to
negotiate with one another. Cohen has
suggested a "good dose of federalism" to
keep factions at peace. It is not clear that
Eritreans agree with him. They have yet
to agree to join a transitional govern-
ment that the Tigreans have continually
supported. The United States has also
stated, "no democracy, no coopera-
tion's—implying economic cooperation.
The U.S. ability to supply Ethiopia's
leaders with economic aid in the future
is where real U.S. influence in the region
lies. It is not clear whether the West is
willing to offer the large amounts of aid
over a long period of time that Ethiopia
may need to rebuild after its devastating
war. It is clear that Ethiopia's new lead-
ers must maintain peace among them-
selves, and with the Amharas, in order to
create an agenda that will allow the
country to recover. •
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LIBERIA

Liberia's 18-month-old civil war
has shifted gear into a battle for the
hearts and minds of the international
community. At the recent OAU summit
in Abuja. a critical diplomatic victory
was achieved by the Ecowas-backed
interim president, Amos Sawyer.
Along with his acting foreign minister,
Gabriel Bacchus Matthews. Sawyer
took the floor to address the 30-odd
heads of state. Although representa-
tives of the National Patriotic Front of
Liberia (NPFL) were present, they
were denied formal recognition.

Effectively, this diplomatic coup
translates into de facto recognition for
Sawyer's administration as the legiti-
mate authority in Liberia. And it is a
major step in reconciling divisions in
the 16-nation Ecowas over the resolu-
tion of the crisis. Some months back,
the violence had spilled into neighbor-
ing Guinea and Sierra Leone, sending
worrisome signals of potential regional
destabilizalion. The military offensive
by members of Charles Taylor's NPFL
army had been calculated to expand the
conflict by destabilizing both countries,
and to undermine a fractious Ecowas.
But the plan backfired, and instead
increased the resolve of the regional
body lo close ranks and seek a defini-
tive solution.

Over the last couple of months, an
uneasy calm had settled over a country
that remains geographically divided.
Monrovia, Liberia's battered but func-
tioning capital, is home to a third of the
2.3 million Libcrians and is firmly con-
trolled by the Ecomog peace-keeping
force. The rest of the country lies under
the loose jurisdiction of the NPFL.

Since the lull in fighting within
Liberia, the NPFL has been quick to
exploit the country's resources to pay
for its war effort and, some critics say,
Taylor's personal gain. Said Paul
Reichler, a Washington-based lawyer
representing the interim government.
as reported in The Christian Science
Monitor, "He is shipping timber, iron
ore. diamonds, and rubber out of the
country and depositing the proceeds in
a private Swiss account; the longer it
takes to settle, the more he can accu-
mulate."

Indeed, there is a growing feeling
since Taylor's boycott of last April's
All Liberian Conference, and his
refusal to participate in any transition
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program, that li^ own agenda might
preclude any democratic solution to
Liberia's leadership crisis.

With a strengthened OAU mandate.
Ecowas has authorized its peace-keep-
ing force lo blockade the port of
Buchanan, 65 miles southeast of Mon-
rovia, which has been the conduit for
Taylor's exports. The only outlet is now
through Cote d'lvoire, which shares a
350-mile border with Liberia. Ivorian
leader Felix Houphouet-Boigny initial-
ly had been sympathetic toward Tay-
lor's campaign against Doe. But in
recent months, there has been some
concern expressed over the sincerity of
Taylor's intentions, especially since the
incursions into Guinea and Sierra
Leone.

The OAU's endorsement of Sawyer
has also elicited a favorable but cau-
tious response from Washington. Said
Leonard Robinson, U.S. deputy assis-
tant secretary of state for Africa, 'This
is not official, formal recognition, but it
does indicate our support for the efforts
Ecowas is making." In addition, the
U.S. Justice Department has asked a
federal court to "confer standing" on
Liberia's interim government. This
move legitimizes the Sawyer adminis-
tration in the U.S., and clears the way
for his government to "present claims
and defense for the Republic of
Liberia" before the courts.

Although more peace initiatives arc
being pursued, the latest being an Ivo-
rian-brokered meeting between Taylor
and Sawyer scheduled for sometime
this summer, there is growing impa-
tience with the NPFL, prompting spec-
ulation about a possible military solu-
tion to end the stalemate. And in
addition to the 7.000-strong Ecomog
army, there is talk of a new Liberian
army to be constituted under the author-
ity of the interim government. Said
Sawyer. "We are not prepared to carry
on in a situation where the country is
held hostage indefinitely."

For Charles Taylor's NPFL, the
options have narrowed to either going
back to the negotiation table, or facing a
fresh military offensive with the possi-
bility of victory even less certain.

CONGO
At a recently concluded national

conference a la Benin, held in the Con-
golese capital of Brazzaville. 1,500
delegates laid down unprecedented
rules for democracy and national
restructuring. Out went the old anthem,
the old Hag colors, and most symbolic
of all. the word "people" from the
country's former name—the People's
Republic of Congo.

For now, the 12-year-old govern-
ment of Gen. Denis Sassou-Nguesso
remains in office, but the president will
have to face the ballot box in the
nation's first free elections, scheduled
for late 1992. Trouble for Sassou-
Nguesso's government started last fall
when a consolidated front comprising
trade unions and other professionals
precipitated wildcat strikes that para-
lyzed the country. With the country
careening out of his control, the presi-
dent was forced lo agree to a national
conference three months ago.

Under the inquisitorial scrutiny of
delegates at the conference, Sassou-
Nguesso was charged with various
crimes of mismanagement, and even
complicity in the death of Congo's first
president, Marian Ngouabi, in 1977.
Under pressure, he apologized on
national television for his misdeeds,
dismissed his cabinet, appointed a new
prime minister to head a transitional
government, and wrote himself out of
office in a new constitution that guaran-
tees elections next year.

The delegates also called for the
sequestering of the foreign bank
accounts of senior officials and the repa-
triation of their foreign assets, and
issued an order forbidding all high-
ranking officials from travelling abroad.
The president also has lo seek approval
before he can travel outside the country.

Congo's democratic coup—as it has
been called—is all the more remarkable
because until recently it was one of the
continent's hardest-line Marxist-Lenin-
ist countries, and democratic change, if
it came at all, was expected to be a pro-
tracted and bloody affair.

The Congo conference is being
regarded as a viable political model of
democratic change for other African
countries facing the same dilemma.
Said Buana Kabue. chairman of the
Zaire League of Human Rights, "the
Congo is a very, very, important exam-
ple for us."
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Africans Seek Homespun Remedies in Kampala
There is a recuperative breeze blow-

ing in Uganda's capital city, Kampala,
these days. Uganda, once regarded by
British colonialists as the "pearl of
Africa," has in (he last two decades lost
a great deal of its luster. A tragic suc-
cession of bumbling and murderous
leaders precipitated a cycle of genocidal
civil wars that all but destroyed the
infrastructure and economy of the coun-
try. But not il seems, the regenerative
spirit of its people.

In Kampala, there is a threadbare
dignity and a war-weariness as they
quietly go about picking up and refur-
bishing aspects of their lives. There are
still armed skirmishes in the northern
parts of the country—a dull reminder of
Uganda's violent past—but in Kampala,
it all seems so far away. The daily pre-
occupation is survival in a city that only
a short six years ago was the smolder-
ing wreck Yoweri Museveni, after
many years of armed struggle, claimed
as his pearl. The consensus on the dusty
streets is that the future is good.

For the nearly 400 delegates,
observers, and journalists, supported by a
secretariat of another 300, who assem-
bled May 19-23 at Kampala's Interna-
tional Conference Center to discuss
Africa, the mood was hardly sanguine.
And for good reason: In the words of
General Olusegun Obasanjo, chairman
of the Africa Leadership Forum and
chief convener of the conference. "Africa
and the majority of its people bear the
sad status of being historically the most
exploited, the most dependent, the most
vulnerable, and now increasingly, the
most internationally isolated, marginal-
ized, and the least well governed."

This conference, the Kampala
Forum on Security, Stability, Develop-
ment, and Cooperation in Africa
(CSDDCA). was conceived to squarely
address Africa's complex problems
within the context of unprecedented
global change. Last November, the
Africa Leadership Forum and the sec-
retariats of the Organization of African
Unity (OAU) and the Economic Com-
mission for Africa (ECA) jointly con-
vened in Addis Ababa to work out the
modalities of CSSDCA.
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The evolution of the idea was
inspired by the Helsinki process of 15
years earlier, that reflected deep concern
for a Europe cleaved by the Cold War.
In this instance, with no less a sense of
urgency and concern, CSSDCA is an
attempt "by Africans essentially on their
own efforts to resolve real and pressing
problems, and |to| attract the support,
interest, and cooperation of non-African
powers in the realization of Africa's
aspirations."

In a continent with tomes of innu-
merable conferences buried under the
cynicism of realpolitik, there was ini-
tially a well-founded skepticism that the
conference would be another jamboree
where elite Africans gather to sip expen
sive wine while pontificating about an
imperiled continent.

But this feeling was quickly dis-
pelled when the plenary commenced
on a temperate Sunday afternoon. In
attendance were five serving heads of
state: Presidents Yoweri Museveni
(the host of the conference), Kenneth
Kaunda (Zambia). Quett Masire
(Botswana), Omar Hassan Ahmed El-
Bashir (Sudan), and Joaquim Chissano
(Mozambique). In addition were three
former heads of state, Aristides
Pereira (Cape Verde). Julius Nyerere
(Tanzania and chairman of the ple-
nary), and Olusegun Obasanjo (Nige-
ria), with additional representation
from the executive offices of the OAU
and the ECA.

"We are here in Kampala today to
have a rendezvous with history," said
Obasanjo in his opening remarks. "You
arc all part of history and witness to his-
tory in the making. We have a sense of
where history has brought us and we
must also have a sense of where history
is taking us." The mood in the vast cir-
cular hall was charged with a palpably
inquisitorial resolve because arrayed on
the podium was a symbolic aggregate
of Africa's leadership. The heads of
state in their presentations sought in
part to account for their stewardship
while fending off reproach in an atmo-
sphere of unusual candor.

President Museveni's address chal-
lenged conventional notions of security

and sovereignty, arguing that "in a con-
tinent where 27 million people are slat-
ed to starve, if the world does not come
to their rescue quickly, we arc increas-
ingly referring to the absence of food as
a form of insecurity." Our people, he
said, "must not only be secured against
physical abuse, they must be secured
from want."

In contrast to Museveni's well-
received commentary was President
Kaunda's short, but acutely dated
apologia of Africa's woes. "In the mod-
ern history of man," he said, '"no conti-
nent has suffered more at the hands of
others in its people and its resource than
Africa. Slavery, colonialism, imperial-
ism, economic exploitation devastated
the continent because African leader-
ship could not cope to keep at bay and
out of the continent these invading
forces at each epoch of history."

In the same vein was President
Omar El-Bashir's speech, in which he
argued that "the departure of the for-
eign ruler was, unfortunately, not the
end of exploitation of our resources
since it is now apparent that expatri-
ates, advisers, and foreign consultants
are today much more among us than
before." That familiar recourse to flail-
ing the colonial and the neo-colonial
horse did not sit well with the audience
nor were they particularly impressed
with Bashir's announcement that "we
have released all political prisoners and
granted general amnesty to all who
expressed opposition, including those
carrying arms against the legitimate
forces whose duty is to protect the
sovereignty of our country." Said one
delegate. "We are tired of all these lies
and the same old stories...what we want
now is action."

The plenary session ended the next
day with Julius Nyerere"s impassioned
and mostly extemporaneous wrap-up.
His explanation for the failure of
African leadership was studded with
personal anecdotes; for example, as the
first university graduate of his country
and its first head of state, he inherited at
independence exactly 14 doctors and
two engineers (one died two weeks
later) for the whole country.
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After the plenary, the conference
broke up into four committees—securi-
ty, stability, development, and coopera-
tion—"calabashes" as they were
called—and their collective wisdom
refined and distilled into 40 pages is
contained in a new and radical initiative
known as the Kampala Document.

As documents go. some of the ideas
and positions are at least a decade old
and are familiar to Africanists. Under
the security calabash—the most hotly
debated of the quartet—the narrow
paranoid definition of "national securi-
ty" readily invoked by despots to justi-
fy their brutal repres-
sion was redefined.

"The concept of
security goes beyond
military considera-
tions, it embraces all
aspects of the society
including economic,
political, and social
dimensions of individ-
ual, family, communi-
ty, local, and national
life. The security of a
nation must be con-
strued in terms of the
security of the individ-
ual citizen to live in
peace with access to
basic necessities of
life, while fully partici-
pating in the affairs of
his/her societv in free-

pation in Development, and the Lagos
Plan of Action.

Under the development calabash, the
goal is for "truly people-centered devel-
opment." "People," it states, "are both
the means and the desired end of the
benefits of development." And in a pro-
posed policy that is certain to cause
some discomfiture among Africa's rul-
ing elite, the CSSDCA recommended
that "specific policies such as an interna-
tional reporting system on capital flight
aimed at the repatriation back to Africa
of the continent's human and financial
resources must be put in place."

do in and enjoying all fundamental
human rights."

Another totem challenged was the
notion of sovereignty. While acknowl-
edging that "every African state is
sovereign," CSSDCA's general princi-
ples state that "the security, stability,
and development of every African
country is inseparably linked with those
of other African countries. Consequent-
ly, instability in one African country
reduces the stability of all other African
countries."

In quite pragmatic terms and without
trying to re-invent the wheel, the docu-
ment spells out macro- and micro-
policies of governance and social engi-
neering at national and continental lev-
els while avoiding the temptation to
duplicate existing institutions. Instead,
it frequently calls for the activation and
implementation of existing documents
and charters, for example, the African
Charter on Human and People's Rights,
the African Charter for Popular Partici-

A symbolic aggregate of Africa's leadership addressed the conference

Another new proposal is for the
establishment of an African peace
council to preemptively mediate in
potential conflict situations before they
explode into violence. Such a council
will be charged with "the task of ensur-
ing that peace and harmony reign in the
continent and a state of intra-African
and inter-African tranquillity is created
and maintained. Such a body, under
CSSDCA, should be preeminently
comprised of the most distinguished
personalities and African elder states-
men...and should operate under the
OAU framework." The council will
also be "empowered to effect a measure
of intervention in national security
problems of member-states, [be it|
mediation or the deployment of peace-
keeping operations."

The Kampala document is designed
by its authors to be a flexible, relevant,
and dynamic process, and as such pro-
poses instruments and institutions to
guarantee continuity. A permanent sec-

retariat will be funded by participating
African states, and ultimately, a consul-
tative secretariat "for backstopping
|lhe] negotiations." The purpose of the
negotiations will be "to adopt a conven-
tion that is politically binding under the
CSSDCA. Such negotiations could
begin at the level of plenipotentiaries
and conclude at the foreign minister
level with the final adoption of a con-
vention by participating states at sum-
mit level."

At the June OAU summit in Abuja,
this process was launched with the for-
mal submission of the Kampala docu-

ment to Africa's lead-
ers. Some observers,
citing past recommen-
dations to the summit,
believe that the whole
process might stall at
this point because of a
manifest lack of politi-
cal will among some
African leaders. How-
ever, under the consul-
tative secretariat, there
is a consultative com-
mittee whose functions
will be "to assist Af-
rican governments dur-
ing difficult times of
negotiations." In addi-
tion, there are monitor-
ing and compliance
mechanisms largely
based on the continen-

tal equivalent of peer group pressure,
and various continental organizations
that will annually assess the perfor-
mance of each country and make their
findings public.

The CSSDCA process as enshrined
in the Kampala document is capable of
yielding "profound changes in Africa."
according to the outgoing executive sec-
retary of the ECA, Adebayo Adedeji.
Indeed if implemented to the letter, it is
a blueprint for the radical transforma-
tion of the continent in the 1990s. Mov-
ing away from the pernicious dogma
and the failures of leadership that have
characterized post-independence Africa,
it proposes a brave new continent that is
democratic, economically and political-
ly integrated, with responsible and
accountable leadership.

Its failure could mean even more
dire straits ahead. "If African states do
not hang together," said Museveni,
"'they will hang separately. We should
be warned." •
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Organization of African Unity Faces Existential Crisis
Organization of African Unity sum-

mits aren't what they used to be. As 30
heads of state and 48 foreign ministers
converged on Abuja. Nigeria, in early
June for the 27th OAU summit, some
must have wistfully reflected on the
good old days when executive life was
secure and predictable, and summits a
place to meet old friends. But for nine
others, ousted in the year since the last
summit in Addis Ababa, and the many
more who have but a tenuous grip on
power, the force of change has been all
too real.

These changes precipitated from
without by the East/West rapproche-
ment, and from within by a youthful,
militant, and disillusioned populace,
have very quickly redefined Africa's
domestic agenda. Up until now, heads
of state—many of them players in the
fight for independence—could expect
to enjoy the traditional veneration
reserved for African elders, and in
turn bestow paternalistic governance
on a docile and largely uninformed
public.

Not so these days. From the point of
view of that generation of rulers, the
natives are getting very restless. And it
was this beleaguered sense of urgency,
along with the presence of both the sec-
retary-general of the United Nations,
Javier Perez de Cuellar, and the outgoing
World Bank president. Barber Conable
—warning of imminent catastrophe that
helped set the lone for the summit.

President Ibrahim Babangida. host,
and now chairman of the OAU, pulled
out all the stops in a lavish pageantry
that was a counterpoint to the gravity of
the business at hand. The defining
agenda was the signing of the African
Economic Community (AEC) treaty
that is expected to be the economic
complement of the OAU. The AEC
treaty is truly a product of the times,
and its raison d'etre, according to the
outgoing executive secretary of the
Economic Commission for Africa.
Adebayo Adedeji, "has never been
stronger." '

Ideologically, it marks a fundamen-
tal shift from the "seek ye first the
political kingdom, and all other things
shall be added on to it" rhetoric of
Kwame Nkrumah's generation to a new
pragmatism that now keenly under-
stands that political independence has
not been nearly enough. In his state-
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merit. Gen. Babangida called for a "sin-
cere embrace" of democracy and for the
dismantling of "all apparatus of unrep-
resentative power" by the end of the
century. And the former OAU chair-
man, Uganda's President Yoweri
Museveni, in turn said democracy is
"an indispensable prerequisite" for
development and "the only way" to
stamp out corruption and promote eco-
nomic growth.

"The destiny of Africa is in your
hands...the principal responsibility for
achieving Africa's development rests
with Africans," the World Bank presi-
dent told the leaders. He added that
although some positive changes have
occurred in the area of economic policy-
making, "all will be to no avail unless
the quality of governance in Africa
improves." For some of the leaders of
the 30-odd countries currently engaged
in IMF-inspired structural reforms, it
must have read as a muted indictment,
but the turmoil in Ethiopia hanging like
a pall over the conference underscored
the veracity of the message.

For the first time in the OAU's histo-
ry, Africa's leaders were forced to seri-
ously address issues of continental inte-
gration at all levels within the context
of colonial legacies, and the global
trend towards rcgionalization. "The
most unenviable of Africa's colonial
legacies." said Adedeji, "is the large
numbers of minuscule nation-states."
"The arbitrary division of nationalities
and ethnic groups into separate nation
states has been the primary cause of
persistent instability and internal con-
flicts." This fact, compounded by
unrepresentative and corrupt govern-
ments, has been one of the least pub-
licly acknowledged problems facing the
continent.

The proffered solution as ironically
expressed by many of the leaders has
been the move toward multi-party
democracy, and away from centralized
control of the economy. Mounting
domestic pressures have already forced
change in this direction, and externally
there arc clear signals that the West and
institutions such as the World Bank fully
intend to tie aid and assistance to demo-
cratic reforms. And although the World
Bank head tried to assure the leaders that
the Bank would not introduce political
conditionalities in its work, it would
however intensify its scrutiny of those

aspects of governance which directly
affect development—"accountability,
transparency, adherence to the rule of
law and so on."

For many African governments long
insulated from serious international
scrutiny, and protected by the OAU's
founding principle of "non-interfer-
ence," some of the new ideas that seek
to impose continental standards of gov-
ernance and accountability are quite
worrisome. And during the summit,
some attempts were made at stalling
fresh initiatives, such as the Kampala/
CSSDCA document, by raising issues
of procedure and protocol. But time is
indeed running out for Africa's old-
style despots, who have simply run out
of excuses.

The summit's other agenda dealt
with familiar positions. There was a re-
affirmation of the need to continue
sanctions against South Africa, in spite
of the quiet rapprochement and flour-
ishing trade between South Africa and
many other countries. Said President
Babangida, "The prospect of a new
South Africa depends on the continued
use of all forms of pressure on the
administration in South Africa. The
decision we shall reach on this matter
should re-confirm to the world that we
as leaders are absolutely concerned
with the well-being of our people and
that we respect human dignity. Further-
more, our decisions should be such to
make us corne to terms with the reali-
ties of today."

As OAU summits go—usually punc-
tuated by dramatic outbursts and walk-
outs—this was no different. The Libyan
foreign minister walked out of the ple-
nary, protesting Nigeria's connivance in
the evacuation last December of the
CIA's 600-strong Libyan "contra" army
from Chad. And the Rwandese foreign
minister, in a strident submission,
accused President Museveni of harbor-
ing soldiers of the Rwandese Patriotic
Front in Uganda.

Caught between the time-warp of a
generation of jaded leaders and the
crush of unprecedented change, the
OAU, in spite of its relevance, has to
revise its agenda to reflect the changing
times. In the words of Barber Conable,
it has to "move from dreams to deeds."
or face the same fate as many of its
founding fathers—irrelevance, or in the
extreme, ignominious death. •
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Algeria's Experiment: Theocracy or Democracy?
Algeria's once-promising experi-

ment with multi-party democracy is
floundering. Having weathered the
maelstrom of the Gulf War, the ever-
volatile mix of domestic politics has
imploded in an audacious display of
fundamentalist might. For North Af-
rica's largest country, the decision to
legalize fundamentalist parties in 1989
was radical by Maghreb standards,
prompting disapproval from conserva-
tive neighbors Tunisia and Morocco.
The conventional wisdom was to keep
a lid on Islamic militants, while edging
cautiously toward democratic reforms.

Indeed, when the Islamic Salvation
Front (FIS) swept municipal and local
elections winning 55 percent of the
voles last year, it was widely interpreted
that the fundamentalists were also prag-
matic—choosing to work within the
democratic process instead of trying to
wage a jihad. All that optimism has been
shattered by the unprecedented display
of resurgent fundamentalist power.

During the Gulf crisis, the fundamen-
talists—heavily bankrolled by Saudi
Arabia—were caught in a moral bind:
support Saddam and risk the ire of their
benefactors, or not support him and face
alienation at home. They vacillated
before being pressured by widespread
pro-Iraq sentiments to openly support
Saddam Hussein and in the process suf-
fered some credibility damage.

With the war over. Algerian authori-
ties appear to have grossly overestimat-
ed the negative fallout to the Islamic
Salvation Front, and underestimated the
astuteness of its leaders. On May 25,
FiS leader Abassi Madani called for a
general strike against the government
of President Chadli Bendjedid to press
somewhat ambivalently for the suspen-
sion of parliamentary elections sched-
uled for June 27 and an earlier date for
the 1993 presidential elections, while
levelling accusations of gerrymander-
ing.

Observers believe that by derailing
the parliamentary elections, the funda-
mentalists were betting on winning the
presidency, even if it meant the loss of a
parliamentary majority. Indeed the
Islamic Salvation Front was not expect-
ed to do well at the polls this time
around. Its strident criticism of the cor-
ruption and nepotism of the ruling
National Liberation Front (FLN) that
had endeared it to middle-class voters

and the throngs of young, uneducated
and unemployed Algerians failed to
translate into post-electoral dynamism.

By most accounts, the strike fizzled
partially because ol disagreements with-
in the ranks of the FIS governing coun-
cil, but not before it churned out thou-
sands of fundamentalists into the streets
of Algiers and other major cities in a vio-
lent display of disenchantment. In the
ensuing week of unrest, Chadli moved
decisively, a state-of-siege decree was
swiftly promulgated, giving the armed
forces extraordinary powers for four
months to ban political parties and
meetings, suspend newspapers, requisi-
tion workers in public and private
places, impose house arrest, search
homes, and even dissolve municipal
and regional assemblies. "Democracy
has clearly been derailed, at least tem-
porarily," said one Western observer.

But the larger issue has been Alge-
ria's tortured historical quest for the
resolution of what one writer describes
as an "identity crisis." The resurgence
of fundamentalism is in part another
attempt at finding that identity, and in
spite of its sectarian origins, is just as
much a fight for raw political control.

Under the leadership of Abbasi
Madani. 60—erstwhile professor at
Algiers University and political activist
since the war for independence began in
1954—the FIS has evolved in the hist
five years as a major player in Algeria's
political landscape.

In 1988, in another massive display
of civil unrest, disciplined ranks of hun-
dreds of fundamentalists deliberately
walked into the gunfire of troops sent to
quell their demonstrations in Algiers.
That was a turning point in Algerian pol-
itics: With the dominance of the ruling
party so dramatically challenged, funda-
mentalist politics became firmly estab-
lished as a major contender for power.

The FLN—in power since indepen-
dence in 1962—has had to adjust to the
changing political equation; it has subse-
quently embarked on bold economic and
political reforms, purging its ranks of
some of the old and corrupt "barons,"
and devaluing the dinar by some 70 per-
cent in an IMF-inspired structural adjust-
ment program. But the social costs of
reforms after years of centralized plan-
ning have been high. Foreign debt repay-
ments account for more than two-thirds
of Algeria's oil and gas receipts, and a

full fifth of the working population is
unemployed—a natural constituency for
the FIS.

In turn, the FIS has been worried by
the refurbishment of the FLN, and the
latter's posturing as a sensible pragmat-
ic party that offers the best way out of
the economic doldrums. Critics of the
FIS among the middle class say that it
has been long on jeremiads, but short
on economic and social policies rele-
vant to a modern and urbanized state. In
reality, both parties have cynically uti-
lized theii respective constituencies to
try to out-maneuver each other in a dan-
gerous standoff.

In this last confrontation, that
according to some observers led to the
brink of a civil war, the fundamentalists
retreated after the loss of about 20 lives
and many arrests, but not before they
wrested major concessions from
Chadli's government. He was forced to
dissolve his cabinet, expelling Prime
Minister Mouloud Hamrouche in favor
of Sid Ahmed Ghozali, a seasoned
politician and former oil minister.
Another important concession was the
rescheduling of both parliamentary and
presidential elections to be held within
the next six months.

For now. both sides are claiming vic-
tory: the FIS for bringing down the
government and changing the transition
timetable—it was "a victory for God "
claims Bel Hadj. the militant deputy
head of the party—and the FLN for its
flexibility and firmness in averting a
civil war.

The bigger question of what will
happen come elections remains uncer-
tain. The incumbents are hoping to
expand their constituencies by reform-
ing a party accustomed to a 29-year-old
monopoly, while trying to quench a
simmering jihad. The fundamentalists
want to establish an Islamic state with
or without the benefit of the ballot box.
And the army seems quite determined
to maintain order and stability, even at
the risk of losing the republic.

For Algeria, the next months leading
up to elections will be a complex exper-
iment in reconciling historic Islamic
forces with the more contemporary
demands for democracy. It holds rele-
vance for the rest of the Arab world,
and its outcome will surely be instruc-
tive on how, if at all, republican democ-
racy will hold in the Maghreb. •
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LUSOPHONE
Africa's five Lusophone coun-

tries—Angola, Mozambique, Guinea-
Bissau, and (he island nations of Cape
Verde, and Sao Tome e Principe—have
historically been ignored by much of
the U.S. business community. Beyond
the obvious linguistic barriers have
been daunting impressions of the dev-
astating wars in Angola and Mozam-
bique. Said Rui Chancerelle de
Machete, president of the Lisbon-based
Luso-American Foundation, at a recent
conference, "U.S. investors ignore
everything about Africa and cannot see
what opportunities exist."

And opportunities exist aplenty, es-
pecially now: With Cape Verde and
Guinea-Bissau moving toward free-
market economies, Angola's 16-year
war over, and a peaceful settlement
expected in Mozambique shortly, a
potentially thriving new Lusophone sec-
tor is opening up. and some far-sighted
investors have been quick to see the
opportunities, especially in Angola.

The capital city of Luanda is report-
edly being deluged with interested
investors from Japan. Europe, Brazil,
and lately, the U.S. The nation, which is
roughly twice the size of Texas, is
potentially one of the richest countries
in Africa, with resources in oil. dia-
monds, coffee, grains, and other agri-
cultural products. The U.S. has had
interests in Angola's vast oil reserves
for three decades. Chevron, the Califor-
nia-based oil company and pioneering
prospector, is in a joint venture with the
Angolan national oil company and an
Italian firm. The company produces
about 260,000 out of the 500,000 bar-
rels of oil pumped daily in Angola.

Within the context of a post-
apartheid South Africa, the prospects
for a regional bloc seem even more
promising. Experts predict that within
the next decade, the triumvirate of
South Africa, Angola, and Mozam-
bique could emerge as the continent's
first truly operational regional econom-
ic community.

In spite of this optimism, some obsta-
cles exist, not the least being current atti-
tudes toward the region. Said one New
York-based investor, "Investing in
Marxist Angola is an idea that is alien to
the United States." And some other U.S.
executives believe that the absence of
diplomatic links with Angola is another
hurdle in the path of U.S. investors.

Another cause for concern is the
political instability associated with
Southern Africa. Investors worry that
the unfolding political process is inde-
terminate, and investments are fraught
with political risk. However, the signs
are that businesses willing to take a
long-term view of the potential of the
region will find it financially rewarding.

INDIAN OCEAN
Africa's fishing industry, particular-

ly in countries along the Atlantic and
Indian Ocean coasts, is facing an
important historical crossroads, one that
will shape its future vis-a-vis that of the
members of the European Economic
Community.

At issue are various concerns, not
the least of which is the dangerous
depletion along the West African Coast
of such key fish as skipjack tuna,
shrimp, yellowfin, hake, and ground-
fish. The key players are Namibia and
Sierra Leone of Africa and Spain, Por-
tugal, and Italy of the EC.

According to Infopeche (the Food
and Agriculture Organization's fishing
industry data base), EC countries netted
approximately 354,000 tons of all
species in the East Central Atlantic
(Morocco to Gabon) in 1987, the latest
year for available statistics. It is esti-
mated that some $250 million worth of
fish was harvested off Sierra Leone's
shore alone in 1990.

Apparently there have been discrep-
ancies involving fishing areas and total
catch limits. Despite the roughly 20
fishing agreements the EC presently
operates with African states, controver-
sies continue to arise.

For example, last November five
Spanish trawlers were seized by
Namibian officials for alleged illegal
fishing. A Windhoek court in April
upheld the charge, confiscating the five
vessels and administering heavy fines
to the captains.

European fishing industry officials
argue that African countries establish
low quotas and mismanage agreement
arrangements. Conversely, African offi-
cials claim that European boats have
been caught without fishing licenses. If

anything, the African perspective is
based on changing what has been
unchallenged European access to long-
unpatrotled waters.

With North Atlantic fish productivi-
ty having been sharply reduced in
recent years, it seems likely Europe will
continue to look south for fish. Talks
between the parties continue, but to
what end remains a question.

NIGERIA
At a recent conference held at Abuja,

under the joint sponsorship of the United
Nations Industrial Development Organi-
zation (UNIDO) and the Nigerian gov-
ernment, some 130 foreign investors
were briefed on new incentives which
the government hopes will lure them.

Nigeria's economic potential has
long been recognized, but the climate
has been just short of hostile for some
investors.

Recognizing this situation, the gov-
ernment, in a new industrial policy, has
opened up investment opportunities in
some sectors of the economy that
before now were reserved for Nigeri-
ans. Non-Nigerians can now own 100
percent equity in new businesses, pro-
vided that their equity base is no less
than 20 million naira ($2 million).

In addition, the Industrial Develop-
ment Coordinating Committee, set up
in 1988, has simplified pre-investment
approval procedures, and the repatria-
tion of dividends and capital. Tax
breaks of between 120 and 140 percent
of expenses, new excise tariff protec-
tion for locally manufactured goods, the
abolition of export license tariffs, and
credit concessions are some of the
sweeteners being offered.

In another development, Nigeria is
headed for a showdown with its inter-
national creditors which has stalled its
effort at gaining debt reduction on the
$17.5 billion it owes the Paris Club of
creditors. In contention, is the reported
downpayment of over $500 million to
Ferrostaal of Germany for the construc-
tion of a $1.5 billion aluminum smelter.
The Club would like the project
scrapped. They cite the project's high
capital costs—reportedly 60 to 100 per-
cent above similar plants elsewhere,
and the possibility that the end-product
will have to be subsidized to compete
on the world market. Government offi-
cials argue that the plant will help uti-
lize and develop Nigeria's under-used
natural gas reserves.
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Back to
Normal
By CATHARINE WATSON

Betty Press
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Uganda is no longer a war-ravaged nation ruled by
fear. Security, both physical and psychological, has
been restored, the economy has been liberalized, the
army integrated, and the government of President
Museveni is now tackling its most pressing problems:
the bloated civil service, privatization of the
parastatals, and a future democratic political system.
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Five and a Kalf years after Yoweri
Museveni took power, Uganda con-
tinues to make steady progress, to
become calmer, more stable, better
organized, more sane.

Museveni, so lauded for his disci-
plined bush war, has not yet been
found to have feet of clay. The worst
predictions of the opposition have
not come true: Northerners have not
been annihilated, Museveni has not
amassed a fortune, exiles who return
and rebels who surrender have not
been killed.

Admittedly, the upward-climbing
graph often dips. In 1990, the gov-
ernment persistently harassed three
journalists, and Rwandese refugees
launched a war from Uganda. In
early 1991, the army appeared to be
a law unto itself as it swept the north
for rebels. But on balance, the Ugan-
da of today is leagues away from that
of six, 10, or 20 years ago, more a
Ghana than a Liberia, and no longer
classed with tragic, seemingly hope-
less places like Cambodia or Sudan.

"Museveni has succeeded in
reducing Uganda's problems from
the extraordinary to the ordinary,
and that is a great achievement,"
comments one foreign analyst in
Kampala. "Uganda has become just
another small African country strug-
gling with the problems typical of
Africa. It is not particularly exciting,
dangerous, or difficult anymore."

Kampala is still scarred by war
and Amin's expulsion of the Asians
which began the economic collapse.
But signs of progress or at least of
efforts to return to normalcy are
everywhere. Workers are replacing
rotting telephone lines—it is already
easier to dial internationally than in
prosperous Kenya next door. Red-
bereted soldiers, members of the
newly resuscitated military police,
check the movement orders of ordi-
nary troops. The city council is plant-
ing flowers.

Foreigners no longer fear coming
to Uganda. This year, the city has
hosted a stream of international
meetings. New vehicles choke

Catharine Watson writes /or The Independent,
The Observer, and the Toronto Globe and
Mail. She also works for the BBC.
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streets which were semi-deserted in
1986, and many belong to the new
aid agencies now flocking in. The
Peace Corps is returning after an
absence of 19 years.

Once a hardship posting on a par
with Beirut, Kampala now offers two
four-star hotels (up from none in
1986), two European-style bakeries,
and hot cookie and fresh pasta
shops. Kenyan sausages and bacon
are losing out to local businesses
which have started making their
own. Shiny new tankers bring milk
from the cattle country of western
Uganda to the government dairy,
which also makes yogurt, ice cream,
and cheese. These products were
unavailable in 1986 when the milk for
sale was reconstituted World Food
Programme powder and oil.

Many of these "improvements" are
expensive and nonessential luxuries,
enjoyed only by the elite and expatri-
ates. But they signal a boom in eco-
nomic activity that extends through-
out southern and western Uganda
and has been made possible by the
new peace and order. No one invest-
ed in cookie machines under previ-
ous regimes; any
show of prosperi-
ty was an invita-
tion to soldiers to
loot.

"Our greatest
success has been
to restore physical
and psychological
security," says
first deputy prime
minister Eriya
Kategaya. "People
are not scared.
They have a set-
tled mind. They
think there's a
future, and they're
making plans,

President Yoweri
Museveni: "He
has succeeded
in reducing
Uganda's prob-
lems from the
extraordinary to
the ordinary, and
that is a great
achievement"

which was not the case before."
GDP growth has averaged 6.7 per-

cent a year since 1987, the highest
rate in Africa and one of the highest
in the world. Since 1986, almost
every main road has been repaired
or rebuilt. Hospitals, health centers,
hotels, the national parks, courts,
factories producing essentials like
sugar and cement, and key installa-
tions like Entebbe Airport have been
or are about to be rehabilitated.

"There is now hope among the
population that government can start
and complete projects," says Kate-
gaya, who is said to be the effective
number-two in the regime. "People
thought for a long time that govern-
ments never finish anything."

Uganda depends on coffee for
over 95 percent of its foreign
exchange earnings, and no country
was harder hit by the collapse of
world coffee prices in July 1989.
Export earnings have fallen disas-
trously, from over $450 million in
1986 to about $150 million this year.
Servicing of the foreign debt (most
of which was taken on and frittered
away by the Obote and Okello
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regimes) now devours 90 percent of
export earnings.

Aid has poured in to compensate
and to rebuild the country, but to
qualify for it Uganda has had to toe
the IMF and World Bank line. Some
commentators persist in describing
Museveni and his National Resis-
tance Movement as socialist, but in
reality no African country has liberal-

Once a hardship
posting on a par
with Beirut,
Kampala now
offers two four-
star hotels (up
from none in
1986), and two
European-style
bakeries.

ized its economy like Uganda under
the NKM.

Among other changes, the gov-
ernment has removed the monopoly
of the crop boards (formerly the only
agencies allowed to buy and export
crops), legalized the black market in
foreign exchange (thereby greatly
helping small and medium compa-
nies to obtain spare part and inputs),
and passed a new investment code,
hoping to encourage foreign finance
to come in.

Museveni also wants to sell off,
either in part or full, many of the
parastatals which are currently limi>
ing along, poorly managed, produc-
ing little, yet requiring money from
the state. In a related move, he wants
to settle the festering issue of the
thousands of Asian properties, some
of them absolutely vital to the econo-
my, which were confiscated by Idi
Amin. At present, most are allocated
to Ugandans who are reluctant to
invest in them because they do not
own them. Museveni would like to
return them to their former owners,

if they want to come back and man-
age them, or sell them off. They
include about a quarter of the coun-
try's tea estates, most of the facto-
ries, and thousands of shops, apart-
ments, and houses.

Interestingly, opposition to these
changes comes not from leftists who
want a state-run economy, but from
people who benefit from the system
as it is and who are often, paradoxi-
cally, on the political right. These
include the managers of parastatals
who award themselves Mercedes
cars and well-appointed houses even
though their company is making a
loss; civil servants in the ministries
who want to retain the lengthy
export procedures because they can
extract bribes from businessmen at
each tortuous step of the way; and
members of the elite who under pre-
vious regimes were allocated Asian
ranches, houses, or business premis-
es.

Aid donors say the poor perfor-
mance of the civil service is the
greatest drag on the economy, and
Museveni concurs. In his early
fierier days, he threatened to put on
trial for sabotage any government
worker who caused economic loss to
the country. But he has left
untouched the many civil servants
who have refused to implement the
reforms the government and the
donors want to push through. Aware
that it would cause the system to
seize up and open himself to charges
of tribalism and despotism, he has
had to be content with catching the
more blatantly corrupt and with a
long-term plan for civil service
reform. About 60,000 out of 180,000
government workers are to be
phased out to create a lean, well-paid,
well-equipped service. At present,
even senior government workers
earn only a few dollars a month
which, some of them argue, compels
them to moonlight or steal.

The donors also want the NKM to
reduce the 80,000-strong National
Resistance Army (NRA) and cut
defense spending as well as the num-
ber of ministers. Currently there are
about 70, including ministers of state
and deputies. This, the donors argue.

paralyzes decision-making and costs
too much.

But here Museveni and his key
advisers disagree with their financial
backers. The NRA, they argue, is
cheap for what it provides and the
country still needs a lot of soldiers.
In fact, they point out, civilians in dis-
turbed districts complain that there
are never enough troops to protect
them.

There is still insurgency in the
east and the north, and all borders
except the Tanzanian are insecure:
Small rebel-bandit groups strike
from Kenya and Zaire, and the Rwan-
dan Patriotic Front (RFF) and Sudan
People's Liberation Army are active
along the southern and northern
frontiers.

Country-wide, there is a problem
of armed thuggery, and in the east
and north, the mind-boggling
intractable crisis of Karamojong cat-
tle raids. Probably 40,000 or so "war-
riors" possess automatic weapons,
and in the last four years have killed
hundreds of villagers and stripped
half a dozen districts clean of cattle
and other wealth.

Privately, the NRM gives another
reason for the size of the NRA: For-
mer rebels and soldiers have to have
something to do. If they weren't kept
busy in the NRA, they'd probably go
back to the bush. About 40,000
rebels and former Okello, Obote,
and Amin soldiers have been
absorbed into the NRA under an
amnesty declared in August 1987
and followed in 1988 by an unlimited
presidential pardon. They now
swamp the 14,000 or so "original"
NRA soldiers who fought Museveni's
bush war and captured power for the
NRM in January 1986 and whose
numbers have also been greatly cut
by AIDS and the defection of several
thousand of Rwandese ethnicity to
the RPF.

The amnesty has been a success
story which the NRA/M is either too
disorganized, naive, or discreet to
exploit. Its course has been strangely
smooth, given that the integrated
men are former enemies who often
participated in atrocities and mas-
sacres under previous regimes.
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Reports of conflicts between "origi-
nals," new recruits, and "integrated"
men are rare, although there has
been a decline in discipline, which
may or may not be related, and some
reports of former rebels in the NRA
collaborating with their former col-
leagues in the bush.

Perhaps the most significant
effect of the integration has been its
impact on the NRA's ethnic mix. It is
no longer correct to call it a "western
and southern" force as it was when it
took Kampala. At the level of the
rank and file, northerners and east-
erners now predominate; at officer
level, they are increasingly promi-
nent and appear to be promoted pref-
erentially to improve the ethnic bal-
ance.

Paradoxically, Museveni's attempt
to build a nationally representative
army has caused soldiers from his
own ethnic group (Banyankole) and
sub-group (Bahima) to feel slighted
and passed over. Some of the 26 men
who started the bush war with him
in February 1981 are still junior offi-
cers, although the more politically
aware among them realize the
importance of making northerners
and easterners feel part of the
NRA/M.

It is this push to make the move-
ment as national as possible that has
also led to the costly explosion in
ministerial posts, which have been
apportioned according to ethnic
group and religion (the other bug-
bear of Ugandan politics). "This
broad-based government was on pur-
pose," says Kategaya, who is a west-
erner tike Museveni. "When we
came in 1986, the country was in
danger of splitting up. It was the only
way we could keep it together. The
expense of maintaining many minis-
ters and the slow decision-making
[that donors complain of] cannot be
compared to what we would have
lost if that had happened."

As it was, the rebellions in the
north and east took a high toll. Peo-
ple perished in the tens of thou-
sands. Hundreds of schools, health
centers, cooperatives, and farms
were destroyed. Nation-wide recov-
ery was delayed, the already wide

gap between the north and south
widened further.

Wafula Oguttu, editor of the influ-
ential Weekly Topic, believes that to
the extent that these rebellions still
drag on, it is because the NRM has
not gone far enough in balancing the
regions. "The insecurity is very com-
plicated but it's basically a result of
jobs. Most top jobs have gone to
westerners and southerners, and
northerners and easterners are
grumbling they are locked out."

Other commentators disagree.
They say the small remnant rebel
groups fight on because they cannot
conceive of another life and cannot
believe they will be pardoned, either
by the NRA or their own people who
for the last two years they have tend-
ed to loot and kill rather than fight-
ing the NRA.

As for jobs for the various ethnic
elites, there is some evidence that
the system is slowly becoming more
meritocratic. A wave of westerners,
many of them exiles who supported
the NRA when it was in the bush,
were appointed when the NRM took
power. But many have since fallen
from grace.

The best example is the Harvard-
educated former World Bank lawyer
Frank Mwine. The brother of an
early NRA army commander who
died in combat and from the royal
clan of Museveni's ethnic group, he
was made head of Uganda's main
bank when the NRM took power. But
his extravagant lifestyle and misman-
agement of the bank appalled Ugan-
dans. Embarrassed and infuriated,
the NRM removed him. He was
replaced by Sam Owori, a profession-
al banker from the east who probably
should have had the job in the first
place.

The main issue now is what politi-
cal system Uganda should adopt—no
party, one-party, or multi-party. The
NRM is not a party, and the organs
that are meant to be its grassroots,
the resistance committees, have
turned into a popular, effective, and
vital part of local government and do
not work as movement appendages.
Since 1986, political party activity has
been suspended, although the main

old parties, the Democratic Party
(DP) and Uganda People's Congress
(UPC), continue to meet quietly.

"It's a period of uncertainty, and I
doubt there is anyone who is very
clear on our direction," says one
highly placed NRMer. "There is deep
ambivalence on multi-parties in virtu-
ally everyone. On the one hand,
everyone wants to respect the free-
doms of association and expression.
On the other, no one wants a situa-
tion of complete political party activi-
ty, even the members of the DP and
UPC. No one wants to upset or jeop-
ardize the progress that is taking
place now."

In the past, with little to differenti-
ate their ideology, the DP and UPC
split the country between Catholic
and Protestant. The UPC instigated
intense violence during the 1980
elections and, after it lost but seized
power, continued to terrorize other
groups.

"Museveni definitely does not
want a rebirth of parties as they have
been," says the same source. "But
he's not clear how to go about not
having them without conflicting with
the freedom of association."

"The ordinary people don't want
the old parties, and they don't want
the NRM to be a party. Some middle-
class people want a party system and
might think about new parties," says
Oguttu.

On balance, says the editor, a
return to the old parties would be a
disaster, with the UPC taking the
north and east, the DP Buganda, and
the NRM the west. The DP, the more
popular of the old parties, has "noth-
ing to offer" and is "incapable of rul-
ing."

The question must be resolved,
and the NRM has little time: The new
constitution is due in 1995. "The
solution for now is to engage in hon-
est dialogue and create mutual
trust," says the highly placed
NRMer. "Once people have mutual
confidence, they can find out
whether they are ideologically
together or not. Then they can begin
to form proper political parties"
—based on real ideas and not reli-
gion or ethnicity. O
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Lediu/Sygma

The government of Paul Biya has moved to liberalize the political
process, but only up to a point. It has refused the opposition's
demands to organize a national conference in which newly legal-
ized political parties would determine the future course of the
nation. More civil unrest is threatened for Cameroon's cities, as
the government and its opponents maintain a tense standoff.

By AKWANKA JOE NDIFOR

L

I t has taken more- than a quar-
ter of a century to lay the
groundwork for the current,
breathtaking events in Came-

roon. In the wake of the dissolution of
political parties in 1966, the long-suf-
fering people of that country were
placed under a single-party dictator-
ship to achieve what was described
as "national unity." Even though the

Akwanka Joe Ndifor is a journalist with
Cameroon Radio-Television (CRTV).
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economy prospered at an annual rate
of 7 percent under Cameroon's Mus-
lim leadership at the time, the hor-
rors of autocratic rule took their toll.
All forms of opposition were crushed
and the leaders jailed or assassinated.

When President Paul Biya's gov-
ernment came to power in November
1982 with all the exuberant promises
of a new leadership, hopes were
raised in the population—but not for
long. Within two years, it became evi-

dent that the heavy-handed tac-
tics of the new regime were
even more brutal than its pre-
decessor.

Eastern Europe was a differ-
ent world, according to local
politicians, or so it seemed. Came-
roonians had nothing to learn from
abroad with regard to democracy,
they argued. In a nationwide televi-
sion address in June 1990, Biya
declared that he had initiated glas-
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nost and perestroika in his country
long before Gorbachev did in the
Soviet Union. Despite such claims,
the ripple effects of change in East-
ern Europe eventually swept
through the African continent.

Just when things seemed to be at
their worst, the first feeble voices of
criticism from a few journalists and
lawyers were heard. Although gov-
ernment reprisals were swift and
without pity, the trend was never
reversed. If a government which is
steadfast in its position against
democratic reforms has been forced
finally to open up, it is as a result of a
number of factors.

As lawyers of the Cameroon Bar
Association and the country's
English-speaking journalists battled
to effect change from within, the
World Bank, the International Mone-
tary Fund, and other international
aid organizations brought pressure
to bear from without. Financial assis-
tance and loans were suspended,
leaving the Cameroon government
with no alternative but to open up
grudgingly to the opposition.

By June 1990, reforms had been
hastily announced guaranteeing new
freedoms—of association, speech,
and the press. New measures were
announced to salvage an already bat-
tered economy. But just when jour-
nalists and lawyers were about to
relax and take stock of the fruits of
their protracted labor, it suddenly
became clear that an entirely new
struggle had just begun—this time
between the population on the one
hand and the government with its
armed forces on the other.

One key question has thrown the
country into total chaos: the organi-
zation of a national conference to
pave the way for the country's politi-
cal future. Opposition parties have
spoken of the necessity for such a
conference, arguing that it is not the
place of the ruling party to decide
the country's future alone. Biya's
government has rejected the idea of
a conference on the basis that
reforms are already underway for
democratic elections by the end of
this year. But diplomatic sources in
Cameroon's capital, Yaounde, say

the president is afraid that such a
conference could hasten efforts to
remove him from power.

As a result, civil disturbances have
shaken the country to its very roots.
There are charges from opposition
groups (which have formed a strong
coalition) that top military officers
from the president's Beti ethnic
group are arming their students and
tribesmen. Murder and abduction
squads, self-styled as "Action
Directe" and "Commando Delta," are
alleged to have been formed, their
targets being Cameroonians with lib-
eral inclinations.

The resulting insecurity has
forced the more than 30,000 students
in the country's only university to
abandon their campuses and return
home. An open letter by lecturers at
the university recently informed the
president that they would stage a sit-
in until safety was guaranteed in the
academic community. A campaign of
civil disobedience and a nationwide
shutdown has paralyzed Cameroon's
already shattered economy. The
national day. May 20, was observed
as a day of mourning for the "mar-
tyrs of liberty" following calls from
the opposition.

Despite the agitation, the govern-
ment appears to be bracing itself for
the worst. The armed forces have
been placed on full alert in areas
where the opposition is strongest for
a possible showdown with the popu-
lation. If it was already an open
secret that Cameroon had been
placed under the barrel of the gun,
another incident confirmed it. Three
army generals were appointed in
May, each to command a military
sector covering seven of the coun-
try's 10 provinces in which opposi-
tion to the government is strongest.

It was the first time in Came-
roon's post-independence history
that generals were sent to command
"forces outside military headquarters
in the capital. Hitherto, the
provinces had been under the
supreme command of civilian
provincial governors. The one
inevitable question now is who is in
charge in the seven provinces in
question—the governors or the gen-

erals who have so far taken their
orders from the president, who is
supreme chief of the armed forces.

Another frightening news item is
the appointment of the former boss
of the notorious secret police center,
Jean Forchive, to head the regular
security forces. The very mention of
his name anywhere in Cameroon
sends chills through the population.
His appointment has now pushed the
opposition and their civilian support-
ers to brace themselves for the
worst.

The current wave of violence
comes as no surprise to Camerooni-
ans. For over a quarter of a century,
a helpless population has stood by
and watched a handful of autocrats
plunge the nation into ruin.
Cameroon's constitution is common-
ly described as "a scrap of paper,"
which has been subject to constant
adjustments and readjustments and
manipulated at will to serve the per-
sonal ambitions of those in power. In
1962, early post-independence strife
gave the president emergency pow-
ers to deal ruthlessly with oppo-
nents, and such overwhelming presi-
dential powers remain in the
constitution. In short, only the presi-
dent and his close advisers know
what is good for the country. He
appoints and fires officials at will.

Parliament is described as a "rub-
ber stamp." Judges and magistrates
find it difficult to apply the law as
required because they are appointed
by presidential decree and owe their
positions to the will of the president.

A system of government which
has thrived for over three decades,
thanks to a policy of institutionalized
anarchy, suddenly gave way this year
to democratic reforms by the legal-
ization of opposition parties. There
are now some 27 of them in the coun-
try. The ruling Cameroon People's
Democratic Movement (CPDM) had
hoped initially that the existence of a
wide variety of opposition groups
would foment chaos below, leaving
the CPDM comfortably in charge. It
turned out to be a tactical and tragic
error. The opposition groups are as
varied as their ideologies, but they
are in total agreement on one
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point—the ruling party and its lead-
er, Paul Biya, must go.

It took just two days in April for
them to unite under the National
Coordination of the Opposition,
which in a few days successfully
mobilized the population into a gen-
eral strike paralyzing the entire econ-
omy. This followed the government's
refusal to organize a national political
conference in which all the parties
would determine the political future
of Cameroon.

Among the main opposition forces
is the Social Democratic Front based
in the English-speaking town of
Bamenda. It defied a government
deterrent force of 5,000 armed sol-
diers and successfully launched its
activities under the leadership of that
town's principal bookseller, John Fru
Ndi. Eight people were shot dead
during its launching.

Also of considerable influence is
the Douala-based Union of Came-
roon People which was outlawed in
the early 1960s and has long operat-
ed in France. Its leader is Dikwa
Akwa. The National Union for
Progress and Democracy is led by
Samuel Eboua and constitutes the
disgraced followers of the former
president of Cameroon, Ahmadou
Ahidjo, who died and was buried in
exile in Senegal.

At a lesser degree of influence is
the Social Movement for a New
Democracy (MSND) of the former
president of the Cameroon Bar Asso-
ciation, Yondo Black. He was jailed in
April 1990 for alleged attacks on the
person of the president.

To silence voices of opposition,
the government has long operated
an efficiently ruthless secret police
system officially called the Centre
National d'Etude et de Recherche,
labeled by the local population as the
Gestapo or the Ton Ton Macoute
(after the Duvalier secret police in
Haiti). Prominent opposition leaders
and journalists have either been
eliminated physically or have simply
disappeared into several of
Cameroon's political prisons, called
re-education centers.

An over-centralized system of gov-
ernment has rendered administra-

tion heavy. Lax and inefficient, with
accountability almost nonexistent,
this situation has led to corruption
and embezzlement, with a corre-
sponding flight of capital into private
bank accounts in Switzerland and the
United States.

Due to the absence of criticism
and dialogue, tragic mistakes have
been bound to occur. Politicians
stuck stubbornly to the export of raw
materials (cocoa, coffee, rubber,
etc.) with little thought given to the
transformation of these commodities
into finished goods. Today, commod-
ity prices have collapsed with a cor-
responding drop in foreign exchange
earnings by about 80 percent. Seven-
ty-five percent of meager foreign
earnings are now safe in private bank
accounts abroad. At least 10 local
banks and financial institutions have
shut down. Foreign journalists have
fled the country. Thousands of jobs
have been lost and the poorer fami-
lies now find it difficult to send their
children to school or afford adequate
medical care.

With its economy in ruins, ques-
tions are being raised as to how
democracy will thrive in Cameroon.
One of the greatest successes of the
government in post-independence
Cameroon is the complete absence of
religious tensions. As is not the case
with the other countries along the
West African coast where religious
strife between Christians and Mus-
lims has left thousands of people
dead, Cameroon's secular nature has
distinguished itself by forging peace
and harmony between Muslims, who
constitute 25 percent of the popula-
tion, and the other religious denomi-
nations.

But the harmony ends there.
Although there are 269 different eth-
nic groups in the country, each con-
vinced that its culture and way of life
are the ideal for the nation, nothing
poses a threat to national unity more
than the acute differences between
French and English-speaking
Cameroonians.

In Canada, French-speakers con-
stitute the minority in that country's
bilingual set-up, while the reverse is
true of Cameroon. The different

colonial policies of the French and
the British who ruled the two sec-
tions of the country separately until
independence have been largely
responsible for the tensions between
the two peoples. French-speaking
Cameroonians regard their English-
speaking compatriots as inferior. The
anglophones on the other hand
complain of treatment as second-
class citizens. Both sides have dia-
metrically opposing views on how
national issues should be tackled.
The systems of work, judiciary, and
education are different.

Differences are also evident in
journalistic methods. More than 90
percent of the journalists incarcerat-
ed over the years in Cameroon are
English-speakers, who happen to be
more outspoken.

Anglophones are now demanding
their original autonomy through a
return to the federal system of gov-
ernment. In an effort to calm the sit-
uation, the government recently
announced the creation of two new
universities—one in Buea (the for-
mer capital of English-speaking west
Cameroon) exclusively for anglo-
phones and the other in the northern
town of Ngaoundcre for franco-
phones. Regarding this as a sudden
departure from the traditional gov-
ernment policy of a centralized uni-
versity system, the anglophones say
the measure is too little and a bit too
late.

Today the future of Cameroon is
bleak: a ruined economy, an adminis-
tration whic barely works, a govern-
ment which will stop at nothing to
stay in power, an opposition bent on
ousting the government with no side
willing to strike a compromise, and a
people caught in the crossfire. It is
hard to say what the outcome will be.
But most Cameroonian economists
hold the view that it is not too late to
salvage the economy. Cameroon still
has enormous natural resources
which could take the country out of
its economic nightmare. The
economists say this can only be
achieved if those in power become
more responsible by creating a sys-
tem of checks and balances aimed at
ensuring accountability. O
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n a steamy Saturday
morning, some 400
university students
stomped through
the narrow, winding
streets of Cape

Coast to the home of a high-level gov-
ernment official.

Sporting banners like "No More
Dictatorship," "Enough is Knough,"
and "Students Say J.J. [Rawlings]
Must Go," it was little wonder that
the security guards at the home of
Ato Austin, Provisional National
Defense Council (PNDC) secretary
for the central region, did not want to
let the students in.

Austin, on the other hand, knew
better. Stepping out of his colonial-
style house, the PNDC secretary
(the equivalent of a minister) heard
the students out.

The march followed the an-
nouncement a day earlier of the com-
position of a national consultative

the government "to observe all con-
ditions which in our opinion create
the necessary atmosphere for mean-
ingful political discussion in the
country."

Accepting the petition, Austin
promised to forward the students'
objections to Rawlings. Ever the
diplomat, the PNDC secretary
thanked the students for their visit,
and suggested that they organize a
seminar for further discussion.

Austin's response to the unexpect-
ed morning visitors is typical of the
PNDC, which—whatever its
faults—has shown itself willing to
acknowledge criticism, down to the
recent acceptance of the inevitability
of multi-party politics in Ghana.

But the students' demonstration is
also symbolic of a growing restive-
ness in this West African country
over the pace of, and commitment to,
political reform. The PNDC, points
out Asare-Ansah, merely suspended

dents and opposition forces in the
country have contented themselves
with "issuing statements, commu-
niques, memoranda, etc which have
led nowhere."

The protest march in Cape Coast,
Asare-Ansah told Africa Report,
"marked the beginning of a second
phase—a far more determined phase
—in the struggle for democracy."

Unlike many neighboring franco-
phone countries, which have been
rocked by violent riots in support of
political pluralism, Ghana has
appeared relatively calm. Different
parties offer diverging views on why
this has been so.

Mohamed Ibn Chambas, the
PNDC's deputy secretary for foreign
affairs, says the relative tranquility in
Ghana reflects the fruits of the coun-
try's eight-year-old economic recov-
ery program (ERP), which is helping
the productive wheels to start turning
again in this potentially rich nation.

Opposition
assembly whose deliberations are to
form the basis of Ghana's return to
constitutional politics after a decade
of rule under the enigmatic Flt.-Lt.
Jerry John Rawlings.

In a statement, the National Union
of Ghanaian Students (NUGS) took
issue with the new assembly, which
it claimed would be subject to con-
siderable government influence;
demanded the repeal of legislation
permitting detention without trial,
banning political parties, and limiting
the press; asked thai all political pris-
oners be released; and that the
PNDC's National Commission for
Democracy (NCD)—which is over-
seeing the transition—be replaced
by a neutral body.

In sum, according to the NUGS
coordinating general secretary, Paul
Asare-Ansah, the students called on

By COLLEEN LOWE MORNA

Ghana has not been witness to the violent
demands for pluralism that have shaken many
of its neighbors, thanks, some say, to the
economic progress of the past decade. While
opponents of Flt-Lt. Rawlings have begun a
campaign for multi-party democracy, the
government itself has opened a national debate
on participatory politics—to culminate in a
drafting of a new constitution and elections.

Colleen Lowe Morna is a Zimbabwean free-
lance journalist based in Harare.
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the country's third constitution in
force when it took over on New
Year's Day 1982. It could, he main-
tains, reinstate the constitution with
minimal fuss.

"Every indication," charges Asare-
Ansah, "is that the PNDC is trying to
buy time." In the past, he says, stu-

For the past five years, Chambas
noted in an interview, "we have
steadily been climbing out of stagna-
tion. Whereas in many countries,
there are manifestations of the gen-
eral economic decline that has afflict-
ed the continent, in Ghana we are
beginning to have some hope. The
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road network is improving and
goods have become more available.
When you go to the hospital, you
may have to pay some small amount
for treatment, but drugs are
available. There is a gradual
improvement all around."

In Chambas's view, "the best
anchor for democracy is a stable eco-
nomic base." While the time has
come to allow Ghanaians a greater
say in the running of the country,
Chambas maintains that the de-
mands have not been as dramatic as
elsewhere because the main concern
of Ghanaians is with their economic
lot—and that has been improving.

Apart from disputing the benefits
of ERP—which they say has favored
the wealthy—opposition forces main-
tain that the reason why Ghana has
been so quiet are the clamps which
the government has placed on dis-
senting views.

In addition to the ban on party pol-
itics, which remains in force despite
the government's reluctant commit-
ment to political pluralism in Ghana,
the PNDC maintains a preventative
custody law (under which some 200
political prisoners are detained), a
public tribunal law (sanctioning the
death penalty), and a newspaper
licensing law under which several
publications have been banned.

Shortly before its formation in
August last year, the Movement for
Freedom and Justice (MFJ), a group
of former politicians and intellectu-
als, received a visit from the Special
Branch, and its officials were tem-
porarily detained. The MFJ, on a
number of occasions, has been
refused permission to hold rallies, or
been forced to cancel planned semi-
nars.

"The element of fear, which the
Chairman [Rawlingsj himself has
described as the 'culture of silence'
still persists in Ghana," says MFJ
first national vice chairman, Johnny
Hansen. 'This has made it difficult
for us to reach every nook and cran-
ny in the country, and has given a
false impression of calm."

Another interpretation of the rela-
tive quiet in Ghana is offered by a
Western diplomat, who points out

that the PNDC has proved adept at
preempting opposition demands by
setting reforms in motion. "The gov-
ernment has always managed to stay
one step ahead of the opposition,"
the diplomat maintains.

Indeed, according to Chambas,
the PNDC has long been aware that
"political and economic reform go
hand in hand. As things improve eco-
nomically, you can expect a higher
level of political participation from
the population."

The quest for a more participato-
ry form of government dates back to
1989, when Ghana introduced a
unique form of no-party district
assembly elections, in which the gov-
ernment provided individuals with
equal amounts of campaign money.
Government, opposition, and neutral
observers agree that the district
assemblies have been a crucial force
in mobilizing Ghanaians at the grass-
roots.

However, recognition by the gov-
ernment that this grassroots democ-
racy has to be accompanied by what
one Ghanaian calls "treetop" democ-
racy—or democracy at the top—led
to the opening of a "national discus-
sion on the country's political future"
in Sunyani last July.

Soon after, the MFJ, led by the
respected Ghanaian historian and a
well-known Rawlings critic, Adu Boa-
hen, announced its formation. The
purpose of the movement—which
does not have the legal status of a
political party—was to let the PNDC
know that "Ghanaians arc fed up
with the government's dictatorial
tendencies," says Hansen. "We felt
this was the time for us to assert
these feelings—when they were set-
ting up their state-funded fora. That
gave us the opportunity to say: If you
are establishing your fora, then we
are establishing ourselves in opposi-
tion to what you have projected."

During the ensuing debates, the
PNDC did not hide its basic disincli-
nation toward multi-party politics,
although government leaders
claimed to have no position on this
issue. Chairman of the NCI) and
PNDC member Justice D.F. Annan,
for example, frequently alluded to

the past failures of multi-party poli-
tics in Ghana.

However, taking a cue from the
MFJ, several bodies, including
NUGS, Ghana Trades Union Con-
gress, and Ghana National Associa-
tion of Teachers, came out in favor of
a return to constitutional rule and
political pluralism. They pointed out
that Ghana had experienced far
more years of military rule than
multi-party politics in its turbulent
history—and these had hardly been
more exemplary.

Heeding the signs, Rawlings
announced on the ninth anniversary
of his December 31 seizure of power
that the NCI) had been given until
March 31 to present its report, after
which the PNDC would convene a
broad-based national consultative
body to draw up a fourth constitution
for the country.

Thanks—in Hansen's view—to
the alternative voice offered by the
MFJ and civic organizations, the
NCD report concluded that "the gen-
erality of the population is not
against political parties as an ideal
instrument that may give the fullest
expression to the freedom of associa-
tion."

Rawlings lost little time in
announcing that a national consulta-
tive body would start work in July.
This is to be assisted by a committee
of constitutional experts under the
chairmanship of Dr. K.B. Asante, a
former solicitor-general and current-
ly director of the United Nations
Center for Transnational Corpora-
tions.

In the same statement, the PNDC
confirmed that the constitutional pro-
posals that it would put to the assem-
bly, based on the NCD report, "will
make provision for freedom of asso-
ciation, including the formation of
political parties."

The path ahead, however, remains
far from clear, making collisions
between the government and opposi-
tion forces ever more likely, and pos-
sibly more dramatic than in the past.

As exemplified by the student
demonstrations in Cape Coast, a key
bone of contention is the govern-
ment's continued heavy hand in, and
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paternalistic attitude toward, the
political transition in Ghana. This has
led to deep-seated suspicions about
the PNDC's real intentions.

The law setting up the National
Consultative Assembly provides for
260 representatives, of whom 117 are
to be elected representatives from
the district councils/assemblies and
121 from "identifiable bodies" such
as the National House of Chiefs;
Cocoa, Coffee, and Sheanut Farmers
Association; Trades Union Congress
(TUC); Ghana Journalists Associa-
tion (GJA); Navy, Police, Civil Ser-
vants Association; Market Women;
Christian Council of Ghana; Ghana
National Association of Teachers
(GNAT); and Committees for the
Defense of the Revolution (CDRs).
The remaining 22 representatives
are to be appointed by the govern-
ment.

A statement announcing the com-
position of the consultative assembly
said this formula provided for the
broadest participation ever in the
drafting of a Ghanaian constitution.
But critics maintain that the formula
provides for considerable govern-
ment interference. The well-repre-
sented district assemblies, charges
Asare-Ansah, "are institutions of the
government and owe allegiance to
them."

NUGS and a number of other civic
organizations are also critical of the
distribution of seats among "identifi-
able bodies." For example, the
Ghana Army and Navy are to get
four seats each, and the CDRs (creat-
ed by the PNDC) 10 seats, compared
to one seat each for the students' and
teachers' associations. The MFJ,
though not a political party, is not
represented at all.

The key role of the NCD in the
exercise has also raised eyebrows.
The law provides for a speaker for
the assembly to be appointed by the
PNDC. NCD chairman Justice
Annan has been tipped for the post.
The NCD would also oversee any
future elections. According to Asare-
Ansah, this amounts to "the prosecu-
tor being the same as the judge."

The MFJ, according to Hansen,
has "disagreed with the idea of a

national consultative body because it
gives the impression that it is just an
advisory body, which leaves in the
lap of government the casting vote
on the shape of our constitution."
Instead, the MFJ has proposed "an
independent conference of all
entrusted with the power to draw up
a program leading to constitutional
rule."

NUGS, the MFJ, and several other
groups have also questioned the
need to retain restrictions on free-
dom of association and the media, as
well as preventative detention. They
have also called for an amnesty for all
political detainees and exiles.

The PNDC maintains that the ban
on party politics is to ensure that the
consultations are completely non-
partisan. "We have made a lot of sac-
rifices to get out of chaos," adds
Chambas. "We are not about to be
irresponsible and allow for an unsys-
tematic, uncoordinated transition."

But such a position, according to
Asare-Ansah, contradicts the NCD
report, backed by the government

statement, in support of freedom of
speech, freedom from arbitrary
arrest and detention, freedom of
assembly and association, and free-
dom and independence of the media.
"There are a lot of contradictions in
the system," says the student leader.
"If these ideals are good for the
future, why are they not good now?"

The government's reluctance to
ease political restrictions, Asare-
Ansah added, has led to suspicions
that "although in principle the PNDC
has accepted multi-partyism, there is
likely to be foul play in the transition
of power."

Already, the PNDC has hinted
that it would like to see a certain
number of seats in the new order
reserved for "independent candi-
dates." Government officials also
talk enthusiastically of the Nigerian
experiment, in which the military
government of Ibrahim Babangida
has established its patronage over
the two political parties which are to
contest elections next year.

The future role of the military in
politics is also likely to be a sticky
point. Announcing the return to con-
stitutional rule, Flt.-Lt. Jerry Rawl-
ings strongly hinted at a continued
role for the military in government

when he noted
Billboard in ,, , i , ,
Accra: Rawl- t h a t t h o s c w h o

ings strongly talked of a civilian
hinted at a con- government still £
tinued role for ,. ,. , , • , a
the military in ding to a colonial |
government legacy." True, he |

said, "a soldier $
may be a professional fighter, but
does that lake away his or her social
and political responsibility?"

Critics, on the other hand, say it's
time for the soldiers to go back to the
barracks—for good.

As the MFJ's Johnny Hansen puts
it: "The military involvement in gov-
ernment is an imposition and a dicta-
torship. We feel that multi-partyism
should signal the end of all military
involvement in government. Soldiers
can get up at any time, grab the radio
station, and say they now run the
government. This kind of thing is
becoming very resentful to Ghana-
ians. They want a way of being able
to stop this once and for all." O
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After 22 years of ruling Mali with a heavy hand, President Moussa Traore underes-
timated the depth and determination of the opposition to his rule. In March, three
days of demonstrations shook the nation, and the president was ousted in a military
coup whose leaders began paving the way for a transition to multi-party democracy.

On March 25-26, Lt.-Col.
Amadou Toumani Tou-
re, 43, a battalion com-
mander with Mali's elite

paratrooper commando unit, and l(i
fellow officers led a successful coup
that overthrew the government of
President Moussa Traore. The coup
came on the heels of three days of
bloody street clashes between gov-
ernment security forces and pro-
democracy protesters in Mali's capi-
tal, Bamako, where 150 people were
killed and 1,000 injured, including
women and children.

As in the past, Traore had
attempted to deal with the demon
strations through a combination of
force and compromise. However, a
peaceful demonstration organized on
March 22 by the Association of
Malian Pupils and Students (AFFM)
quickly turned violent, with demon-
strators attacking government
offices, banks, automobiles, gas sta-
tions, private businesses, and the
homes of officials.

Pascal James Imperato is a writer who has
lived and worked in Mali for many years.

This vandalism and the looting
that accompanied it gave Traore jus-
tification for using a heavy hand and
for declaring a state of emergency.
Security forces quickly switched
from using tear gas and rubber bul-
lets to live ammunition, causing a
large number of casualties.

'Hie following day saw a continua-
tion of the protests and further
bloody clashes, including one
between troops and 2,000 women
demonstrating in front of the min-
istry of defense. Faced with the
fiercest and bloodiest protests in the
country's history, Traore combined
force with dialogue and held a sym-
bolic meeting on March 23 with
Christian and Muslim leaders who
were not the moving forces behind
the protests.

Finally, on March 24, after a third
day of protests, he met with leaders
of the Coordination Committee of
Democratic Associations and Orga-
nizations (CCAOD), a grouping of
AFFM, the National Union of Malian
Workers (UNTM), and two pro-
democracy groups, the Committee

for a Democratic Initiative (CNID)
and the Alliance for Democracy in
Mali (Adema), which had organized
the protests. The concessions
Traore offered the protest groups
were similar to those he had used to
defuse demonstrations a dozen
years before. He agreed to a lifting
of the state of emergency, promised
to free all political prisoners, and
stated that the congress of his ruling
party, the Democratic Union of
Malian People (UDPM), scheduled
for March 28, would be devoted to
political innovation.

Traore's concessions were insuffi-
cient to end the crisis. The killing of
innocent women and children out-
raged the urban public and placed
him in an untenable position. The
UNTM called a general strike on
March 25 and demanded his
resignation, as did numerous other
groups. Unwilling to agree to the
opposition's demands for multi-party
democracy, and faced with eroding
support within the UDPM, whose
administrative secretary, Bouille
Siby, and political secretary, Djibril

By PASCAL JAMES IMPERATO
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Diallo, had publicly declared them-
selves in favor of a multi-party sys-
tem, Traore found himself in an
increasingly isolated and desperate
effort to hold on to power. His vul-
nerability at this point, coupled with
the ambitions of other military offi-
cers to seize power for themselves,
largely determined the timing of the
coup that occurred on March 25-26.

While declaring that the military
had acted to rid the country of a
"bloodthirsty and corrupt regime"
and to replace it with a multi-party
democracy, Toure and his Council of
National Reconciliation (CRN) initial-
ly were vague about how this would
be achieved. 'Hie member organiza-
tions of CCAOI), quickly sensing
that their protests might have merely
facilitated replacing one military dic-
tator with another, switched their
pressure tactics to Toure and his fel-
low officers. They warned them that
the protests would resume if the
CRN did not recognize that radical
change had to take place. Sobered by
this threat, and more importantly by
the prospect of foreign aid being sus-
pended by France and other donors
if appreciable movement toward
multi-party democracy did not take
place quickly, Toure finally relented.

On March 29, the CRN and the
CCAOI) jointly announced that free
municipal, legislative, and presiden-
tial elections would be held before
January 1, 1992. The CRN also abol-
ished itself, and a new committee
known as the Transition Committee
for the Salvation of the People
(CTSP) was established, consisting
of 25 members, including 10 military
and 15 from the CCAOI), with Toure
serving as chairman. Included in the
CTSP membership are not only the
pro-democracy groups, but also rep-
resentatives from the Tuareg-based
Azawad Liberation Movement and
the Azawad Arab-Moslem Front,
which had recently been involved in
a military insurrection in the north
of the country. At the opening ses-
sion of the CTSP, Toure said that the
army had learned a sad lesson from
its 20 years of involvement in repres-
sion, business deals, and favoritism.

On April 4, Toure chose Soumana

Sacko as an interim prime minister.
Sacko won widespread popular
respect and support during his brief
tenure as minister of finance and
trade in 1987. He became a folk hero
to many Malians, not only because of
the drastic measures he took to fight
fraud, corruption, and tax evasion,
but more importantly because he
found the means to abolish lagged
salary payments to civil servants.
Sacko's scrupulous honesty and zeal
in ferreting out corruption made him
a political threat to both the Traore
regime and to businessmen, and
after only a few months in office, he
was forced to resign and was given a
post with the United Nations Devel-
opment Programme. Few former
government officials in Mali have
Sacko's moral authority, and none
his degree of popular appeal. Thus,
his choice to head a transitional gov-
ernment is widely perceived as a
sure sign of the military's commit-
ment to create a multi-party democ-
racy.

While Sacko heads a provisional
government of 22 members, only five
of whom are soldiers, the CCAOI)
moves ahead with plans to convene a
conference of Mali's political parties
for the purpose of drawing up a new
constitution. The rhetoric from the
constituent groups of the CCAOI)
expresses a firm belief that pluralism
will resolve many of Mali's economic
problems. Yet, these problems
proved intractable to a variety of
solutions applied by Traore, often
against his own wishes, but at the
urging of international donors.

Although pro-democracy plat-
forms and demands for multi-party
government are genuine, they also
mask special group interests such as
entitlements, employment benefits,
and guarantees of government
employment. Mali's political class
largely consists of urban-based
salaried workers employed in the
civil service or parastatals, students
accustomed to government-spon-
sored privileges and entitlements.
and unemployed graduates frustrat-
ed by the inability of a bloated
bureaucracy or the small private sec-
tor to absorb them.

The problems created by a state-
run economy, the burden of a large
foreign debt, and Mali's grinding
poverty plagued Traore during the
22 years he was in office. His prede-
cessor, Modibo Keita, and the Marx-
ist political party he headed created a
state-run economy which eventually
included almost 40 parastatals.
Under Keita, employment in either
the government bureaucracy or the
parastatals was virtually guaranteed
to all graduates.

The urban political class long ben-
efitted from artificially low retail
prices for domestically produced
food, relatively early retirement from
government service on good pen-
sions, generous leave, and free
health care and educational benefits
for dependents. Not surprisingly,
while many of them cheered Keita's
fall on November 19, 1968. primarily
because his regime had grown
repressive, none denounced his form
of socialism from which they had so
wellbenefitted.

Foreign financial subsidies in the
form of loans and grants, particularly
from France, enabled Traore and the
CMLN to avoid political confronta-
tion by continuing Keita's economic
policies for many years. However, by
the late 1970s, under pressure from
the International Monetary Fund,
the World Bank, and other donors,
Traore was forced to curtail entitle-
ments and access to employment in
the civil service and the parastatals.
The predictable result was serious
student protests that occurred in
1979 and 1980.

Teachers also protested at this
time, primarily over delayed salary
payments, perceived by most civil
servants as uniquely due to corrup-
tion, but in reality the result in part of
a purposeful policy, supported by
international donors, to deal with the
government's cash flow problems.
Better organized, better educated,
more radicalized, and with access to
a nationwide network of colleagues,
teachers were better able to muster
protests than were smaller groups of
civil servants. Aware of the serious
political risks in dismantling the
state-run economy and in reducing
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the size of the civil service, Traore
and his government never fully con-
fronted these issues, but rather
bought time by addressing them at
the periphery while securing contin-
ued international financial support.

Despite Mali's poverty and two
serious droughts, Traore was able to
navigate through most of the 1980s
with little political turmoil. In large
measure, this was due to his adop-
tion of pragmatic domestic and for-
eign policies, power-sharing with
civilians, the use of consensus within
the UDPM leadership and the
National Assembly to formulate poli-
cy, regular national and local elec-
tions that gave the public a limited
participatory role in government,
substantial foreign assistance that
enabled him to support large num-
bers of government workers, and a
special place for the military in
Mali's political life.

The presence of civilian majorities
in the cabinet and in the party leader-
ship in the late 1980s represented
significant political accommodation
on the part of Traore and his military
supporters. However, his corrupt
practices and those of his family and
government officials engendered
enormous resentment among most
Malians, especially the urban politi-
cal class which used the Spartan
standards of the Keita regime as a
reference point.

At the same time that Traore
sought foreign assistance to support
a large bureaucracy of close to
50,0(X) employees, he also responded
to pressures from the IMF and the
World Bank to privatize the economy
and to eliminate unprofitable para-
statals. Having bolstered Mali's
financial position by returning to the
CFA franc zone in 1984, he was hope-
ful that a strong private sector would
emerge. Based on projections that a
private sector would develop fairly
rapidly, he moved to eliminate
unprofitable parastatals and to stem
the flow of new entrants into the civil
service. This was a risky strategy
considering that Traore had already
foiled four attempted coups.

A private sector capable of absorb-
ing significant numbers of graduat-

ing students never emerged, creat-
ing a large urban population of
unemployed and under-employed
ready to galvanize their grievances
into a common cause. They found
support among the members of the
UNTM, the country's labor union,
whose members began to make
demands Traore could not meet,
including salary increases, employ-
ment guarantees, and the payment of
salaries on time.

Events in the Communist bloc in
1989, with which Mali had always
maintained close political and eco-
nomic links since the days of the
Keita regime, multi-party elections in
a number of African countries, and a
genuine desire for a democratic polit-
ical system, brought together
diverse segments of the political
class, most of which harbored real or
imagined economic grievances. In
October 1990, three coalition groups
formed, CNID, Adema, and a student
association, AEFM.

On June 26, 1990, Traore warned
of the dangers of multi-party democ-
racy in a speech before the UDPM
leadership. However, in August, the
party leadership, obviously split over
the issue, declined to take a position
and deferred the matter to the
March 28 special congress of the
UDPM. In order to place pressure on
Traore and the UDPM prior to the
congress, CNID and Adema mobi-
lized 10,000 for a peaceful march for
"democracy and pluralism" on
December 10, 1990. On December
30, they launched a second march of
30,000, the largest crowd ever
assembled in Bamako. Traore, faced
with a split over the issue in the
UDPM leadership, fearful of alienat-
ing some of his military supporters
who opposed pluralism, and unwill-
ing to relinquish power, tried to
appease the masses with promises of
democracy within the context of the
UDPM. At the same time, he
imposed limited curbs on freedoms,
including censorship of independent
newspapers, in an attempt to quell
the protests.

A strike by the UNTM on January
8 and 9 hardened Traore's position
because the UNTM had in effect

challenged its parent organization,
the UDPM. The fact that the union's
general secretary, Bakary Karambe,
was a leading multi-party advocate
led Traore to suspect that the union's
action was not just confined to its
stated issues of guaranteed employ-
ment, salary increases, and unpaid
wages.

Traore then appointed a hard-line
soldier. Gen. Sekou Ly, as minister of
the interior. Ly quickly suspended
Adema, CNID, and AEEM from all
political activities. On January 18,
AEEM demonstrators clashed with
police, and the rumored arrest of the
group's loader, Oumar Mariko,
touched off demonstrations and riots
on January 21 and 22, in which six
people were killed and 232 detained.
Most of the detainees were later
released.

Despite Ly's suspension order,
Adema, AEEM, and CNID continued
to organize protests demanding
multi-party democracy. Ly met with
the leaders of these groups on
February 21, but no accommodation
was reached. Instead, a massive
demonstration took place on March
3, demanding the release of de-
tainees, freedom of the press and
association, an inquiry into the
deaths of demonstrators, and multi-
party democracy. On March 17,
AEEM held a peaceful march whose
stated purpose was to commemorate
the eleventh anniversary of the death
in detention of a student leader,
Abdul Karim Camara, but whose
principal objective was to keep up
pressure on the government.

In his 22 years in power, Traore
had never confronted a major domes-
tic political challenge that drew
strength from events outside of Mali.
He and his principal advisers greatly
underestimated the determination of
the pro-democracy groups and the
powerful inspiration they found in
the example of multi-parly move-
ments in Eastern Europe and Africa.
Unwilling to cede or share power,
and unable to meet the demands of
demonstrators, he placed himself on
a collision course culminating in the
three days of rioting that led to his
downfall. O
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Jonathan Frimpong-Ansah:
STRENGTHENING AFRICA'S

HUMAN RESOURCES

Since the release of the World Bank's much-publicized
report, Sub-Saharan Africa: From Crisis to Sustainable
Growth, "capacity building," or the need to resuscitate
human resources, has become the buzzword in develop-
ment circles in Africa. The most concrete expression to
date of the African Capacity Building Initiative is the
Africa Capacity Building Fund presently being estab-
lished in Harare.

The Fund's new executive secretary is the distinguished
Ghanaian economist and banker, Dr. Jonathan Frirnpong-
Ansah, who served for many years as governor of the
Bank of Ghana before becoming a senior adviser to Stan-
dard Chartered Bank, as well as a private consultant. In
this interview with Africa Report, Dr. Frimpong-Ansah
explained what the Fund hopes to achieve.

By COLLEEN LOWE MORNA

Africa Report: What is the underlying motivation of the
Africa Capacity Building Fund?
Frimpong-Ansah: This fund is the brainchild of three institu-
tions: the World Bank, African Development Bank, and the
United Nations Development Programme. If I can summarize
briefly, this is how the idea came about. As you know, in the
post-independence period in Africa, a lot of effort has been
made by African countries to achieve economic development
as rapidly as possible. The process has involved, among other
things, the building up of capital, human and physical. The
process of economic development has not achieved the results
that many people had anticipated at independence. We have
not achieved the kind of growth rates that had been anticipat-
ed, even though a lot of capital expenditure has been made.

Most African countries have experienced long periods of
stagnation, some even protracted decline. In the process of

Colleen Ij>we Morna is a Zimbabwean freelance journalist based in Harare.

stagnation and decline, a lot of earlier capital investment got
lost. The physical infrastructure like roads, schools, and hospi-
tals—these stay and decay. But the human capital—because it
could move—disappeared from A"rica.

In the second half of the 1980s, almost every African coun-
try has embarked on structural reforms, very wide-ranging and
far-reaching. A lot of this reform nas taken the form of mone-
tary stabilization at the behest of the IMF which has had the
tendency to liberalize these economies. Associated with this
has been a considerable degree of infrasfrucfure repair, mostly
initiated by the World Bank and African Development Bank.
People hoped that as the economy liberalized, as infrastructure
got repaired, as production picked up, a new environment
would be created for the return to the human resource.

This is not happening, certainly not at the rate people
thought it would. There are good reasons, too. When human
capital leaves, it gets re-established through marriage, new
associations, new roots, new income levels. Suddenly the
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African countries, the donor community, the international agen-
cies, the multilateral institutions that have been involved in
financial reforms have come to realize that there is an urgent
need to tackle the human resource problem if the momentum
created by these reforms is to be maintained. In other words,
there is a need to redevelop the human capital, in tandem with
the development of physical infrastructure.
Africa Report: How do you propose to go about capacity
building?

Frimpong-Ansah: It's a big task. We are talking about 43
sub-Saharan African countries, all of which need assistance.
Within these countries, we are talking of several policy centers
in the ministries of finance, planning, trade, and industry. We
are also talking about central banks and universities. If you
have been to some of these institutions, you will have seen the
state of decay- The amount of work required is enormous. We
are setting ourselves a pilot phase to gauge, by taking a sam-
ple of countries or programs. Tentatively, let us say we select
10 to 13 countries spread over the continent, including Sahe-
lian, francophone, anglophone, central, south, east, and Indi-
an Ocean countries. We then try to home in on one or two pro-
grams which we think would make a critical impact. Then we
would design a strategy around these programs in the next
four-year pilot phase. This will determine if the approach is
good or bad, and whether it should be modified. So the pilot
phase will instruct us, and we would have developed our own
in-house capacity.

The second aspect which is very important is that we would
want to develop the foundations of infrastructure. We would
have to conduct a lot of research in the general area of human
resource capacity, so that we could undertake surveys of exist-
ing universities and their capacity; survey government institu-
tions, how they have gone about public policy analysis; under-
take studies on the present mass of African experience in and
outside Africa. In such a way, the foundation becomes a place
where whoever wants to help tackle the human resource prob-
lem can come and get the basic information needed. The idea
here is to gradually create for the foundation a certain degree
of integrity, some authority, so that it becomes a focal point for
coordinating donor efforts in capacity building.
Africa Report: How can universities, training colleges, and
research institutes expect to benefit from the initiative?
Frimpong-Ansah: Our first approach when we go to a
country will be to the users of the product. For example, here in
Zimbabwe, we would go to the government and private sector
institutions involved in policy analysis and development plan-
ning. We would spend a lot of time finding out what the gaps
are, where they are, what the bottlenecks are, and what is
required to enhance their management capacity. We would
have top-level people study all this with governments. After we
have established what the needs are, we will go to the universi-
ties, centers of learning which would normally have provided
this, study them, and see whaf they think they should be doing
for our clients. We can see ourselves redefining a curriculum in
the department of economics, to satisfy certain objectives, joint-
ly between the ministry and university. We could find ourselves
re-creating or funding certain departments of the university to
enhance their ability to undertake this kind of training. We
could see a situation in which we take some academic staff
from here, to retool them in other parts of the world. We could
find ourselves in a situation where we would bring in special-
ists from elsewhere in Africa, or outside Africa, to come in to
the universities to upgrade and teach. We could find ourselves

in situations in which we realize that certain twinning arrange-
ments may be best between certain university institutions, to
provide certain courses, to upgrade and restore confidence in
these institutions.

At the regional level, we will do the same thing, but in a
slightly different manner. For example, we could look at the
African Center for Monetary Studies in Dakar. This center was
created by the Association of Central Banks [which includes all
central bonks in Africa, except South Africa]. It is one place
which, if adequately enhanced in coordination with the needs
of central banks, could help address all the problems in central
banks in Africa by just doing the right things at the center. Sim-
ilarly, the East African Management Institute in Arusha could
be developed as a central business school, via an association
with the Harvard Business School or Kennedy School for exam-
ple, to produce top-level MBAs.

Africa Report: What is your assessment of the current state
of training at these universities and institutes in Africa?
Frimpong-Ansah: I would not venture to answer that ques-
tion until I have done my own research. But what I can say, on
the basis of my past experience, is that many [African experts]
have had the benefit of a good education. What has hap-
pened in Africa is that the environment in which these people
have worked has been so hostile that they have not found
either the time or resources to keep themselves abreast with the
literature or methods as they have evolved since they left uni-
versity. If you go to the University of Ibadan, which is one of the
elite institutes in all of Africa, about 60 percent of the books in
the library were published before 1962; the journals—quality,
up-to-date ones—go up to 1985. The photocopying machine's
been broken down for a very long time. The result is that all of
these books have lost who chunks of pages, because stu-
dents—unable to photocopy them—tear them out. I have given
jobs to some professors to do econometric analysis and found
they don't even have computers. They have to grind the figures
by hand.

Africa Report: Given the extent of the decline, how can a
fund the size of yours really begin to address the issues?
Frimpong-Ansah: We are not really going to seek to
address the whole problem. We are going to seek with this
fund to illustrate to the donor community what is wrong, what
the gaps are, and what can be done. If we can do that, the
fund will have justified its creation, and illustrated the need for
its permanent endowment to tackle this problem over a longer
term period.
Africa Report: Would you describe the fund then as a ser-
vice organization?
Frimpong-Ansah: Some thought it was going to be a new
university, a new institution. It is not going to be that. It is going
to be more a facilitator, coordinator, and resource mobilizer.
Africa Report: Are there any examples of institutions or
arrangements already in place which can serve as models of
the sort of thing you want to achieve?
Frimpong-Ansah: One example is the University of London
which, through its School of Oriental and African Studies, has
taken up an aspect of this work seriously with the Mozambican
government and has instituted jointly with the University of
Eduardo Mondlane a joint MSC in economics, financed by the
Swedish International Development Agency [SIDA]. So it is a
three-way program to train staff on a part-time basis in the
economy-related ministries and central bank of Mozambique.
They do most of the courses in Mozambique, and go to London
for three months to write their dissertation. But they are con-
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There is a
need to re-
develop the
human
capital, in
tandem with
the develop-
ment of
physical
infrastructure.

ferred a degree by
an internationally
recognized universi-
ty, and this imparts
a lot of confidence
in them.

Similarly, the
University of Dar es
Salaam has a pro-
gram which brings
together the Univer-
sities of Upsala,
Stockholm, and
Gottenberg. The
three universities
provide post-gradu-
ate facilities for the
department of eco-
nomics at the Uni-
versity of Dar es

Salaam- A lot of the work is done in Tanzania, but there is a
constant exchange of staff, and the defense of the Ph.D thesis is
conducted at the Swedish universities. What this has done has
been to give the economics degrees at the university a great
deal of respect- The government regularly draws on this exper-
tise in public sector advice, planning, and management. The
university is also one of the most recognized when it comes to
international contracts. Because the professors concerned are
able to earn some foreign currency, they stay at home. If I
could digress for a minute: While in Stockholm, I talked to the
director-general of SlDA, to ask if, as part of the program, one
could not create a fund jointly with these agencies, to enable
all these universities to have access to some consultancy work
which is not related to the needs of the international agencies,
but to their own countries. The impression I got is that it is worth
considering.

Africa Report: What of those experts who have already left?
Are you going to try and get them to come back?
Frimpong-Ansah: That is an area that requires a lot of
research. It relates to the brain drain generally, and it is not
easy to devise a strategy to get them back. Some countries
have made attempts to pay special consultancy rates to people
who left. This has created a bad feeling among people who
did not go away. There are many ways in which we can bene-
fit from the experience of those who have left. They need not
go back to their own countries. Since they are Africans, they
could be deployed anywhere in Africa.

In the course of our work, we are going to do lots of semi-
nars and roundtable conferences. We hope that we will bring
many of these people in, so that we can benefit from their
knowledge. Also, if there is need to strengthen local universities
by bringing in others, and there are Africans, we will bring
them in, not necessarily to their own countries- My own feeling
is that with the economic liberalization that is taking place in
Africa, and hopefully with the political liberalization that is
bound to follow, Africans outside Africa may not need all that
money they are receiving to be attracted back. Some will not
come, but we expect that the flow back will be related to the
recovery of the African economies more than anything else.
Africa Report: What sort of response are you getting from
African governments?

Frimpong-Ansah: Eight African countries have contributed
a quarter of a million dollars each to the fund, and we expect

more to come. They are very much aware of the fund. This is
the only international initiative of this kind which is African-led,
and partly African-funded, in which Africans have identified
their own problems and are taking the initiative in solving
them, with international assistance.
Africa Report: A few years back, the World Bank wrote a
report suggesting that education resources in Africa are most
effectively spent on primary rather than tertiary education.
Does the Bank's role in this initiative represent a change in its
thinking on this matter?
Frimpong-Ansah: I can't speak for the World Bank on this.
But the World Bank coming in on capacity building at a high
level does not in any way imply that it has changed its position
regarding the importance of primary education. One has to
look at education in the long term. Primary education has its
major advantages when you want to improve the living stan-
dards and quality of life for the mass of the people. This has
been a World Bank objective for several decades. The capaci-
ty building initiative has its role at the higher level in enhancing
the quality of development management. This is a completely
different issue from the overall development of the quality of life
through education.

Africa Report: What about other area of expertise, outside
policy analysis and development management? Don't these
also require attention?
Frimpong-Ansah: I agree with you, but you can't take on all
the burdens at once, or in one institution. I would expect that
the success we will achieve here may help in justifying similar
endeavors in other fields, for example in agriculture and engi-
neering. All these fields require capacity refurbishing.
Africa Report: To what extent is capacity building, in and of
itself, the answer to Africa's long-term economic recovery? Is it
not conceivable that we could still end up with a lot of trained
people who are not gainfully employed?
Frimpong-Ansah: The question relates to the overall envi-
ronment. In more advanced economic environments, there is a
public recognition that what is really crucial in economic devel-
opment is the quality of management. We hope that as we
develop capacity over time, the importance of the quality of
management will permeate all aspects of life and public policy.
This is not new in Africa. I don't think that there is a single
indigenous culture which did not emphasize this. Somehow, in
the attempt to modernize at a rapid pace, we seem to have lost
this conscious quality, because things have happened at such a
fast rote, and the international economy has not been friendly
in most of the post-independence period. If we are able to
rebuild professionalism, then this will permeate even to the
political level, where there will be recognition and respect for
the quality of work.

If I could take examples from the other sciences: When an
engineer designs a building, no one quarrels with [him or her]
about how much steel is used, because if the building is not
sound, it will collapse. Similarly, if a doctor makes a prescrip-
tion, no one quarrels with the doctor, because they know that if
you do so, you may die. Because of the immediate punishment
for poor performance in these disciplines, they have created
institutions to safeguard the quality of their work. In economic
management generally, things are much longer term. Yet the
cost to innocent people of poor economic management is far
greater than that of one building collapsing, or that any doctor
can cause to some patient. So the need for professionalism in
economic management is greater than in any other discipline,
and that is what we want to see established in Africa. •
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ECONOMIES

Banking on the ADB
With African countries beset by continuing economic difficulties, many govern-
ments are hoping that the African Development Bank will play a more significant
role in questions of economic policy reform. While the Bank has expanded its capi-
tal base as well as its priority lending areas, Western donors caution that project, not

policy-based, loans should be the focus of its activity.

Amid the many
receptions which
took place during
the annual confer-
ence of the African
D e v e l o p m e n t
Bank board of

directors in Abidjan this May, one
received relatively little attention. Yet
this brief ceremony, in which
Mozambique presented three wood-
en carvings to ADB officials at the
Bank's headquarters, was undoubt-
edly one of the most moving of the
four-day event.

Mozambique, one of Africa's poor-
est countries, relies on foreign aid
for over half of its budgetary, and
most of its import, requirements. It
is also a significant recipient of
resources from the African Develop-
ment Fund (ADF), the soft loan arm
of the ADB.

The three carvings, which now
stand in different lobbies of the
ADB's impressive high-rise, are a
tribute to "the crucial role that the
Bank is playing in the economic and
social development of Africa,"
Mozambican Prime Minister Mario
Machungo told the small gathering.

In a continent plagued by econom-
ic crisis and increasingly left with lit-
tle choice but to swallow whatever
medicine Western donors and finan-
cial institutions prescribe, the
African Development Bank has stood
as a beacon of hope for beleaguered
African nations.

Colleen Lowe Morna is a Zimbabwean free-
lance journalist based in Harare.

By COLLEEN LOWE MORNA

A creation of the Organization of
African Unity, the ADB has expand-
ed from its initial capital base of $250
million in 1964, to $6.3 billion when
non-regional members were first
invited to join the Bank in 1983, to
$23.05 billion following a 200 percent
capital increase in June 1987. Last
year, the ADB and ADF together
loaned S3.3 billion to African coun-
tries, bringing total lending by the
Bank group to $18.8 billion.

The Bank group's net transfer of
resources to Africa last year—at $1.2
billion—was greater than that of any
other multilateral financial institution
operating in Africa, the Senegalese
president of the Bank, Babacar Ndi-
aye, told the opening session.

Yet, despite the ADB's success in
mobilizing resources, plus the triple
A credit rating that it enjoys over-
seas, the Bank finds itself at a crucial
juncture as it plans for the next five
years. Given the economic problems
that continue to dog the continent,
African countries are naturally anx-
ious that "their" bank grow
bigger and take an ever more
prominent role in key policy
issues.

The 26 non-regional mem-
bers (compared to 51 regional
members) cannot veto policy
decisions in the Bank. But
because they provide over half
its resources, they hold consid-
erable sway. And many feel that
rather than expanding, the Bank
ought to be consolidating its activi-
ties, lest it overextend itself.

Inga-Bjork Klerby, Sweden's rep-
resentative to the ADB's 27th annual
conference in Abidjan, summed up
the Bank's dilemma as follows: 'The
Bank has taken several positive steps
toward improving its operational
activities. In order to meet the grow-
ing demands and expectations, the
Bank must, however, further consoli-
date and enhance its administrative
and institutional capacity. It must
also pursue its own vision of the
development of Africa and set right
the strategic objectives for its future
role. A proper balance must be
struck between these broader ambi-
tions and the Bank's traditional activ-
ities."

The one point that all concerned
agree on is that Africa's recovery is
still fragile and will need consider-
able help in the decade ahead. In its
comprehensive "Africa Development
Report" for this year, the ADB raises
some hope with statistics showing
that real gross domestic product for
the continent rose by 3.6 percent last

year, compared to
3.1 percent in 1989
—the first year
since 1985 that the
continent recorded
a real increase in
per capita income.

However, the
report notes big dis-
crepancies in individ-
u a l country perfor-
mances, especially
between the oil ex-
Porters (who got an

Babacar Ndiaye
of the ADB, top
left and
Edward Jaycox
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unexpected boost from the Gulf cri-
sis) and oil importers, many of whom
are experiencing severe balance of
payment problems and spiralling infla-
tion as a result of the conflict. "Many
difficulties abound," says the report,
ranging from the "ongoing crisis of
external indebtedness, the downward
trend in commodity prices, and the
inadequacy of external resources to
support current adjustment and
reform efforts."

Over the past few years, the ADB
has taken numerous measures to try
and respond more adequately to
what is obviously going to be a long,
drawn-out recovery process in Africa.
As noted earlier, quantitatively these
have involved expanding the capital
base of the Bank and its affiliates.

Qualitatively, the Bank has
become increasingly involved in poli-
cy-based lending and in creating a
number of special units to address
key issues, such as women in devel-
opment, the environment, the private
sector, debt management, and
regional integration.

"The Bank was created to spear-
head development in Africa," notes
Uganda's finance minister, Crispus
Kiyonga. "Therefore the Bank has to
expand, rather than contract its activ-
ities, because Africa's problems are
becoming more, not less."

Non-regionals, especially the
more conservative Western donors,
are cautious of this approach. "We
are concerned," noted one Western
donor, "that the Bank is growing at
too rapid a pace, and that this will
affect quality in the long run." The
Bank, this donor adds, "should be
concentrating on the sort of project
type lending which it knows best."

Tension between the regionals
and non-regionals on this fundamen-
tal issue has expressed itself in a
number of ways. For example,
although some Western donors like
the U.S. have been pushing for a pri-
vate sector lending window in the
ADB, establishment of the private
sector unit, which starts out with a
modest $200 million, got held up
because of criticisms that this would
duplicate already existing facilities,
like the World Bank's International

Finance Corporation. A proposed
export-import bank, which aims to
boost intra-African trade from 5 to 20
percent of total trade, has still not
materialized due to strong resistance
from the non-regionals.

Under pressure from non-regional
members, who say the Bank is best
placed to provide long-term develop-
ment lending, rather than quick-dis-
bursing balance of payment support,
the ADB last year cut its policy-based
lending to 17 percent of the total (it
has run as high as 35 percent).

African governors were also dis-
mayed by the decision of donors to
increase the size of the ADF by 20
percent, compared to the 75 percent
they had requested, during the
Fund's sixth replenishment in Febru-
ary.

Several donors pointed out that
this constituted an increase in real
terms, more than what the World
Bank's IDA succeeded in achieving
the last time it went to donors for
more money. But the Netherlands
and Norway joined many African
countries in voicing disappointment
at the outcome.

Over the last four years, only 15
African countries have been able to
afford ADB loans, which carry an 8
percent interest rate. The rest have
relied on the ADF, whose burden is
further increased by the accession of
Nigeria—Africa's heavyweight—to
poor country status. "The replenish-
ment has been inadequate in a situa-
tion where member countries need
more resources," noted Uganda's
Kiyonga.

Controversy at the 1991 confer-
ence focused on spending levels for
the upcoming years, and the fifth
replenishment of the ADB, likely to
take place in 1994.

At a board meeting before the offi-
cial ceremonies, African governors
voted down attempts by many of the
non-regionals to trim bank spending
from 1.3 to 1.5 billion units of
account, compared to the Bank's
desired level of 1.5 billion to 1.7 bil-
lion units of account for this year.

After losing this battle, U.S. and
German delegates said they would
be pushing for a rule—similar to one

now imposed on the Fund—that any
two executive directors can hold up
bank loans on technical grounds.
This would allow non-regionals a
firmer hand in what projects get
approved. The delegates said they
would try to make this a condition
for the next capital increase of the
Bank.

During the conference, several
donors led by Canada also made an
issue over arrears by African mem-
bers on capital subscriptions, which
stand at 4.8 percent of paid-up capi-
tal, compared to 4.7 percent in 1989.
Though an issue of concern, many
independent observers saw Canada's
outburst as a storm in a tea cup, cal-
culated primarily to dampen calls for
a large increase in the Bank's own
capital when the time comes around.

Calculated efforts by the West to
rein in the Bank angered African del-
egates. "F,veryone agrees that the
management of the ADB is quite sat-
isfactory," noted Angolan Finance
Minister Aguinaldo Jaime, who
chaired this year's meeting. "If that is
the case, then there is no reason for
these fears."

In his opening address, Ndiaye
warned that "member countries will
have to guard against the erosion of
[the Bank's] esteem through an
undue accumulation of arrears."

But, he noted, arrears do not
presently jeopardize the credibility of
the Bank, which was further
strengthened during the year when
one of the major international credit
rating agencies, Standard and Poors,
joined Fitch and Moody's in award-
ing the highest credit rating of triple
A to the Bank's senior debt. The
ADB, Ndiaye said, had to stand
ready to "give expression to various
imperatives of the African develop-
ment agenda, if we are to truly
respond to the current and future
challenges of this region."

Lending considerable weight to
these sentiments, the World Bank's
vice president for Africa, Edward
V.K. Jaycox, who attended the Abid-
jan conference, supported the
African position. The ADB, he said,
"must expand, they have to expand,
in order to fulfill their role in financ-
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ing Africa's development. It's a ques-
tion of pace, and I certainly don't
have any reason to believe that the
pace is too fast."

Forcing the ADB to cut back on
its policy-based lending, he contend-
ed, is especially retrogressive. The
ADB, World Bank, and European
Community are the main backers of
the quick-disbursing Special Pro-
gram of Assistance for Africa.
Although this is just adequately
funded in global terms, Jaycox
stressed the importance of maintain-
ing the ADB's share because of its
influence in African countries. 'The
ability of the African bank to present
a less threatening posture to an
African country is well-recognized,
and we definitely support that," he
said.

This fact is acknowledged by
many donors in one respect: They

would like the ADB to start playing a
more active role in promoting politi-
cal reform in African countries.

As Sweden's Inga-Bjork Klerby
put it: "Aspects of governance such
as accountability, transparency, and
the rule of law have a direct bearing
on the economic performance of a
nation. An increased emphasis on
performance in these areas should
therefore be within the limits of the
Bank's charter. We feel that there is
room for an active approach to these
issues, and propose that the Bank
consider how this could be
achieved."

The ADB's Ndiaye considers that
democratization is something the
ADB should encourage, but not
force. "We have to use the force of
argument, not the argument of
force," he says.

Netherlands representative Robert

Zeldenrust stressed that Western
donors themselves need to take a
more responsible approach.

"There is a certain contradiction
in the attitude of the international
donor community," he told the con-
ference. "On the one hand donor
countries insist on far-reaching
changes on the part of African coun-
tries...I sincerely endorse these con-
ditions. On the other hand, however,
the donor community seems unwill-
ing to accept the logical conse-
quence, namely that more conces-
sional resources are needed for the
continent as well as initiatives to alle-
viate the debt burden."

Looking to the future, the Nether-
lands representative called on his col-
leagues to urgently "respond to the
needs for concessional resources in
order to help our African friends com-
bat poverty and restore growth." O

Pretoria's Looming Presence
But for his thick Afrikaans accent, Andre Le
Grange, general manager of the South African
government-owned Development Bank of South-
ern Africa (DBSA), would have been quite trans-
parent at the ADB annual conference. As things
stood, Le Grange gave himself away, and
became the center of considerable media atten-
tion toward the end of the proceedings,

Not that Le Grange seemed to mind. For the
F.W. de Klerk government, there could be noth-
ing more exciting than for a South African gov-
ernment official—albeit the general manager of
a parastatal—to be invited to a conference of
Africa's premier financial institution, and a cre-
ation of the OAU. In the corridors, Le Grange,
who carried plenty of glossy brochures on South
Africa, spoke animatedly about his warm recep-
tion, and the "joint" projects he was discussing
with the ADB—primarily projects in southern
African countries which both the ADB and DBSA
happen to be financing, Uke the huge Lesotho
Highlands Water Scheme.
• Le Grange's presence was rather more embar-
rassing to the ADB, which is waiting for a cue
from the politicians on when to start active dia-
logue with Pretoria. Top Bank officials seemed
genuinely unaware that Le Grange, whose
name did not appear on the official guest list,
had been invited.

The task was thus left to the ADB's vice presi-

dent for the southern region, Adewale Shang-
owawa, to explain that the presence of the DBSA
did not signify recognition of the South African
government, and that he had been invited for
"professional" reasons, relating to the overlap-
ping interests of the two banks in southern Africa.

Still, it was the first time that this happened,
and is yet another indication that African region-
al organizations are beginning to think seriously
about South Africa joining them.

In his opening speech, Babacar Ndiaye wel-
comed Namibia (which became the 51st mem-
ber this year) and spoke of his confidence that by'
the time of the Bank's 30th anniversary in 1994,
*all states on the continent" would become mem-
bers.

To those who have predicted gloom and doom
for Africa in the next decade, Ndiaye is quick to
point to the prospects of a democratic South
Africa entering the ring as a major source of
hope.

The impact on the Bank itself might not be
immediate. In its current sorry economic state,
Ndiaye concedes, South Africa is more likely to
join as a recipient than donor. But Ndiaye relish-
es the idea of nurturing South Africa to the stage
where it becomes a major contributor, "because if
there is any country in Africa ready to become a
developed country.. .it must be South Africa." •

—CX.M,
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arlicr this year, a
series of skirmish-
es between Senegal
and Mauritania left
al least three peo-
ple dead and sever-
al others wounded.

In spite of talk of peace, the conflict
continues, exacerbating regional
instability. The tension along the
Senegal River Valley is a reminder of
another border incident in April
1989, which sparked the deportation
of tens of thousands of blacks from
Mauritania, principally of the Hal
Pulaar ethnic group, which the gov-
ernment regards with great hostility.

When the two countries agreed to
repatriate each others' citizens as a
way of avoiding war, the Mauritania!!
government, dominated by beydanes,
or "white men" of Arab/Berber
descendancy, used the occasion to
expel thousands of bonafide black
citizens under the false pretext that
they were all "Senegalese." For the
first time, the deportations focused
international attention on the plight
of black Mauritanians.

Almost two years later, the mass
deportations have ceased and the
world has lost interest. But the cam-
paign to marginalize the black popu-
lation and to eliminate the Hal
Pulaars is continuing apace, an indi-
cation that the expulsions are part of
a broader political and economic
strategy of "arabization."

Blacks continue to flee Mauritania
because the policies against the
black community that preceded the
deportations remain intact. The
killings, rapes, confiscations of live-
stock and possessions, arrests, and
detentions continue, if at a reduced
level. A skilled laborer from Nouad-
hibou who arrived in the valley in
February, explained why he had left.
"As a black, there were so many
problems I could do nothing to
resolve. Relatives and friends were
being constantly arrested and
detained. Things appear calm now

Rakiya Omaar and Janet Fleischman are
respectively executive director and research
associate of Africa Watch, a New York-based
human rights organization. They recently
returned from a three-week visit to Senegal
interviewing Mauritanian refugees.

because [black] people stay indoors
or they leave the country clandes-
tinely."

The deportations, by bringing to
the forefront expressions of broader
grievances, have politicized a grow-
ing number of blacks. They now
dwell on the larger questions that
underlie their long-standing political,
economic, and cultural disposses-
sion. They also question the implica-
tions of the government's use of for-
mer black slaves, the haratines, to
distance black from black, and
through disunity, to weaken blacks
as a political force.

The determination to link Mauri-
tania's fortunes to the Arab world
has had a distinctively negative
impact on the black community and
this is manifested in the educational
system. Since the mid-1960s, policies
designed to favor Arabic-speaking
students have discriminated against
the black population, depriving them
of academic and economic opportu-
nities, thereby furthering their
marginalization.

At independence from France in
1960, the French left political power
firmly entrenched in the hands of
beydanes. However, most educated
Mauritanians were black and spoke
French, largely because their settled
life-styles facilitated adaptation to
modern schooling. In contrast, most
beydanes led a nomadic existence,
making it difficult to attend schools.
In addition, they saw the teaching of

The campaign to
marginalize the
black population
and to eliminate
the Hal Pulaars
is continuing
apace, part of a
broader policy of
"arabization."

French as a threat to Islam and their
cultural heritage.

Since Mauritania was an Islamic
state, beydanes argued, Arabic should
replace French as the official lan-
guage. Blacks, also Muslim, rejected
the government's attempts to equate
Islam with Arab identity. Since they
regarded Arabic as the language of
political domination and cultural
assimilation, and arabization of the
educational system as a threat to the
economic future of their community,
black intellectuals began to promote
the use of their African languages,
Pulaar, Wolof. and Soninke. In the
meantime, they expressed their pref-
erence for French.

The first armed clashes between
the authorities and the black commu-
nity occurred in January 1966 over
the teaching of Arabic. Black stu-
dents went on strike and staged
angry demonstrations against a
decree that made Arabic compulsory
in secondary schools. According to
the official estimate, the riots left six
people dead and 66 wounded. Black
civil servants supported the stu-
dents' demands and published "The
Manifesto of the Nineteen." Detail-
ing a wide range of grievances, they
condemned what they described "as
the total monopoly of all the sectors
of national life by Moors." They were
dismissed from their posts, arrested,
and some of them tortured. Many
subsequently fled to Senegal.

The conflict came to a head in
1979, when a circular increased the
materials that had to be taught in
Arabic and, most importantly,
upgraded the credit for using Arabic
in the baccalaureat—the major exam
that students must pass in order to
graduate from secondary school.
More than any other government ini-
tiative, this circular was seen as an
attempt to prevent blacks from suc-
ceeding in the educational system
and thus enhancing their economic
vulnerability. Students declared a
strike which resulted in the creation
of the Institute for National Lan-
guages, mandated to begin experi-
mental classes in primary schools in
Pulaar, Wolof, and Soninke. Unfortu-
nately, the government decided to
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Mauritania's War on Blacks
Details are beginning to emerge about the deaths
of more than 200 black detainees in Mauritania
as a result of torture or extrajudicial executions.
Unfortunately, these developments are merely the
most recent in the government's war against the
country's black ethnic groups.

In late March, in an obvious effort to repair its
international image after its pro-Iraq stance in the
Gulf War, the government declared an amnesty
for political prisoners (all of whom are black).
Among those freed were hundreds of blacks from
the military and the civil service who had been
arrested last fall for allegedly plotting a coup
d'etat.

As the detainees were freed from the prisons
and internment camps, it became clear that
many of them had been savagely tortured and
that scores had died; many who survived are now
crippled or paralyzed from the effects of torture,
and some may have died since their release.

Almost all the deaths involved blacks in the
military, and all belong to the Hal Pulaar ethnic
group, which the government regards as the most
active in its opposition to the persecution of the
country's black population. Estimates of the num-
ber of blacks arrested during this last wave range
from 1,000 to 3,000.

It is impossible to take the government's claim
of a coup attempt seriously. In the first place, the
charges were announced only in December, even
though the arrests began in mid-October. Second
ly, the number of black army officers and soldiers
had been dramatically reduced since the last
alleged coup attempt by black army officers in
October 1987. In addition, black members of the
army, police force. National Guard, various secu-
rity services, and customs service figured promi-
nently among those who were expelled during
the massive deportation of blacks from Maurita-
nia in 1989-90.

It is also worth noting that at the time of the

arrests, municipal elections were taking place.
The authorities were clearly nervous that one of
the candidates for mayor of Nouakchott, the capi-
tal, was galvanizing the black and Haratine (for-
mer black slave) populations against the ruling
Beydanes. Many observers believe that the gov-
ernment's motive in this wave of arrests was to
depict blacks as "dangerous," as evidenced by
their sudden attempted coup.

Most of the detainees were savagely tortured.
Apparently, the purpose of the torture was to
extract self-incriminating confessions and informa-
tion about others. The detainees were told to sign
a statement—without having the right to read
it—-that they were part of a clandestine military
organization set up to overthrow the government.
In the past, during trials of blacks suspected of
political opposition to the government, the prose-
cution relied almost entirely on "confessions"
obtained while they were in incommunicado
detention.

Ironically, news of these deaths comes at a time
when the Mauritanian government has
announced a series of reforms, including promises
of a referendum on a new constitution and parlia-
mentary elections. In addition, the government
has appointed a commission of inquiry into these
deaths, although it is comprised entirely of mili-
tary officers,

Given the gravity of the situation in Mauritania,
the United States, the European Economic Com-
munity, and international lending institutions
should suspend their aid to Mauritania until the
government takes concrete steps to improve its
human rights record. At a minimum, the govern-
ment must investigate these deaths and prosecute
those responsible. Most important of all, it must
take immediate measures to change the system
that has facilitated discrirnination against Mauri-
tania's black citizens for decades. •

—Janet Fleischman

end the experimental classes in 198(i.
Blacks also suffer in the awarding

of government scholarships for high-
er education and study abroad. They
describe the system as "the policy of
four"—meaning one black is accept-
ed for every four beydanes. Priority is
given to the children (usually sons)
of influential beydanes. especially

those in senior positions in the state
apparatus. These policies have made
it easier for beydanes to control the
administration of the country, the
banks, and other key institutions.

Over the years, the authorities
have used various methods effective-
ly to eliminate the option to study
French in Mauritanian schools. The

number of French teachers has been
curtailed through transfers to
regions where the majority of the
population is Arabic-speaking and
has little need for instruction in
French, or by assigning them to non-
teaching positions, as disciplinarians,
or to bureaucratic posts in the min-
istry of education. The result is that
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teachers were unable to teach
French.

The relentless efforts to arabize
Mauritania has also entailed a denial
of black culture. Blacks complain
about the extent to which successive
governments have tried, and suc-
ceeded, in projecting an internation-
al image of an entirely Arab culture.
Bank notes, posters of the national
airline, stamps, museum artifacts,
and pictures adorning offices empha-
size Arab culture. Blacks "intrude"
only to the extent that old pictures
show slaves pouring tea for their
master or tending the oasis. One for-
mer university student, commenting
on the psychological dislocation that
accompanies the arabization cam-
paign, said, "My identity card is in
Arabic; it is the document that tells
the rest of the world who I am, but I
cannot understand what it says."

Well before the deportations
began, the land along the Senegal
River Valley became a primary focus
of the conflict between the Maurita-
nian authorities and the black popu-
lation, to whom the land had
belonged for generations. Blacks see
the expropriation of land as the prin-
cipal long-term motive behind their
persecution, and more immediately,
as the impulse behind the mass
deportations of Hal Pulaar villages
along the valley.

With the severe drought that hit
the Sahel in the early 1970s, the fer-
tile land along the Senegal River took
on new economic importance for the
future of Mauritania and underlined
the significance of land in the strug-
gle over resources. In order to gain
control of the land along the river,
the Mauritanian government used
legal measures to dispossess the
black communities: A land reform
law was passed in 1983, which
nationalized all the land in the coun-
try and abolished the traditional sys-
tem of land tenure.

On the face of it, the law itself was
not racist; its application, however,
was another story altogether. Subse-
quent directives relating to the law's
application gave local authorities
broad powers to deal with the land
questions as they saw fit. In practice,

this meant that they could confiscate
black lands with complete impunity.
Many refugees complain that power-
ful local officials have confiscated
their land for personal enrichment,
to reward relatives and friends, and
also to settle personal and political
disputes under the protection provid-
ed by their positions.

The law stated that land which did
not show signs of being exploit-
ed—with indications such as irriga-
tion ditches and marks of cultiva-
tion—could be declared "dead land"
and expropriated by the state. What
this failed to recognize was that the
drought, combined with the severe
economic crisis in the country,

Blacks see the
expropriation
of land as the
principal long-
term motive
behind their
persecution.

meant that black farmers did not
have the means nor the possibility to
cultivate all their land. This was
intensified by the fact that blacks
were effectively barred from receiv-
ing bank loans or credits to enhance
their production capability.

The land reform established pro-
cedures which were supposed to be
followed before land could be confis-
cated. Most important, however, was
the complicity between beydane busi-
nessmen from the north who wanted
the land and the local authorities.

The process of excluding blacks
from their land was described to
Africa Watch time and again by
refugees along the River Valley. A
Mauritanian exile summarized the
basic dilemma: "In the end, the
blacks had no real recourse. And
that's the drama of it all; they had no

way to oppose what was being done."
If they resisted, they risked impris-
onment and torture.

Haunted by the specter of solidari-
ty between the two black communi-
ties which together outnumber the
beydanes, successive beydane-dom\-
nated governments have sought to
exploit communal rivalry as a princi-
pal strategy of control. They have
adopted various policies to alienate
the two groups from each other.
Haratines were used to kill, deport,
and frighten blacks into leaving their
country during the 1989 crisis. In the
villages along the valley, local author-
ities have armed and let loose as a
front-line fighting force haratine mili-
tia groups, responsible for lawless
behavior against unarmed black civil-
ians.

A former political prisoner echoed
the words of many other blacks
when he spelled out the conditions
he considers essential for a genuine
degree of national reconciliation.
These include prosecution of both
military and civilian officials respon-
sible for the killings and deporta-
tions; disarming of militias; compen-
sation for the losses blacks have
suffered; rehabilitation of the
refugees under the supervision of
international organizations; the
beginning of a national debate to
decide the political basis of power-
sharing and coexistence; and accep-
tance of the principle of a federal sys-
tem that would give blacks a
measure of control over their lives.
Whether they can achieve any of this
in their lifetime is unclear.

What is certain is that unless this
regime and any future governments
are made to pay a price for persecut-
ing blacks and excluding them from
the political process, violent racial
conflict tn Mauritania is just a ques-
tion of time. Nor will peace between
Senegal and Mauritania improve this
prospect. The perception among
blacks that the international commu-
nity considers their suffering a fair
enough price for the attainment and
maintenance of peace between the
two countries is turning anguish into
bitterness and disappointment into
resolve. O
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Continuing
mire

By KENNETH BEST

Efforts to find a
political solution to ̂
unite Liberia's
warring factions have!
failed, and^many |
observers are calling
into question Charles j
Taylor's intentions. As,

Charles Taylor, leader of the
National Patriotic Front of Liberia

Patrick Robert/Sygma



The failure of Liberia's all-party con-
ference to reach agreement with
Charles Taylor's National Patriotic
Front of Liberia (NPFL), which con-
trols, under arms, some 90 percent
of the country's territory, has dashed
any hope of an early resolution of the
Liberian crisis.

In a move designed to involve the
two warring parties—the NPFL and
the breakaway faction led by Prince
Johnson—in sharing power in a new,
more broadly based interim govern-
ment, the Monrovia conference tried
creating two vice presidential posts,
one for each rebel group, under the
interim presidency of Dr. Amos
Sawyer. But the Taylor delegation
ended up walking out of the month-
long conference.

The conference had been called
on Taylor's insistence that a broader-
based government be formed. But
his delegation wanted 14 of the orga-
nizations participating in the confer-
ence thrown out, including the politi-
cal parties and major pressure
groups in Liberia such as the Nation-
al Bar Association and the Liberian
Medical and Dental Association. The
consensus of the delegates was that
these organizations and parties
should remain because they repre-
sented the vast majority of the body
politic. That tactical defeat of the
NPFL drew more sharply the lines
between the Taylor camp and the
rest of the delegates, who saw the
NPFL as interested only in either a
power grab or having power handed
to them on a silver platter.

Taylor himself had promised to be
present at the conference, but citing
intelligence reports of a possible
danger to his life, he sent a delega-
tion instead. The Nigerian foreign
minister, Ike Nwachukwu, the
Togolese foreign minister, Yaovi
Adodo, and the secretary-general of
the Economic Community of West
African States (Kcowas), Dr. Abbas
Bundu, made visits to Taylor's
headquarters in Gbarnga to assure
him of Kcowas and Keomog (the
Ecowas military contingent) protec-
tion, but to no avail.

Kenneth Hest is a Liberian freelance journalist
based in the Gambia.

Then Taylor announced a specific
proposal—three presidents to run
the interim government, one of
whom would be himself, with the
others to be a representative of the
interim government and a neutral
figure acceptable to both sides. What
was surprising about this proposal
was that Taylor for the first time was
prepared to include the interim gov-
ernment, which he had earlier
refused to recognize. But the dele-
gates rejected the proposal out of
hand. The Ecowas peace plan states
that no member of a warring faction
can head the interim government,
and the interim president cannot be
eligible to run for office in the subse-
quent general elections.

With this stalemate, the confer-
ence appointed a committee to
review all proposals, including Tay-
lor's. When the committee, which
included NPFL chairman Dr. Toga
McKintosh Gayeweah, emerged
from behind closed doors, there was
an apparent consensus, amid reports
that members had bent over back-
wards to accommodate the NPFL.

The report called for a president,
two vice presidents, and a legislature
of 51 members. The report stipulated
that all existing assemblies would be
dissolved upon formation of the
interim government, and that the
position of speaker and deputy
speaker of the legislature would be
reserved for the NPFL and John-
son's group, respectively.

The report also went beyond the
Ecowas ruling, saying that the party
from which the interim president
hailed should not be eligible to field
candidates in the presidential elec-
tions, to ensure that he could not use
his position to enhance his own
party. There were moves to drop this
condition, but the chairman of the
Liberia People's Party, Dusty
Wolokollie, announced that if the
party's ex-chairman, Dr. Amos
Sawyer, were elected interim presi-
dent, the party would not field candi-
dates in the presidential elections.
That concession produced a consen-
sus and the stipulation was upheld.

When the conference plenary
resumed to hear the report, dele-

gates and observers were bubbling
with optimism that a breakthrough
had at last been achieved, but then a
bombshell was dropped. The NPFL
delegation asked for the floor, and
spokesman Tom Woewiyu an-
nounced that he had replaced McKin-
tosh as chairman and that the NPFL
delegation was taking a "one-week
recess" in order to give the confer-
ence and the NPFL time to "consult"
on the Taylor proposal for a triumvi-
rate presidency. With that, the NPFL
delegates walked out of the hall.

The conference was prepared to
give the Taylor forces the benefit of
the doubt, and continued from its
March 13 start several weeks past
the deadline until April 19, awaiting
the delegation's return. The delega-
tion never came back.

Attempts were made to reach out
to Taylor. In a move spearheaded by
the United People's Party's Bacchus
Matthews, the political parties "for
the sake of peace" decided to accept
Taylor's three-president proposal.
This provoked consternation from
some members of the committee,
but the chair ruled that the attempt
should be given a chance. When
word reached Taylor of this conces-
sion, he turned it down. The confer-
ence chair made one last attempt; he
appointed a delegation to go to
Gbarnga to confer with Taylor and
find out what other concession he
required to make the conference
successful. This, too, failed.

Finally, the conference re-elected
Sawyer as interim president, with Dr.
Peter Naigow of Johnson's group as
vice president, while the second vice
presidency reserved for the NPFL
was left vacant. And so, the stalemate
persisted, because nothing can be
settled until the issue of Taylor and
his control of 90 percent of the coun-
try is resolved.

There is widespread apprehen-
sion among Liberians about Taylor's
intentions. In Abidjan, capital of Cote
d'lvoire, where support for him is
reportedly high among Liberians
there, many wondered why Taylor
could could not offer some gesture
of compromise to end the suffering
of hundreds of thousands of Liberi-
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ans trapped inside and outside the
country, destitute, displaced, and
begging for their daily sustenance.
This is the situation in many towns
and cities around West Africa,
notably in Cote d'lvoire, Guinea,
Sierra Leone, Ghana, the Gambia,
Nigeria, and Senegal.

In Sierra Leone, the problem has
been exacerbated by military or
rebel incursions across the border
from Liberia. President Momoh has
blamed the raids on Charles Taylor
and while his government struggles
to repel the rebels, it has also taken
drastic action against Liberian
refugees, arresting and jailing many
for alleged possession of arms,
demanding that others leave Sierra
Leone, and even closing entry points
to Liberians.

Taylor has denied that the NPFL
has anything to do with the fighting
in Sierra Leone. He says it is an inter-
nal insurrection. Foday Sonkor, who
identified himself as leader of the
"Revolutionary United Front of Sier-
ra Leone," told the BBC that his
organization, not the NPFL, was
responsible for the incursions. He
said the aim is to overthrow the
Momoh government.

The Sierra Leonean government
has appealed to Nigeria, the United
States, and Britain for assistance in
dealing with the problem. Guinean
troops have been fighting alongside
the Sierra Leonean troops in the bor-
der area. The Bush administration
was reported to have sent some mili-
tary supplies, and the American
ambassador to Liberia, Jon de Vos,
visited Gbarnga to express his gov-
ernment's displeasure at the devel-
opments in Sierra I>eone, calling for
an immediate withdrawal of the
Liberian rebels.

Interim President Sawyer has
indicated that if his efforts to woo
Taylor fail, he would ask Ecowas to
effect the ceasefire. That could mean
calling on Ecomog to push Taylor as
far back as possible, in order to open
up the country to free movement and
liberate hundreds of thousands of
people trapped behind the Taylor
lines. One Red Cross worker in
Kakata, 45 miles west of Monrovia,

told reporters it was Catholic Relief
Services, not the NPFL, that had sup-
plied rice to the local people. "The
NPFL soldiers take our furniture,
abuse our women, and leave us desti-
tute," he said. Similar stories can be
heard all over the country and the
fortunate few who have escaped to
Monrovia tell stories of atrocities wit-
nessed behind the Taylor lines.

Some observers believe that Tay-
lor is aware that the extent of the
atrocities committed by the Doe
army and his own NPFL would make
it difficult for him to win a free and
fair election. Some fear that if Taylor
were given the leadership of the
interim government, Liberia could
be in for another decade of military
dictatorship. That might be even
more repressive and brutal than the
Doe decade, since Doe and his
cronies had only their own corrup-
tion and greed to satisfy. But Taylor
has made promises to help merce-
naries from Sierra Leone, the Gam-
bia, Guinea-Bissau, Burkina Faso,
and other West African countries.

The Sierra Leonean developments
have presented Ecowas with a new
challenge and made the organiza-
tion's agenda in Liberia more critical
and urgent than it was last August
when the heads of state met in Ban-
jul and decided to send Kcomog into
Liberia.

It is not clear whether all the
member-states still have the same
resolve to deal with the issues at
hand. At least one, Ghana, has
served notice that it is no longer pre-
pared to have its troops engage in
combat "with any of the warring fac-
tions" in the Liberian conflict. In a
letter to the Ecowas secretary-gen-
eral in April, Ghanaian Foreign Min-
ister Obed Asamoah indicated that
Ghana was rethinking its whole
position on the role of Kcomog in
Liberia. He said Ghana had decided
that its forces would "maintain only
a defensive posture." The realities
on the ground should determine
whatever political dispensation
emerges, Asamoah was reported to
have said.

This was interpreted by observers
to mean that since Taylor controls

most of the country, he should be
given the leadership. However, that
would be a fundamental departure
from the Ecowas peace plan, which
states that no warring parly should
head the interim government. That
principle has been wholeheartedly
endorsed by most Liberians, who
remember what Doe did in 1985 as
both participant and referee in the
general elections. He rigged the elec-
tions and declared that his party had
won. Then, he harassed, brutalized,
and jailed his political opponents,
forcing many others into exile.

A key player in the Liberian conflict
is Ivorian President Felix Houphouet-
Boigny. Why, many people are asking,
is he still allowing his country to be
used by Taylor to prolong the suffer-
ing of Liberians and the destruction of
their country? Many are surprised,
considering Houphouet's friendship
with Doe's predecessors, William
Tubman and William Tolbert. Many
understood the Ivorian leader's dis-
taste for Doe, who brutally murdered
Tolbert, his son, and Houphouet's
son-in-law. Doe then refused
Houphouet's request to hand over the
widow of President Tolbert so that the
Ivorian could take care of her in the
African tradition. Houphouet never
had any use for Doe after that, and
when Taylor came along with a plan to
oust the ruthless dictator, the aged
Ivorian leader obliged.

But now that Doe is gone, why
does the conflict continue?

A senior Ivorian official said that
the Ecowas members which should
be most concerned about the Liberi-
an situation are its neighbors. Cote
d'lvoire and Sierra Leone, "not any-
body else," apparently referring to
Nigeria. The most powerful military
and economic force in the region,
Nigeria has played a leading role in
the Kcowas intiative to bring an end
to the Liberian conflict. 'Hie Ivorians
evidently are not comfortable with
this role, believing that they should
have been consulted more in the
Ecowas effort to find a solution. But
whether that is all, or whether there
is also the customary antipathy of
one neighbor toward another more
powerful neighbor, is not clear. O
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Mengistu's

Golden Parachute

Belty Piess

By ANDREW MELDRUM

In the dead of night, Ethiopian
strongman Mengistu Haile
Mariam fled advancing rebel
armies to take up a well-heeled
exile on a farm in Zimbabwe.
Back in his war-ravaged nation,
three rebel organizations are
attempting to work out how to rule
the ethnically and geographically
divided country—a daunting
challenge.



A heavy cloak of secrecy
was thrown over Harare
airport as former
Ethiopian ruler Mengis-

tu Haile Mariam arrived to begin his
life in exile.

It was almost midnight on May 23
and the airport runway was dark and
deserted, except for a black Mer-
cedes sedan parked on the asphalt. A
Boeing 707 jet, later identified as a
Kenyan-registered charter plane,
landed and taxied toward the termi-
nal.

At that moment, a pack of Zimbab-
wean security officers brusquely
herded the 15 journalists present
into the airport lobby and locked the
doors. No one could see out to the
runway for several minutes until the
black Mercedes, identified by its
license plates as that of the Ethiopian
ambassador, sped off followed by a
station wagon.

"It's him, it's Mengistu," an air-
port official whispered. The func-
tionary said Mengistu was wearing
green fatigues and was "business-
like."

That half-disguised arrival of the
former strongman of East Africa was
in stark contrast to the pomp and fan-
fare which greeted him when he
came to Zimbabwe in 1986 as head of
state for the Non-Aligned Movement
summit. But this time, as he was flee-
ing his war-racked, famine-stricken
country, Mengistu could hardly have
hoped for a more elaborate welcome.

Certainly Zimbabwean President
Robert Mugabe made sure that the
ousted Ethiopian leader's arrival was
kept as quiet as possible. Mugabe
himself was at the airport just an
hour earlier, but he jetted off to Ix>n-
don and conveniently avoided any
public meeting with Mengistu. Later,
speaking to the British press,
Mugabe acknowledged that Mengis-
tu was seeking political asylum in
Zimbabwe.

"If Col. Mengistu wants shelter in
Zimbabwe, we will provide it," said
Mugabe. "We will be only too happy

Andrew Meldrum, a contributing editor to
Africa Report, is an American journalist who
is frontline editor of the Johannesburg Weekly
Mail. Based in Harare, he also writes for The
Guardian of London.

to provide shelter if in doing so, it
will provide stability in Ethiopia."

Indeed, Mengistu's exit from
Addis to Harare gave a timely boost
to the American-sponsored Ethiopi-
an peace talks in London which were
due to begin in a few days' time. To
get Mengistu out of the picture clear-
ly speeded up the transition to a new
government and, it was hoped, the
establishment of peace in Ethiopia. It
appeared evident that the Bush
administration had a hand in bring-
ing about Mengistu's smooth depar-
ture from Ethiopia and shrouded
arrival in Zimbabwe.

Privately, Zimbabwean officials
say that Mengistu is expected to
keep a very low, if not invisible, pro-
file in Zimbabwe. Mugabe would like
to avoid any bad publicity as a result
of Mengistu's notorious reputation.
This certainly must suit Mengistu
himself as he is aware there are
many bitter Ethiopians, including a
small but active exile community in
Zimbabwe, who would like to see
him killed,

A popular Zimbabwean revulsion
against granting Mengistu political
asylum isn't a looming threat, as
there isn't much strong feeling about
him in the country. Ethiopia is quite
distant from Zimbabwe, both geo-
graphically and in terms of the pub-
lic's knowledge. Zimbabweans know
vaguely about the 1985 famine, but
nothing of the "Red Terror" of 1979
in which Mengistu allegedly
launched death squads in Addis
Ababa, nor of his reported assassina-
tion of cabinet ministers and gener-
als or reputation for personally carry-
ing out other killings.

There has been virtually nothing
in the government-controlled Zim-
babwean news media of the bloody
battles against the Ethiopian Peo-
ple's Revolutionary Democratic
Front (EPRDF) and the Eritrean
People's Liberation Front (EPLF).

But just to make sure that Zimbab-
we's new Ethiopian guest does not
become controversial, officials have
confirmed that Mengistu's sanctuary
here would be on terms of strict
avoidance of any political activity or
any public appearances.

It was apparent the Ethiopian
leader had been planning his depar-
ture to Zimbabwe for some time.
Mengistu's wife, Web-anchi Beshaw,
had been in and out of Zimbabwe for
several months, according to West-
ern diplomats. While here, she set
up house at a farm Mengistu report-
edly owns in Norton, about 25 miles
southwest of Harare. There were
intriguing reports that the farm was
purchased from former Rhodesian
Prime Minister Ian Smith, but those
proved to be unfounded.

Mengistu's wife also secured
places for her two sons at the exclu-
sive Anglican boys school, St. John's
College, in Harare's posh Borrow-
dale suburb. Western diplomats con- o

firmed that Beshaw brought consid- 1
erable property to Zimbabwe, f

The Lenin
statue in Addis
Ababa, above,
now toppled,
and the victory
monument to
revolutionary
soldiers un-
veiled on the
10th anniver-
sary of the
overthrow of
Haile Selassie

including the elegant Rolls-Royce
once owned by Ethiopian Emperor
Haile Selassie. Clearly, the Mengis-
tus have amassed enough funds to
live well in their exile.

Beshaw flew back to Addis Ababa
in May to carry out last-minute
departure tasks, said the diplomats.
Returning to Harare on May 22,
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Beshaw arrived on a scheduled
Ethiopian Airways flight accompa-
nied by Mengistu's uncle, Asrat
Wolde, who is the Ethiopian ambas-
sador to Harare. Wolde was instru-
mental in setting up Mengistu's Zim-
babwean exile and he was fired from
his ambassadorial post shortly after
Mengistu arrived in Harare.

That hardly made any difference,
because within a few days the gov-
ernment of Mengistu's vice presi-
dent, Lt.-Gen. Tesfaye Gabre Kidan,
fell to EPRDF troops. Again, the
American hand in helping the transi-
tion became apparent when the I.on-
don talks became merely a forum for
U.S. Assistant Secretary of State Her-
man Cohen to give the State Depart-
ment's blessing for EPRDF forces to
take the capital, administering the
city, and begin forming a transitional
government "in the interests of main-
taining law and order." Clearly, the
State Department had helped to
bring about the situation in which
the EPRDF forces swept into Addis
Ababa on May 28, just one week after
Mengistu's departure.

Without Mengistu's stern pres-
ence, the army offered little resis-
tance and Addis was taken with a
loss of about 200 lives, a compara-
tively small figure when weighed
against a bloody fight to the finish
which most likely would have
occurred if Mengistu had remained.

"I think the Americans learned
something from the bloodshed and
ongoing chaos in Monrovia and in
Mogadishu," said a Western diplo-
mat of the recent demise of Liberia's
Samuel Doe and Somalia's Siad
Barre. "In Ethiopia, the Americans
clearly avoided the worst excesses of
a lengthy shoot-out in the capital."

The EPRDF quickly issued a call
for all residents of Addis to resume
work, although it also ordered the
arrests of top members of the
Mengistu regime so they could be
tried for crimes against humanity.
The Americans' tidy plan did not go
unnoticed in Addis where, at the end
of May, a few thousand Ethiopians
bravely marched in the streets and
stoned the U.S. embassy. They were
protesting the American role in turn-

ing the country over to the rebels,
but the demonstration never serious-
ly challenged the EPRDF's control of
the city. The rebels have appealed for
United Nations assistance in holding
elections for a new government.
Such elections will be a complex
exercise considering Ethiopia's deep
geographic and ethnic divisions.

Communications between the
EPRDF rebels and civilians in Addis
is difficult because most rebels
speak the Tigre language, while the
capital's population speaks Amharic,
the language of the ruling groups of
both the Haile Selassie and Mengistu
regimes. The Amhara make up about
25 percent of Ethiopia's 51 million
population, while the Tigre account
for about 12 percent. Eritreans make
up just 10 percent, but their rebel
forces control all of Ethiopia's vital
coastline. The Oromo in southern
Ethiopia make up the country's
largest single language group, with
40 percent, but the Oromo rebel
group is the smallest of the three.

To establish a government for
these divided populations will prove
to be a difficult task. Diplomats sug-
gest that separate, autonomous gov-
ernments should be established for
the Tigre, Eritrea, Amhara, and
Oromo groups, while a weaker feder-
al government would oversee the
affairs of the whole of Ethiopia.

"That appears to be the only solu-
tion when there are such long-estab-
lished and adamant rebel groups,"
said one Western diplomat.

While the future of Ethiopia
appears clouded, one thing is clear:
Mengistu Haile Mariam will not fea-
ture in the new order. A London-
based diplomat neatly summed up
the situation saying, "Zimbabwe did
the world a favor by taking in
Mengistu and getting him away from
the reins of power. I wouldn't want to
be his neighbor, but one assumes
he's not going to cause much more
trouble."

That Mengistu sought refuge in
Zimbabwe is not at all peculiar con-
sidering the two countries' recent
histories. Mengistu's government
gave strategic military supplies and
training camps to Robert Mugabe's

nationalist guerrillas when they were
battling white-minority Rhodesia in
the late 1970s. Such aid was much
appreciated then and has not been
forgotten.

Mugabe and Mengistu enjoyed
friendly personal relations. Both are
self-styled ideologues of African
Marxism and both share an austere,
school-masterly leadership style.
Mugabe was the guest of honor in
1985 at the lavish Ethiopian indepen-
dence celebrations, which were
attended by very few other African
heads of state because of the severe
famine which swept the country,
killing 1 million people that year.

It is hoped in Harare that Mengis-
tu's asylum in Zimbabwe will not
hamper good relations with the next
Ethiopian government. Zambian
President Kenneth Kaunda has
allowed former Ugandan leader Mil-
ton Obote to stay in his country, and
yet he has warm relations with the
current Museveni government. Zim-
babwe is distant enough from
Ethiopia so that it is fairly sure
Mengistu will not be able to reach far
enough to meddle in Ethiopian
affairs.

When news of Mengistu's resigna-
tion reached Zimbabwe, there was
cheering at the Italian Bakery, a cafe
frequented by Harare's exiled
Ethiopian community. The Ethiopian
exiles here are mostly Italian-Ethiopi-
an small businessmen and restaura-
teurs who fled Mengistu's Marxism.
They knew that Mengistu's wife had
been in the country and expressed
cynicism about Mengistu's arrival in
Zimbabwe.

"It shows what leaders can do,"
said one Ethiopian-Italian, who did
not want to be named. "They can
make a terrible mess of their coun-
try, make people suffer and die, and
then just walk away from it. He will
probably lead a very pleasant life
here, and everyone else will have to
pick up his moss."

Most likely, very few Zimbab-
weans will be seeing Mengistu here.
To go by the secrecy surrounding
Mengistu's arrival in Harare, very lit-
tle will be seen or heard from the fall-
en Ethiopian leader in Zimbabwe. O
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Mellnda Ham Officials of the Movement for Multi-party Democracy

By MEUNDA HAM

Opposition parties in Zambia are chafing at the protracted run-up to promised
multi-party elections, a date for which has yet to be set by President Kenneth
Kaunda, who is doing his best to control the pace of change. Amid the worst

economic crisis since independence, Zambians, meanwhile, are anxiously
awaiting an opportunity to express their political preferences.



espite two years
of a rigorous
World Bank and
IMF-approved
structural adjust-
ment program,
Zambia does not

seem any further away from the edge
of economic collapse, and recent
political changes have threatened to
further plunge the country into tur-
moil.

For more than half a year, opposi-
tion parties and long-suffering voters
have waited for President Kenneth
Kaunda to take the next step toward
multi-party democracy and an-
nounce the date of the country's first
pluralist elections for nearly two
decades. But their patience is wear-
ing thin.

Bowing to external and internal
pressure, Kaunda took the first step
in December last year and amended
the constitution, allowing opposition
parties to form and ending 18 years
of one-party rule. But the president
has failed to defuse the tense politi-
cal situation by setting a clear
timetable for the elections. Instead,
he seems to be exercising his last
right to control the pace of change,
both politically and economically.

The main opposition party, the
Movement for Multi-party Democra-
cy (MMD), has warned Kaunda and
his ruling United National Indepen-
dence Party (UNIP) that if the vote is
held any later than the end of Octo-
ber—the deadline Kaunda set him-
self—there will be widespread civil
disobedience.

"UNIP is fully aware of the conse-
quences they will bear," says MMD
president Fredrick Chiluba. "Any
later than October and the problem
will be between UNIP and the peo-
ple—and MMD will not control the
people."

The tens of thousands of people
that flock to MMD rallies across the
country clearly demonstrate the
deep-rooted popular support the new
party has gained. In major urban
centers, these crowds often swell
beyond 100,000. Supporters will sit

The president
has failed to
defuse the
tense political
situation by
setting a clear
timetable for
the elections.

or stand for hours in the scorching
sun or through tropical rainshowers
to show their solidarity with the
MMD.

UNIP, on the other hand, is lucky
to draw a crowd of 10,000 after it has
closed all nearby markets, govern-
ment and parastatal offices, and
bused all the workers to the rally
site—even if the president is the
main speaker.

But Kaunda and UNIP have many
advantages over the opposition par-
ties. Because the division between
the ruling party and "its govern-

ment" remains blurred, UNIP has
unrestrained access to government
coffers. The MMD claims that in the
1991 budget, $53 million of taxpay-
ers' money was allocated directly and
indirectly to UNIP for party salaries,
special perks, vehicles, election cam-
paigning, and to continue building
the 17-story party headquarters.

UNIP also controls most of the
media, the only television/radio sta-
tion, and the two daily papers. Only
the church-funded weekly, National
Mirror, struggles to give Zambians
an independent view.

Kaunda is taking his time to dic-
tate the pace of political change.
After amending the constitution in
December allowing other parties to
form, he could have also amended
other sections that did not coincide
with a pluralist system. Instead, he
opted for a much more time-consum-
ing process: the drafting of a whole
new constitution.

The president appointed a consti-
tutional commission, including two
members of the MMD and two mem-
bers of the 300,000-strong Zambia
Congress of Trade Unions (ZCTU).
But the MMD members refused
their appointments, saying the com-
mission was biased in favor of UNIP,

Melinda Ham is a Canadian freelance journal-
ist based in Lusaka, Zambia.
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and the ZCTU did not re-elect its two
appointees to their union posts.

I.ast September, Kaunda promised
that the ruling party would rejuve-
nate itself and a "new look UNIP"
would emerge. Nearly a year later,
there have been no major reshuffles
of posts—instead about a dozen
members of Parliament have defect-
ed to the MMI)—and no new policies
have been revealed.

Kaunda did announce that for the
first time ever, any member of UNIP
could stand against him for the post
of president of the party. Enoch
Kavindele, the youngest member of
the party's central committee, sug-
gested that Kaunda resign and let a
younger member take the position.
Kaunda balked at the idea, refused to

step down, and no one yet has had
the courage to challenge him.

The pace of change in the econo-
my has also stalled. The only memo-
rable events have been when Zambia
regained borrowing rights from the
World Bank by repaying over $300
million, and the Paris Club consulta-
tive meeting in March when Western
donors pledged $650 million worth
of support.

But less than an hour after he
arrived home from Paris, Zambia's
highly respected finance minister,
Gibson Chigaga, died of a suspected
heart attack. As yet, Kaunda has not
found a competent replacement for
him—leaving no one at the helm of
Zambia's structural adjustment pro-
gram.

President Kenneth Kaunda, above,
with Mozambican President Joaquim
Chissano, and left page, Frederick
Chiluba, president of the Movement
for Multi-party Democracy, addressing
an MMD rally

Donors are already anxious about
the government's failure to fulfill the
conditions of the program which
Zambia has followed since mid-1989.
Kaunda recently postponed a 25 per-
cent tax on an over-zealous civil ser-
vice housing allowance and although
privatization of the huge parastatals
that control of 80 percent of the econ-
omy has been promised, there have
been no tangible results.

Decontrolling prices is one of the
fundamental requirements of this
program. And although most com-
modities were liberalized in June
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1989, maize-meal is still heavily sub-
sidized—a subsidy which is equiva-
lent to the government's entire bud-
get deficit.

Last June, an overnight maize-
meal price rise of 135 percent
sparked off riots which left at least 29
people dead. As a consequence, the
government has been very reluctant
to raise the price again. It has also
ignored suggestions by donors and
farmers to increase the price gradu-
ally by 10 or 15 percent a month to
lessen the impact on the consumer.

Three months after the riots, the
price of maize-meal was reduced by
20 percent. When rampant 100 per-
cent inflation is taken into account,
the price is actually cheaper now in
real terms than it was last year. "This

the price is not substantially
increased, then they cannot afford
the inputs to plant maize for next
year, as it would be "sub-economic."

Last November, less maize was
planted as some farmers opted for
more lucrative crops with market,
not government-controlled, prices.
Also about one-third of the annual
maize harvest is smuggled to neigh-
boring Malawi and Zaire and this is
likely to increase.

Voters in the urban areas are also
extremely disenchanted with the
UNIP government. Since the begin-
ning of 1991, there have been nearly
30 strikes in all sectors of the econo-
my as workers demand a living wage
to match the spiralling inflation.

Black-marketeers have profited

is a particularly sensitive issue," says
one Western diplomat, "especially in
an election year when the implica-
tions translate directly into votes."

The UNIP government is faced
with the tough choice between win-
ning urban or rural votes. Most farm-
ers are already very disillusioned
with UNIP, as the government-run
cooperatives have delayed their crop
payments for over six months. As a
result, they have been burdened
with heavy interest on their overdue
bank loans.

The Commercial Farmers
Bureau—with a 70 percent member-
ship of small farmers—argues that if

Sarah-Jane Poole

President Kaunda greeting Nelson
Mandela in 1990: The Zambian presi-
dent had promised a "new look" ruling
party, but a year later no new policies
have been revealed

from the deteriorating economy as
they buy essential commodities and
sell them in the poorer neighbor-
hoods at inflated prices. Hie govern-
ment's coupon system for the "poor-
est of the poor" has also been deeply
corrupted as coupons are allegedly
lost or stolen and fall into the wrong
hands. Only state-run shops will
accept them, which contributes to
long lines.

Social services have been one of

the first victims of the economic cri-
sis. Many primary schools have no
windows, desks, chairs, or books.
Children must sit on the hard floor
and learn by rote while wind and rain
blow through the gaps where win-
dows and doors should be.

The biggest hospital in the coun-
try, the University Teaching Hospi-
tal, frequently closes its operating
room due to lack of supplies, includ-
ing essential anesthetic and steriliz-
ing equipment. The wards are so
crowded and understaffed that many
people must lie on the floor or sleep
two to a bed. The refrigerators in the
mortuaries often break down and the
dead bodies rot.

A wave of cholera—usually the
disease of war or refugee situa-
tions—swept through seven out of
the nine provinces this year, claiming
more than 800 lives and clearly point-
ing to a complete breakdown in the
nation's social welfare structure.

Many people have pinned their
hopes on the MMD to rescue them
from the worst economic crisis that
the country has faced since indepen-
dence from Britain in 1964. But even
the MMD's president, Chiluba, who
is also chairman of the ZCTU, admits
that if he and his party are voted into
power, they will have to deal with "a
crisis of expectations."

Chiluba says the MMD will prove
that they have not just been placating
the voters when they promise:
"Change will come with the MMD."
If UNIP has not left the government
coffers completely empty, they will
implement a 100-day plan to bring
modest but visible change to peo-
ple's lives. Chairs and desks will be
put in the schools, medicines in the
hospitals, and potholed roads will be
resurfaced.

Economists predict that even
with a change of government, it will
take at least a decade for the econo-
my to recover completely. But as
long as the Zambian people's
patience does not run out and the
country continues to change gov-
ernment through the ballot box,
then there is hope for gradual
improvement in the living standards
of the long-suffering voters. O
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Politics After Peace
By ANITA COULSON

Margatel A Novicki nfc Pinkwson

Sixteen years after independence, Angola is finally at peace and back to square
one—before the bloody civil war and outside interventions—and is gearing up for
campaigns leading to democratic elections in 1992. Two dozen political parties are
mobilizing to take part, but the real contest is shaping up between the former ene-

mies, the ruling MPLA and Jonas Savimbi's Unita.
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hen Angola's
Pres ident
Jose Eduar-
do dos San-
tos and Jo-
nas Savimbi,
Unita rebel

leader, put their signatures to the
peace treaty on May 31 in Lisbon,
not only did it mark the formal end of
the bloody 16-year civil war, but it
also closed the chapter on a history
of violence that stretches back 500
years.

Over four centuries, the Por-
tuguese colonialists had suffocated
native uprisings one by one, but the
launching of the "war of liberation"
on February 4, 1961, when the five-
year-old People's Movement for the
Liberation of Angola (MPLA)
launched its first armed attack in
Luanda, spelled the beginning of a
new era of violence that would last
for 30 years.

The events leading up to Angolan
independence in 1975 are now well
known: The Portuguese conscripts
sent by the Salazar and Caetano dic-
tatorships to fight the liberation
movements sickened of trying to
hold back the tide, and by 1974
junior officers led the overthrow of
the regime in what became known as
the "Revolution of the Carnations"
and proceeded to disembarrass Por-
tugal of its overseas colonies.

In the case of Angola, the Por-
tuguese were by now dealing with
three liberation movements: Agostin-
ho Neto's MPIA Holden Roberto's
National Front for the Liberation of
Angola (FNLA), and Jonas Savimbi's
National Front for the Total Libera-
tion of Angola (Unita). A meeting of
all the interested parties in the Por-
tuguese town of Alvor resulted in a
power-sharing agreement for a tri-
partite transitional government in
the months leading up to indepen-
dence.

It was short-lived: Sporadic acts of

Mural in Luanda commemorating
armed struggle: The MPLA's "war of
liberation," launched in 1961, would
last for 30 years

Anita Coulstm has been the HHC's Luanda cor-
respondent since May 1990.
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violence erupted into a full-scale
attack on M P I J \ supporters in Luan-
da by the FNLA. The MPLA drove
the FNLA out of the capital, leading
Unita to abandon the transition gov-
ernment and itself head into the
bush.

This left the MPIA in sole charge
of the transition government and the
capital, to which it hung on grimly in
the face of continued fighting with
the FNLA, backed by the CIA and
foreign mercenaries, and with Unita,
backed by South Africa. The MPLA
called for help from its foreign allies,
the Soviet Union and Cuba, resulting
in "Operation Carlota"—Fidel Cas-
tro's dispatch of thousands of combat
troops to aid the beleaguered MPIA.

With the Cuban help, the MPLA

defeated the FNLA forces in the
north and held the Unita and South
African forces south of Luanda, leav-
ing the MPLA the only liberation
movement, able to receive the mantle
of power from the Portuguese gover-
nor on November 11, 1975.

It put the MPIA in the Commu-
nists' debt, a debt which increased
when the Cubans helped to put down
the May 21, 1977 uprising against
Agostinho Neto by a populist faction
of the MPIA led by Nito Alves. The
subsequent purge, in which thou-
sands of suspected Alves supporters
were killed or imprisoned, increased
fears that Angola was irrevocably set
on the path of Communist totalitari-
anism and justified Western (mainly
South African and U.S.) backing of



Unita, which pledged to continue the
fight.

In the 1980s, Unita concentrated
its efforts on road and rail, communi-
cations, and economic targets, driv-
ing the peasants off the fertile agri-
cultural lands and into garrison
towns. It destabilized the economy to
a point where it was no longer possi-
ble for the MPLA to continue financ-
ing the war. But llnita's chances of
seizing power by winning a military
victory were few and after the defeat
of the South African-Unita force at
Cuito Cuanavale, when FAPLA (the
MPLA army) and Cuban pilots estab-
lished air superiority over the South
Africans, it became clear this was a
no-win war.

Then U.S. Assistant Secretary of
State for African Affairs Chester
Crocker achieved a major break
through when Angola, Cuba, and
South Africa agreed in December
1988 in the New York accords to a
quid pro quo withdrawal: The South
Africans would pull out of southern
Angola and Namibia and the Cubans
would leave Angola.

The MPLA government was
already working on a two-pronged
strategy to deal with Unita. Attempts
to crush the guerrilla rebellion mili-
tarily failed, but political moves, first
through an African peace initiative
that led to a historic meeting
between dos Santos and Savimbi at
the June 1989 Gbadolite summit and
a short-lived ceasefire, and then
through Portuguese mediation that
saw a year of on-off rounds of indi-
rect peace talks between the MPI.A
and Unita in Portugal.

Meanwhile, the MPLA was also
moving to democratize the political
system, abandoning Marxism, revis-
ing the constitution and setting up
legislation for a multi-party state with
a free-market economy and free-
doms (of speech, assembly, demon-
stration, and the right to strike, etc.)
hitherto unknown.

The agreement to end the war
was reached after a solid month of
direct, face-to-face negotiations
between delegations of the MPLA
government and Unita rebels that
started on April 4 in Bicesse, a sea-

side suburb of Lisbon, in the pres-
ence of the Portuguese mediator and
U.S. and Soviet observers.

On May 1, Lopo do Nascimento
(for the MPLA government) and
Jeremias Chitunda (for Unita) ini-
tialled four documents amounting to
over 1,000 pages of an agreement
that provided for a dc facto cessation
of hostilities from May 15, the day on
which both sides ratified their accep-
tance of the terms, and a formal
ceasefire from June 1. Under the
terms of the accord, the MPLA gov-

After the defeat
of the South
African-Unita
force at Cuito
Cuanavale, it
became clear
this was a
no-win war.

eminent was mandated to re-estab-
lish control of all areas of the national
territory, including those held by
Unita, to ensure basic services, con-
duct a population census, draw up a
voters' register, and prepare for pres-
idential and legislative elections in
September 1992.

On May 1, public opinion in Luan-
da was frankly disbelieving when
President dos Santos announced that
the MPLA and Unita delegations at
the peace talks in Lisbon would ini-
tial an understanding that very day.

Most people said they would "wait
and see," fearful that the agreement
would break down as quickly as the
short-lived Gbadolite ceasefire. The
May IS ratification deadline also sig-
nalled a disengagement from hostili-
ties, for a 15-day "cooling-off period"
that would be a de facto ceasefire in
advance of the formal end to the war.

When on May 16, further out-
breaks of fighting were reported, it
seemed popular skepticism was justi-
fied. But 48 hours later, an extraordi-

nary event occurred which signalled
there might still be grounds for hope.

One of the groups of foreign cor-
respondents taken to the besieged
eastern city of Luena (Moxico
province) was Angolan national
William Tonet, correspondent for the
Voice of America. While speaking to
Unita Chief of Staff Gen. Arlindo
Pena "Ben-Ben" by radio-phone from
a FAPLA bunker in Luena, he asked
if the general had any message for
the government commander. The
result was a conversation between
"Ben-Ben" and FAPLA General Staff
Chief of Operations Col. Higino
Carneiro that led to a historic
FAPLA-Unita meeting on Saturday,
May 18.

The two sides agreed to set up
provisional ceasefire commissions to
ensure that the truce held, agreeing
to start lifting minefields and allow-
ing air and road traffic to circulate,
bringing much needed supplies into
the former combat zones. Within 24
hours of that fortuitous meeting,
both sides were reporting "absolute
calm" throughout Angola's 18
provinces for the first time in 30
years, since the fight against Por-
tuguese colonialism began.

The situation further improved
with the early completion of the with-
drawal of the Cuban combat troops
in Angola. Under the December 1988
New York accords, the entire 50,000-
strong Cuban expeditionary force
was to leave in phases by June 30,
1992. The last man, Chief of Mission
General Samuel Rodiles, boarded the
plane for Havana on Saturday, May
26, more than a month ahead of
schedule.

That was the sign that all the
obstacles to peace were gone. All
that remained was to sign and seal
the formal peace treaty. The four
peace documents provided for a final
ceasefire from zero hour on June 1,
when the 600-strong international
monitoring and verification force was
due to start arriving to assist the
Joint (MPIAUnita) Political and Mil-
itary Commission UPMC) that will
work alongside the central govern-
ment to ensure the peace, demobi-
lize up to 200,000 fighting men and
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women, create the 40,000-man
national army (along with a navy of
4,000 and an air force of 6,000), and
prepare for the September 1992 pres-
idential and legislative elections.

Hie JPMC, which includes repre-
sentatives from the Portuguese gov-
ernment and U.S. and Soviet
observers, will coordinate the work
of other commissions, including the
verification commission, over the
next 18 months. The presence of the
international observers is one guar-
antee of a peaceful transition from
war to peace and from socialism to
democracy.

But the real guarantee is to be
found in the reconciliation between
the two Angolan belligerents and
there are grounds for real optimism
that these brothers-in-arms will be
able to put behind them the enmity
of the past and work together to
build a future.

Yet with all the positive signs, the
population of Luanda (it still being
virtually impossible to gauge the
temperature of public opinion in the
rest of the nation) is still highly fear-
ful of violent times ahead.

Since the lifting of the overnight
curfew in March, violent crime has
increased fourfold. Daily, there are
reports of street robberies, burglar-
ies, rapes, and murders. The police
simply cannot cope, particularly in
the musseques, the slum areas where
most of Luanda's 2,000,000 popula-
tion live cheek-by-jowl in shanty
housing with no street-lights and few
paved roads. Police patrols there are
few or none.

There are fears that hundreds of
thousands of arms are still in the
hands of those who once had the
legitimate right to bear them as
members of the fighting forces. With
unemployment certain to soar
(70,000 redundancies planned for the
public sector and no jobs for the
200,000 demobilized soldiers), peo-
ple foresee widespread banditry and
crime.

The Americans have suggested
that the government offer to "buy
back" some of this hardware—that
being the only incentive likely to
encourage people to hand over the

arms they are hanging onto "for self-
protection."

One ministry of information offi-
cial told me recently that his brother-
in-law had managed to get hold of a
bazooka while serving in FAPLA.
"He says it's staying in his house
until he can be certain there won't be
a return to the bloody confusion we
saw in 1975." That was when skir-
mishes between the three liberation
movements spilled over into mas-
sacres of the civilian population.

The FNLA, once thought defunct,
is set to resurface, still under the
leadership of the allegedly corrupt
Holden Roberto, a relative by mar-
riage of Zaire's President Mobutu
Sese Seko and a man whose political
theory is often summed up by the
word "tribalism." The FNLA says
that they will not register as a legal
political party for the electoral pro-
cess. They feel left out of the new
chumminess between the MPIJ\ and
Unita and are absurdly demanding a
return to the 1975 status quo and
three-way sharing of power.

That point of view is shared by
none of the 25 political groups now
emerging as potential parties in
peacetime Angola. Of those nascent
parties, many will fall by the wayside
or enter into alliances. At least one,
however, the Democratic Renewalist
Party (PRD), led by Luis da Silva dos
Passos, is based around survivors
and sympathizers of the Nito Alves
fraction that staged an abortive coup
from inside the MPLA on May 27,
1977, unleashing a purge that saw
thousands killed or imprisoned.

The PRD has its own reasons to
want revenge, just as other forces will
in an Angola silenced for so long until
now. With all the "dirty laundry"
(including MPLA incompetence and
corruption and Unita human rights
abuses) to be aired, the election cam-
paign promises to be heated.

"We do not accept MPLA laws,"
says Leopoldo Trovoada, the FNLA
representative in Luanda, "and we do
not recognize the People's Assembly
as a competent body to lay down
these laws, so we will not abide by
them."

According to MPLA Political

Bureau Executive Secretary Dino
Matross, there are 26 putative par-
ties lining up to register. Political
analysts in Luanda doubt they will all
become bona fide parties. "Many
groups are unlikely to satisfy the
membership requirements," (a mini-
mum of 3,000 members with at least
140 from each of 14 of Angola's 18
provinces) says one Western diplo-
mat. "They will be forced into
alliances if they wish to survive."

leaders of the MPLA, which like
its erstwhile adversary Unita, also
has to register under the Political
Parties Act, have already expressed
a readiness to enter into alliances in
the run-up to the elections in
September 1992. President dos San-
tos went further when he admitted in
an interview with Portuguese televi-
sion that the MPLA would also con-
sider entering into a coalition gov-
ernment—and he did not rule out a
coalition with Unita.

In spite of discontent with the rul-
ing party's record on the economy
and civil liberties, and its failure to
tackle corruption, the MPLA still has
many advantages over its future
rivals. Speeches by President dos
Santos have taken on a markedly
campaigning tone, and unlike other
leaders, he already has unlimited
access to the Angolan media.

Just three days before signing the
peace treaty with Unita, the president
spoke in the Unita heartland of
Huambo in the central highlands.
Referring to the coming political cam-
paigns, the president acknowledged it
would not be easy for the MPLA to
win a majority of votes in the central
highlands. He went on to remind his
national radio audience that Unita and
its alliance with foreign enemies of
Angola were to blame for the people's
suffering, in the ritual exculpation of
MPIA responsibility.

A popular graffiti slogan in Ango-
la's urban centers reads: "MPLA
gatunos, UNITA asessinos" (MPLA
are thieves, Unita are murderers).
Unless a strong third force arises out
of the proliferation of emergent polit-
ical parties, that will be the choice
facing a politically unsophisticated
Angolan electorate in 1992. O
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By PATRICK LAURENCE

Winnie Mandela stands convicted of kidnapping and being an accessory to
assault, facing six years in prison if her appeal fails. But this woman of deep con-
viction will almost certainly never go to jail because she remains a political force,
albeit a waning one, in the more radical ranks of the African National Congress.



n February 1989, Winnie
Mandela, staggering
under a welter of unfavor-
able publicity, declared:
"In God's name, I am pre-
pared to stand before any
court of law and testi-
fy... no death took place

in Mandela's house."
Mandela, wife of legendary Nel-

son Mandela, and for many years
herself a symbol of resistance to
apartheid, was fighting to salvage
her reputation after a wave of reports
connecting her to the kidnapping of
three young men and a teenage boy.

The putrefying body of a young
boy had been found in Soweto early
in January 1989 and was later identi-
fied as that of Stompie Moeketsi
Sepei, one of four people taken to
Mandela's Soweto home on the night
of December 29, 1988. Kven before
the rotting corpse had been positive-
ly found to be Stompie's, reports had
begun to surface naming Mrs. Man-
dela as one of the assailants who had
brutally beaten the four young peo-
ple in a bid to force them to confess
to homosexuality and, in the case of
Stompie, to being an informer.

It was to 14-year-old Stompie that
Mandela referred in February 1989
when, solemnly evoking God as her
witness, she swore that no one had
died in her house. "I do not believe
that that boy is not alive," she said.
Nearly 30 months later, on May 13,
1991, Mandela, encircled by scores
of journalists in courtroom 4K in the
Rand Supreme Court in Johannes-
burg, said: "As long as you all know
that I did not assault any child, that is
all that matters to me." Only a faint
quiver in her voice betrayed the ten-
sion she was under.

The next day, May 14, Mandela
was again surrounded. The encir-
clement took place in the streets out-
side the Rand Supreme Court, where
the crowd proclaimed their loyalty to
her and called for the hanging of the
ministers of law and order and
defense. Mandela again reiterated

Patrick l&urence is a specialist writer on the
Johannesburg Slar. South African correspon-
dent o/Thv KconomisI, and a contributor to
The Guardian oflj)ndon and The Irish Times.

that she had not assaulted anyone
and thanked the crowd milling
around her for refusing to believe
reports that she had killed Stompie.

These last two days of Mandela's
trial for kidnapping and assault were
perhaps the most momentous in her
life. On the first, Mandela had been
found guilty of kidnapping and of
being an accessory to assault; on the
second, she had been sentenced to
jail for six years, five years for kid-
napping and one for being an acces-
sory.

But Mandela, who was freed on
bail of R200 pending the hearing on
her application for leave to appeal,
tried to turn disaster into triumph.

Judge M.S. Stegmann had found
that she had not assaulted the four
young people who were kidnapped
from a Methodist Church house and
taken to back rooms on the property
of her house in Diepkloof, Soweto.
Mandela, choosing to ignore most of
his judgment, portrayed that finding
as a victory and a vindication of her
pleas of innocence against those in
the press and the wider community
who had first pointed a finger at her
early in 1989.

Mandela's sensitivity to insinua-
tions that she was responsible for the
death of Stompie explained her reac-
tion in part. The insinuations, which
first surfaced in February 1991, per-
sisted even after Jerry Richardson,
coach of the dreaded Mandela Unit-
ed Football Club, was convicted of
Stompie's murder in May 1990.

Instead of exonerating Mandela of
blame for Stompie's murder, judg-
ment in the Richardson trial, if any-
thing, strengthened the link in the
public mind. Judge A.J. O'Donovan
found that state evidence that Man-
dela was present for at least part of
the time when Stompie and his co-
victims were assaulted had the "ring
of truth." Hence, the importance to
Mandela of Judge Stegmann's find-
ing in her trial that she did not take
part in the assault.

She was uncowed, however, by
Stegmann's damning remarks. He
had described her evidence as equiv-
ocal, unconvincing, evasive, and
untruthful. In a particularly condem-

natory phrase, he described her as a
"calm, composed, deliberate, and
unblushing liar."

Her role in the kidnapping was
indispensable to it even though there
was no evidence that she had
brought the four people to her
house, the judge said. To think that it
could have taken place without her
knowledge and approval—Mandela's
mini-bus, driven by her friend and
co-accused, John Morgan, was used
to bring the victims to her
house—was like trying to imagine
Hamlet without the prince, the judge
said.

Mandela's demeanor after the trial
was consistent with her rejection of
the judge's findings against her.
Within minutes of her being sen-
tenced, her gray-haired counsel,
George Bizos, was on his feet filing
an application for leave to appeal.

Observers were puzzled by an
apparent contradiction in the judg-
ment. The judge rejected the
evidence of the two key witnesses,
Kenneth Kgase and Thobiso Mono,
as unreliable. But he accepted the
core of Mandela's evidence: her alibi
that she was in Brandfort, three
hours' drive from Soweto, on the
night of the assault.

Yet Judge Stegmann found—in the
words of defense counsel Bizos
—"through a process of inferential
reasoning" that Mandela was "indeed
party to the conspiracy to kidnap."

Mandela's lawyers challenged

A conjunction
of political
forces is
working to
save Winnie
Mandela from
the indignity of
incarceration
as a kidnapper.
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another aspect of the long judgment:
the inference that Mandela and her
co-conspirators were motivated by a
"campaign to oust [Paul] Verryn,"
the clergyman in charge of the
church house who was accused by
Mandela of corrupting the youths
who sought refuge there.

The judge had posited that the
allegations of homosexuality against
Verryn may have been prompted by
a wish to dislodge him from his
Soweto parish. But, in papers Bizos
submitted to court after judgment
was passed, it was noted that there
was "a complete lack of evidence" of
a plot to stage a coup against Verryn,
or even of dissension in his congre-
gation and Mandela's desire to
become involved in it.

Mandela's trial and conviction
raises two critical questions: whether

she can avoid the indignity of being
jailed for a criminal offense and
whether she could survive as a seri-
ous contender for power and influ-
ence in the African National
Congress in the months ahead as the
search intensifies for a negotiated
settlement to South Africa's protract-
ed conflict.

A simple answer can be hazarded
to the first question. She is unlikely
to serve a single day of any six-year
jail sentence, even if the appeal is
lost. A conjunction of political forces
is working to save her from the indig-
nity of incarceration as a kidnapper
and an accessory to severe assault
and not, as in the past, for her politi-
cal opposition to a racial oligarchy. It
is operating quite independently of
the legal forces set in motion by her
application for leave to appeal.

It is preposterous to visualize
Mandela preparing himself for the
role as president while his wife
readies herself for life in prison

Examination of two scenarios
—both premised on the theoretical
assumption that her appeal will
fail—shows how political considera-
tions are likely to rescue her from
internment as a criminal.

Her appeal may take three years
to be heard by the Appeal Court,
although it is not likely to take as
long as that. If it takes three years,
however, it is possible that by then
the present minority regime may
have been replaced by either an ANC
administration or by one in which
the ANC is a major component.

If so, it is a betting certainty that
the new government will not allow
Mandela to go to jail; it will persuade
the head of state, who may well be
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ANC leader Nelson Mandela, to
exercise his prerogative to pardon
felons in favor of his wife.

It is relevant to recall two posi-
tions taken by the ANC on Mrs.
Mandela in recent months: first, an
ANC statement describing the trial
as "part of the pattern of harassment
and persecution" directed at "Com-
rade Winnie" for the past 30 years;
second, the more recent declaration
by Chris Hani, chief of staff of the
ANC's guerrilla army, pledging that
Mandela would be freed by an ANC
government if she were in jail when
it acquired power.

The logical extension of Hani's
declaration is that if the ANC can
preempt imprisonment with a timely
pardon, it will do so.

But even if President F.W. de
Klerk is still in power when Man-
dela's appeal is heard and—for argu-
ment's sake—lost, the chances of
her going to jail are minuscule.
South Africa's settlement negotia-
tions will, in all likelihood, be well-
advanced three years or even 18
months from now.

Nelson Mandela, judging from
opinion polls and barring unforeseen
developments, will be looming large
as the man most likely to succeed
President de Klerk.

It is preposterous to visualize
Mandela preparing himself for the
role as president while his wife read-
ies herself for life in prison. The ANC
will certainly put pressure on de
Klerk to pardon her. The ANC's
political clout, and the indispensabili-
ty of its approval to any lasting settle-
ment, make it virtually certain that
de Klerk will accede to ANC pres-
sure to pardon Winnie Mandela.

The whole issue may, of course,
be resolved more simply: The Appeal
Court may uphold Mandela's appeal
and set aside the sentence imposed
on her. Mandela thus seems likely to
escape imprisonment for a criminal
offense, one way or another.

It does not, however, seem possi-
ble for her to recover the esteem and
power she wielded in ANC circles
before disclosures were made of her
role in the kidnapping of three young
men and Stompie.

It does not
seem possible
for Winnie
Mandela to
recover the
esteem and
power she
wielded in
ANC circles.

Kven before Judge Stegmann's
denigratory judgment, Mandela's
influence was on the wane. One clear
sign was her crushing defeat in the
April contest for the presidency of the
ANC Women's League. Gertrude
Shope, who headed the ANC's
women's section in exile, won twice
as many votes as Mandela when ANC
matriarch Albertina Sisulu threw her
support to Shope. Another was the
conspicuous absence of support from
high-profile ANC leaders at the end
of her trial. They did not bother to
demonstrate solidarity by attending
the trial when judgment was given or
when sentence was pronounced.

Mandela, of course, has enemies
in the ANC, many of whom occupied
key positions in the Mass Democrat-
ic Movement, which unequivocally
condemned her in February 1989.

In its now celebrated statement,
the Mass Democratic Movement
accused her of violating the "spirit
and ethos of the democratic move-
ment," of allowing her bodyguards in
the Mandela Football Club to con-
duct a "reign of terror" in Soweto,
and of stubbornly refusing to cooper-
ate with black leaders who tried to
mediate a reconciliation between her
and aggrieved people in the black
community.

The statement included one par-
ticularly pertinent paragraph: "We
are outraged at Mrs. Mandela's com-
plicity in the recent abductions and

the assault of Stompie. Had Stompie
and his three [co-victims] not been
abducted by Mrs. Mandela's football
team, Stompie would be alive today."
It was to that stunning accusation
that Mandela addressed herself
repeatedly both before and during
her trial in court.

The statement ended with a call to
the black community to distance
itself from Mandela in "a dignified
manner." The statement led to "bad
blood" between Mandela and Mass
Democratic Movement leaders asso-
ciated with it, some of whom were
pushed to the side after the ANC was
unbanned, Nelson Mandela freed,
and his wife reinstated—allegedly
from above—as an ANC leader.

In a move described in some ANC
circles as unbelievably stupid, Man-
dela was then appointed head of the
ANC's department of social welfare.
But now, in the aftermath of Man-
dela's trial and the nadir in her politi-
cal fortunes, election of a new ANC
national executive by secret ballot is
due at the party's national conference
in July. The probabilities are strong
that it will see the elections to posi-
tions of prominence in the ANC of
Mass Democratic Movement leaders.

They will not allow Mandela's wife
to go to prison; to do so might trigger
a divisive struggle with her support-
ers in the ANC Youth League and
ANC's guerrilla army, and destroy
the morale of her distinguished hus-
band who is—in many respects—still
the ANC's most precious asset. But
they will almost certainly thwart any
attempt by her to assert herself polit-
ically.

Mandela, however, is a formidable
and resourceful woman who should
not be underestimated. Hardly a
week after she had been convicted of
common law crimes, she was, so to
speak, back at the barricades.

She was arrested twice in one day
for obstructing traffic in Johannes-
burg. She had helped to tie an iron
chain across a street in the city cen-
ter in protest against the continued
incarceration of political prisoners. It
was a clear reminder that "Comrade
Winnie" was not going to accept
defeat easilv. O
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E arlier this year, I had lunch
in London with a Ghana-
ian journalist, Kwesi Pratt,
a leader of the Movement

for Freedom and Justice which cam-
paigns to restore multi-party politics.
Less than 48 hours later, Kwesi Pratt
was in the custody of the Bureau of
National Investigations (BNI)—the
secret police—in Accra, being ques-

Hichard Carver is a research consultant to the
human rights organization, Africa Watch.

World Bank-funded project in Nigeria: "The Bank cannot
consider respect for human rights as a criterion for lending"

tioned about whom he had
trip abroad.

This time, however,
he was lucky. He was
only held for a few
hours, although his
passport was seized
and he was forced to
report again to the BNI.
His passport was finally
returned, along with
his address book and

met on his diary and, even more surprisingly,
with an apology. Presumably, this was

Multilateral and Western aid
donors assume that the adoption
of free market policies translates
into respect for human rights,
but that is not always the case.
Structural adjustment programs
often demand severe cuts in food
and fuel subsidies and social
services, leading to public outcry
and suppression of criticism.Reform

or Repression?
By RICHARD CARVER
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not unconnected with a flurry of inter-
national concern over his case.

But this was not the first time he
had been detained, for Kwesi Pratt,
campaigner for multi-party democra-
cy, is also Kwesi Pratt, socialist critic
of the government's World Bank-
directed economic recovery pro-
gram. In May 1987, Pratt and three
others, including a senior official of
the Trades Union Congress (TUC),
were arrested and detained until the
end of the year—three days after
publishing a strong attack on the
government's deals with the World
Bank and IMF. In 1986, the same
four had been detained for four
months because of their alleged
involvement in a strike over civil ser-
vants' allowances.

When the Provisional National
Defense Council (PNDC) seized
power from the civilian government
of Hilia Limann in 1981, it was
regarded in the West as dangerously
left-wing. Abuses of human rights
were readily criticized. Since the
PNDC adopted the economic recov-
ery program in 19811, its international
stature has grown. So there was no
outcry when Kwesi Pratt and his
friends were detained for opposing
government economic policies, nor
in October 1988 when the secretary-
general of the TUC was forced into
exile by BNI harassment, nor in 1989
when two school students were shot
by police as they protested the impo-
sition of school fees. Yet the system
of government in Ghana and the
abuse of human rights was largely
unchanged before and after 1983; all
that changed was the PNDC's rela-
tionship with the World Bank.

It has become commonplace
among Western aid donors to
assume that respect for human
rights is linked to the adoption of
free market economic policies. A
speech by British Foreign Secretary
Douglas Hurd last June is typical:
"Countries tending towards plural-
ism, public accountability, respect for
the rule of law, human rights, and
market principles should be encour-
aged. Governments who persist with
repressive policies, with corrupt
management, or with wasteful and

discredited economic systems
should not expect us to support their
folly with scarce aid resources."

In practice, the human rights con-
dition is a moveable feast. Countries
with poor human rights records, like
Kenya and Malawi, have continued
to receive British aid because their
economic policies meet with
approval. Britain only gives develop-
ment assistance to countries with
World Bank-approved structural
adjustment programs.

Similarly, last year, the Bush
administration lifted its ban on
export credits for Mozambique, cit-
ing the Chissano government's
respect for human rights in a new
constitution, its move towards multi-
party politics, and its adoption of free
market economic policies under the
direction of the World Bank. This is a
welcome move, but it begs the ques-
tion: What would be the administra-
tion's attitude if the voters of Mozam-
bique freely chose a government
which rejected the present structural
adjustment program?

Structural adjustment programs
entail cuts in government spending
in areas such as public sector wages,
education, and food subsidies—mea-
sures which often cause great popu-
lar discontent. Often, as in Ghana,
governments resort to outright
repression in order to enforce these
cuts. In Nigeria and Zambia over the
past two years, this has led to dozens
of deaths at the hands of the police.

But there has been another relat-
ed phenomenon. Popular opposition
to government austerity measures
has spilled over into general opposi-
tion to repressive and undemocratic
political systems. A number of fran-
cophone West African countries
have shown this over the past 18
months, including Cote d'lvoire,
Gabon, and Benin, as well as Zam-
bia. It would be difficult to show that
there was a natural link between
multi-party politics and free market
economics. In many countries, the
opposite has been the1 case: The
struggle for political freedom has
been intimately connected with
opposition to structural adjustment.

One sector where structural

adjustment programs have a particu-
larly severe effect is education. In
Uganda, for example, a World Bank
program has resulted in cuts in uni-
versity finance. These in turn have
led to a series of strikes by academic
staff and students at Makerere Uni-
versity in Kampala. In December
1990, police deployed on campus
opened fire, killing two striking stu-
dents.

In Zimbabwe, striking teachers
have been charged under emergen-
cy powers which allowed the govern-
ment to ban strikes in "essential ser-
vices." Other striking workers, such
as railway and telecommunications
workers, were also the victims of
these measures before the state of
emergency was lifted in July 1990. In
May 1989, Kempton Makamure, a
lecturer at the University of Zimbab-
we, gave a radio interview criticizing
the government's new liberal invest-
ment code. He was given a week in
detention to reconsider his economic
philosophy, while the two journalists
who interviewed him were hauled up
before the minister of information
and suspended from duty.

Protests over the removal of food
subsidies and consequent price rises
have caused the bloodiest confronta-
tions. In May 1989, there were
demonstrations in a number of Nige-
rian cities against the government's
structural adjustment program
(SAP). The protests were prompted
by food shortages and rising prices.
The local press reported children
dying from malnutrition while gov-
ernment officials hoarded food to
resell at a profit. The protests started
among university students in Benin
City but spread to other sections of
the urban population, including
unionized workers and the unem-
ployed. In the course of the demon-
strations, police killed 22 people,
according to official figures. Yet the
Committee for the Defense of
Human Rights reported that 60
unidentified corpses were dumped at
the I>agos General Hospital mortu-
ary by police officers. Several hun-
dred people were arrested after the
protests. Months later, some were
still detained.
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Perhaps it is not surprising that
the World Bank did not protest the
fate of young left-wing intellectuals
such as Kwesi Pratt and Kempton
Makamure. However, an elderly
advocate with a heart condition
mighl have seemed more their type.
In June 1989, Nigerian human rights
lawyer Chief Gani Fawehinmi was
arrested, along with labor leader
Chief Michael Imoudu and social
critic Tai Solarin, as they attempted
to hold a meeting on "Alternatives to
the SAP" (An earlier attempt lo hold
the same meeting had been broken
up by security police.) Imoudu and
Solarin were released soon after-
wards, but Gani Fawehinmi was
detained incommunicado without
charge for four months. In October
1989, Osagie Obayuwana was arrest-
ed and detained without charge for
about two and a half weeks for circu-
lating "Free Gani" leaflets.

The Zambian government's
economic recovery program, de-
signed to meet IMF and World Bank
conditions, provoked similar popular
hostility which was met by equally
severe repression. However, the con-
frontation over economic policy has
led to the end of the country's one-
party system.

In June 1990, the government
announced that it was removing sub-
sidies on maize-meal, the staple food,
doubling the price. There were mas-
sive popular protests in both Lusaka
and the Copperbelt towns. Accord-
ing to official figures, police shot
dead 24 demonstrators. Helping
them to quell the protests was the
"anti-robbery squad," a semi-official
vigilante organization run by busi-
ness owners, as well as less formal
vigilante groups. As in Nigeria, the
death toll is sure to be an underesti-
mate. In neither country has there
been any sort of impartial investiga-
tion into the killings. No police offi-
cers or members of vigilante groups
have faced criminal charges for their
role. Again as in Nigeria, police
closed the University of Zambia.
They arrested 27 students who were
detained fora month.

This was not the first time that
Zambia has seen food riots. In 1986.

for example, the government backed
down only days after introducing
IMF-sponsored increases in food
prices. The crucial difference in 1990
was that the protests immediately
took on a political dimension.
Demonstrators combined economic
demands with calls for multi-party
democracy and the resignation of
President Kenneth Kaunda. The gov-
ernment has conceded to the first
demand and multi-party elections are
due to be held in 1991.

These developments in Zambia
mirrored what had happened only
weeks earlier in Cote d'lvoire. In
February 1990, the Ivorian govern-
ment introduced substantial income
tax increases for both public and pri-
vate sector workers. These were
described by government officials as
crucial to the success of the medium-
term economic recovery program
worked out with the IMF and World
Bank. Peaceful protests against the
measures were broken up by police
using teargas, batons, and stun
grenades. Some journalists attempt-
ing to report the protests were
arrested.

On March 2fi, 1990, 127 teachers
were arrested after the government
announced a ban on all meetings
throughout the country. Many of
those arrested were university teach-
ers who tried to dodge the ban by
driving their cars into central Abidjan
and sounding their horns. Police
ordered them out of their cars and
took them to a military barracks out-
side the capital. Among those
detained was Francis Wodie, a
founder of the Ivorian Human Rights
I-eague and formerly a local official
of Amnesty International.

Protests against the government's
economic measures rapidly assumed
the character of opposition to the de
facto one-party system which had
been in place since independence in
1960. In May, the government con-
ceded to demands to legalize opposi-
tion groups. The country's first
multi-party elections were held in
October 1990.

Under its articles of agreement,
the Work! Bank can only take "eco-
nomic considerations" into account

when deciding on lending, This is
interpreted to mean that the Bank
cannot consider respect for human
rights as a criterion for lending. This
can lead to decisions which are not
only morally offensive, but also make
no economic sense, such as the $70
million loan to Somalia in 1989, at a
time when government counter-
insurgency policies were tearing the
country apart—with a particularly
disruptive effect on the principal
export commodity, livestock. The
loan was for agricultural develop-
ment.

In Malawi, the World Bank has
had nothing to say about the govern-
ment's systematic persecution of its
top economic managers. The heads
of the two leading parastatals. Press
Holdings and the Agricultural Devel-
opment and Marketing Corporation,
have been detained without charge
for opposing the corrupt use of com-
pany revenues. Worst of all, in 1983,
a former World Bank employee,
Austin Madinga, died in a "road acci-
dent" only days after the Bank had
nominated him to take over as chair-
man of the Reserve Bank of Malawi.
Tliere is compelling evidence that he
was victim of a political assassina-
tion. Even if the World Bank was
unconcerned about Madinga's
human rights, it might have had the
imagination to see the elimination of
Malawi's senior managers as an "eco-
nomic consideration."

But if the World Bank has been
reluctant to consider human rights,
it has become increasingly con-
cerned by what it calls "good gover-
nance," notably in its 1989 report on
Africa, "From Crisis to Sustainable
Growth." In his foreword to that
report, World Bank President Bar-
ber B. Conable talked of "an admin-
istration that is accountable to its
public" and "a better balance be-
tween...the government and the gov-
erned." But is it good governance
for a government to close the univer-
sities, detain trade union leaders,
and fill the mortuaries with the
corpses of those who oppose its
structural adjustment program? And
if not, when has the World Bank
raised its voice in criticism? O
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A young woman entered
the church on crutches
and settled on the multi-
colored stone floor in

front of the altar. Like other people
who had gathered inside the church,
the woman was not going to pray for
a cure. She had come to consult a
physician. Her illness dated back five
years, and now both her legs were
badly swollen. "I didn't come before
because I didn't feel sick," the moth-
er of five children said, "1 could still
farm and walk around on my legs
although they were swollen." The
visiting doctor, Miriam Silva, said
that the woman's condition looked
like elephantiasis, a serious disease
caused by a worm parasite. In such
an advanced stage, Dr. Silva said,
there was no cure.

It is not a new thing for this
Roman Catholic church at Marrere
to double as a place of worship and a
place to receive medical treatment.
Before Mozambique's independence
in 1975, the Portuguese high society
came here to be treated, despite its
remote location about six miles from
the northern city of Nampula. In
colonial days, the adjoining rooms
inside the church building were lux-
urious hospital wards with only four
beds in each. Most wards had their
own bathroom and a balcony with a
spectacular view overlooking gar-
dens, palm trees, and mountains.

Today, the church no longer acts
as a chic hospital but as a rural health
post, serving more than 20,000 peo-
ple. The wards are crammed, and
some patients have no beds and have
to sleep on mattresses on the floor.
The patients are no longer Por-
tuguese settlers, but rural Mozambi-
cans, many of whom have been dis-
placed by the country's 16-year-old
war between the ruling Mozambique
Liberation Front (Frelimo) and the
rebels of the Mozambique National
Resistance (Renamo). The story of
the majestic church at Marrere mir-
rors many of the problems faced by
the majority of Mozambicans in the
countryside.

War is never far away. Last

Ruth Ansah Ayisi is a freelance journalist based
in Maputo.
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December, a group of Renamo rebels
stormed the church at dawn, ran-
sacked the tuberculosis ward, and
stole the patients' clothes and mat-
tresses. Even when the area is peace-
ful, poor living conditions, typical of
displaced populations who have fled
their homes and farms, have caused
widespread malnutrition and out-
breaks of diarrheal diseases. Many
children in the center have swollen
bellies typical of kwashiorkor, or dis-
colored hair and skinny bodies typi-
cal of marasma.

Because the Marrere locality is
vast and sparsely populated, with
limited transport on dangerous
roads, the sick, like the young
woman with elephantiasis, often
delay as long as they can before ven-
turing on a journey to the church.
And then, if admitted to the hospital,
there is often the added worry of
who will support family members
back home.

Ernisa Albino, for example, is a
tuberculosis patient and mother of
seven children. She had been in the
hospital one month, and was expect-
ing to stay for another two. To reach
the health center, she made a 60-mile
journey in a truck, on roads where
the rebels have frequently ambushed
passing vehicles.

Albino is separated from her hus-
band and has to make plans on how
to earn money when she leaves the
hospital. "I don't have a husband any-
more," she said. "He drank a lot, and
he no longer lives with us. After I
come out of the hospital, I want to
sell bread in town before going back
to the farm. I need to buy clothes for
the children."

While Albino struggles alone to
carve out a life for her children,
other peasant farmers around Nam-
pula city are more fortunate. They
have organized themselves into 39
cooperatives and peasant organiza-
tions and are members of the Gener-
al Union of Agricultural Cooperatives
for Nampula (UGCA).

Among the union's objectives,
according to Patricio Polupo, the
UGCA general manager, arc to try
and ensure a fair distribution of land
ownership, to reduce the levels of

absolute poverty among the coopera-
tive members, and to increase both
land and labor productivity in all
forms of agriculture.

To avoid exploitation by middle-
men, the cooperatives sell their pro-
duce to the union, which in turn sells
goods and services to members at
modest prices. The union also pro-
vides credit facilities and the use of
agricultural machinery like tractors,
and offers opportunities to attend
courses on animal husbandry,
forestry, and extension work. Land
ownership is one of the key issues
facing the union, since many of the
cooperatives are not legally regis-
tered.

Yet in the end, it is the security sit-
uation which determines what the
cooperative members can and cannot
do. Like peasants all over the coun-
try, some cooperative members have
been killed or kidnapped by the
rebels, while others have had their
huts burned down and produce
stolen. It has been common for the
farmers to sleep in the bush at night,
instead of their homes, which are
vulnerable to attack. Three years
ago, when armed violence in Nampu-
la was particularly bad, many farm-
ers had to abandon their farms, said
Jose Mussagy, the union's president,
and leave their crops to rot.

In the past year, however, new
land has become available for the
cooperative, as joint efforts of the
Mozambican army and a traditional
militia known as Naprama have met
with military success. The Napra-
mas—led by 29-year-old Manuel
Antonio—use only spears and knives
against Renamo's arsenal of AK-47
rifles, mortars, and rocket-propelled
grenades.

Even in an improving security
environment, however, the coopera-
tives are affected by the continued
fighting. On one visit, members of
"1st May" cooperative in the locality
of Namieoeo complained about the
arrival last year of a community of
over 100 people displaced by the war.
They were building on the coopera-
tive members' plots and dumping
rubbish near their homes. "It is a
serious problem for the coopera-

tives," says Mussagy. "But the dis-
placed people are also afflicted, so
we cannot move them on. It cannot
be resolved until the war is ended."

But predicting when an effective
ceasefire will be reached to end the
war, which has cost the lives directly
and indirectly of over 600,000 people
and driven a million others to seek
refuge in neighboring countries, is
impossible. The peace talks between
Renamo and Mozambican govern-
ment delegations in Rome—which
began about a year ago—have been
plagued by delays, mainly caused in
recent months by the rebels.

Yet, while peace is key, the war's
end will not end the challenges fac-
ing the cooperatives. The coopera-
tive movement in Mozambique is
weak. While 80 percent of Mozambi-
can women are peasant farmers, only
1 percent are organized into agricul-
tural cooperatives.

The concept of collective work in
Nampula, for example, has not taken
off. Each cooperative member has
his or her own plot, and they pool
other resources. Some of the first
cooperatives were organized not
because of a belief in that particular
method of working, but to avoid
expulsion during "Operation Produc-
tion," a 1983 government plan to
forcibly clear the cities of the unem-
ployed.

At the time, Mussagy had his
papers in order, but many of his
farming colleagues did not possess
documents to show they were in pro-
ductive employment and thus ineligi-
ble for evacuation in Operation Pro-
duction. Mussagy managed to help
some of the farmers to legalize their
status by forming a cooperative,
which was registered in 1983. But
others were arrested and sent to
remote rural areas to farm.

Afterwards, when Operation Pro-
duction was stopped, interest in the
cooperative movement in Nampula
dissipated, and some farmers
dropped out. It has only been in the
last year, with the improved security
and more financial assistance, that
the future of the cooperatives in
Nampula has brightened. As a result,
the four-year-old UGCA has grown
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stronger in terms of both numbers
and financial support from a Canadi-
an non-governmental organization.
Issues like women's poor participa-
tion in the union are now being
addressed for the first time.

Besides the mammoth obstacles
caused by war and poverty, women
have to survive in a society where
chauvinistic attitudes often prevent
their advancement. Marriage is one
option open to young women. In the
predominantly Muslim Nampula
province, many girls marry and have
children in their early teens.
Polygamy is common. A man can
find it difficult or impossible to sup-
port one wile and his children in
Mozambique, one of the poorest
countries in the world, not to men-
tion two or more wives. Sometimes,
a woman can be left alone to fend for
herself and the children.

An indicator of women's status in
Mozambique is the maternal mortali-
ty rate—one of the highest in the
world. Some estimates of mothers
dying from infections and other pre-
ventable illnesses are as high 250 per
100,000 live births.

The need for a women's program
within the union became apparent
when at one of the meetings two
years ago called by Rhoda Leceister,
a Zambian agriculturalist, 45 men
and no women turned out. "I was the
only woman," said U'ceister. "I had
been noticing before that the women
weren't seen equally."

To find out why women were not
present at the meeting and to under-
stand the lives of the women, U'ceis-
ter conducted interviews with both
men and women. The men's views
differed a little but most seemed
unsure about women's role in the
cooperatives. "Some felt women
should be farming only the family
plot and working at home, looking
after the children," said Leceister.
"Others said that women should not
talk directly to men."

"I found the women here very
down," said Leceister, who before
was with cooperatives in Zambia.
"They never had had a chance to
really learn. They were kept apart. I
began to talk to the men about let-

Women have
to survive in a
society where
chauvinistic
attitudes
often prevent
their advance-
ment.

ting the women participate in the
courses I planned to run. Some of
the men were a bit hesitant."

Leceister held the first course for
four women on food processing in
November 1989. She taught them
how to store food, like cassava and
potatoes, by drying them, and using
cassava flour to make cakes and pan-
cakes, which when the project
advances, they could sell to earn
income. "Then gradually, men
became convinced that it would help
having their wives working outside
their homes," said Uvceister. "They
saw it was a chance to actually uplift
the standard of living of the family.
And the men themselves began to
send the women to take part in the
courses."

Membership has swollen to 10
groups of 13 women each. Leceister
has also taken advantage of having
the women together to bring outside
speakers to advise them on hygiene,
health care, and accounting. For
example, they have had talks about
the importance of boiling instru-
ments used to cut the umbilical cord
after childbirth, and how to build
hygienic toilets.

Some of the women, like other
male members of the cooperatives,
have been learning to read and write
for the first time. At independence
from Portugal in 1975, illiteracy was
estimated at over 90 percent, one of
the highest rates in the world. Today,
an estimated 60 percent of Mozam-
bique's 16 million people are illiter-
ate, but the fact that over 60 percent

officially live in absolute poverty can-
not be ignored when considering the
priorities that families have.

Tijola Amade, a grandmother of
seven, is one of the eldest members
on the course. Like the others, she
says it is difficult to find the time, but
she thinks it is crucial to learn to
read and write. "It is a struggle but
I'll never miss a class," said Amade, a
wiry and energetic woman. "Now
our husbands can no longer lie about
how much they earn, and they can
no longer leave letters from their
girlfriends on the table in the house.
They at least have to keep them in
their pockets," she said, as the other
women sitting on the ground
laughed, nodding their heads.

Despite the enthusiasm the
women showed as they talked about
their new opportunity to learn, the
difficulties they face were apparent.
The women had just had a day's
work in the fields. They looked hun-
gry and exhausted. It was Ramadan,
and as most of the members are
Muslims, they were fasting but also
carrying out their usual day's work
under the burning sun.

Remnants of one of the class-
rooms built out of wattle and daub
lay nearby as a reminder of their
frustrations. The rains had been
heavy and washed it away. Another
large hut was still standing, but was
far from ideal. "When it rains, we get
wet, as the water comes through,"
said Amade. "And it hurts our necks
to sit for two hours on the floor look-
ing up at the blackboard. My eye-
sight is bad and I suffer bad
headaches. But glasses are too
expensive. I can't even afford shoes
or soap."

For Amade, as for the millions of
Mozambicans, learning to read and
write, or joining a cooperative or a
women's group will not solve the
main problems of the peasant farmer
What it does show, however, is the
will to battle on despite the odds
—war and poverty—even if some-
times that determination can be
detrimental, as it was for the young
mother at the Catholic church who
continued farming for five years with
swollen legs. >)
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A Traditional
In rural Mozambique, traditional leaders—medicine men, spirit mediums, and

chiefs—once spurned by the Frelimo government are making a comeback. At

first, they often sided with the rebel Renamo fighters, but now the government,

looking ahead to future national elections, has recognized the value of the

mambos in getting out the vote.

A spirit medium named Mungol, above, who has long been known as a successful healer and provider of good fortune to farmers



ing patients in his hut, into a tightly
packed settlement of mud and
thatched huts known as A Luta Con-
tinua, or "the struggle continues."

On the surface, Mungari, an iso-
lated village in northern Manica
province, appeared to be like any
other center for deshcados, or "dis-
placed," run by the Mozambique Lib-
eration Front (Frelimo) government
for civilians who have either fled the
16-year-long war or were moved
there by army troops from rebel-con-
trolled zones. Its 5,300 residents can
venture no further than a few miles
out to their farms without risking
their lives, Food is desperately
scarce this year because of the worst
drought in Manica in a quarter of a
century, and the local health clinic is
short of everything from medicines
to syringes.

Yet Mungari is the scene of a dra-
matic change underway in the rela-
tionship between Frelimo and the
people living under its control. Once
banned as "obscurantist" and collab-
orators with the former colonial
regime, local traditional leaders, or
mambos are making a comeback in
Mungari, as they are throughout
rural Mozambique. "When we need
the population to help get something
done, I have a meeting with the
mambos to get their support," said
Kduardo Singano, the 37-year-old
administrator of Mungari, "I received
a directive last August to begin coop-
erating with the mambos. That way
we know the people will participate.

Revival By KARL

A column of women carry-
ing fruit and wood on
their heads strode in
from the bush, past a

school choir singing on a football
field and a traditional healer attend-

Karl Mater is the southern Africa correspon-
dent for The Independent of London. He also
contributes to The Christian Science Monitor
a«rf The Washington Post.
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The mambos organized the clearing
of the airstrip, for example."

Since independence in 1975, Fre-
limo's relationship with traditional
chiefs in many areas has ranged
from cool to outright hostile. Soon
after taking power and advocating
the creation of a modern socialist
society, Frelimo moved against tradi-

tional chiefs and religious leaders
whom it regarded as backward and
reactionary. In many areas, chiefs
were publicly humiliated by Frelimo
officials, accused of being stooges of
the Portuguese, even though in
some cases, they enjoyed great popu-
lar support and actually led resis-
tance to colonial rule. Further, thou-
sands of people were forcibly herded
into communal villages, often on land
already controlled by other clans and
far from the areas where their ances-
tral spirits are believed to reside.

The rebels of the Mozambique
National Resistance (Renamo),
whose leader, Afonso Dhlakama, is
the son of a chief, benefitted from the
backlash. In the Gorongosa moun-
tain region, about 100 miles south of
Mungari, and in the northern
provinces of Nampula and Zambezia,
certain chiefs led their followers into
an alliance with the rebels against
the encroachment of the state. The
alliance began with the formation of
the rebel movement nearly 15 years
ago by intelligence agents working
for Ian Smith's white minority gov-
ernment in Rhodesia, today the
neighboring independent nation of
Zimbabwe. Traditional medicine
men, spirit mediums, and chiefs
became integral to the running of
society behind rebel lines.

The power of traditional beliefs
among Renamo fighters themselves
is reflected in a 1988 radio message
from a rebel section commander,
Francisco Bene, to a General

Maitabzime in Man-
ica province. The
message, which
was among docu-

MAIER ments captured by
the Mozambican
army in April, refers
to a powerful spririt
medium, Samaten-

je. "I report that I have completed all
the works of the spirits in my house
and the house of Samatenje with red
and black pots," Commander Bene
said. "After the work, I dreamed of
two lions and also spiritual doves.

"Meanwhile, I received informa-
tion that in the enemy area of Mon-
henha, Samatenje, two lions entered
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and attacked the enemy forces. After
that, [government| forces ordered
the population and Samatenje to
leave the village of Muvunduzi.
Samatenje refused and went home. I
report that those two lions are going
around in various zones and if seen
should not be fired upon because
they are the spirits."

In recent years, Frelimo officials
in many areas such as Mungari have
been taking a more liberal attitude
toward traditional beliefs. Other
more hardline authorities have stuck
to the now-discarded party belief
that people must be mobilized by the
"mass democratic organizations,"
the party's former youth, women,
and labor wings. Associations of tra-
ditional healers are being set up in
several provinces with party and gov-
ernment approval.

In part, Frelimo's change of heart
toward traditional leaders reflects its
new openness to political pluralism
and the realization that if a settle-
ment with Renamo is reached in the
current Italian-mediated peace nego-
tiations and national elections are
held, chiefs could play a key role in
bringing out the vote. 'The people
are really happy with this new politi-
cal pluralism," said Singano, the
Mungari administrator. "There is a
new feeling now, and the people feel
that all the parties should come and
campaign. It does not matter who
wins as long as they are real Mozam-
bicans."

In other areas, Frelimo's hand has
been forced, as it responds to power-
ful local movements designed to
defend rural areas from the war. A
spirit medium named Mungoi in the
district of Manjacaze, one of the
regions in the southern province of
Gaza worst hit by the war, has suc-
ceeded in keeping the fighting out of
an area of about 15 square miles.
Mungoi said in an interview last year
that the medium was capable of visit-
ing rebel bases by posing as a tradi-
tional healer which the Renamo com-
manders consult and convincing
them to release captured civilians.
"Every time I go to the Matsanga
[Renamo] bases I ask them why they
are fighting, and they say it is

because of the hunger, poverty, high
prices, that they are fighting against
socialism," said Mungoi. "My
biggest conflict with the Matsanga is
because they kidnap women and
children, because they abuse people
who are not part of this war."

Mungoi had long been known as a
successful healer and provider of
good fortune to farmers and to local
residents who went to work in South
Africa's mines. The medium's formal
involvement in the war began in
December 1987, after rebels
attacked the village. The guerrillas
looted huts, kidnapped a large num-
ber of women and children, and
forced them to carry off the loot to
their base. Mungoi said he appeared
later that day and found his nephew,
Armando, packing up his belongings
and preparing to flee the village with
the rest of the people. "I asked,
'What is happening in the land of
Mungoi?', and my nephew told me,
There is war here now.1 I asked him
what this war was about, and he said
he did not know. So I told Armando
to call a meeting with
the Matsanga here, to
tell them that the spir-
it of Mungoi wants to
speak with them.

"When the group
arrived, all of them sat
down except their
commander. I asked
why he would not sit
down, and he said he
did not want to. So I
told him, 'You know I
am not like you, I am
already dead, and a
spirit cannot die
twice." Then the Mat-
sanga commander
dropped his gun and
sat down like the rest.
I asked him why there
was war. "I heard you
like to burn commu-

Cholr from Nampula
province: "By far the
biggest spread of
traditional beliefs is
taking place in Zam-
bezia and Nampula
provinces"

nal villages, but do you see any com-
munal village here?' The commander
said no. 'I heard that you want to
attack the government, but is
Mungoi part of the government?'
Again the answer was no. 'Why do
you take away the children, the
women, and the old people?' I asked.
'Do women and children make war
with you in the bush?' His answer
was no. I told him that I was physical-
ly dead, but that I had the powers to
defend my children in this area, the
land of Mungoi. The commander
asked for forgiveness and said he
would tell the others that they should
not attack the land of Mungoi."

After several meetings, low-level
Frelimo and security officials said
that the [hen provincial governor,
Francisco Pateguana, had agreed to
allow Mungoi to continue the spiritu-
al work. For nearly 18 months,
Mungoi's relations with Frelimo
were cool but cordial.

But hardliners in the party and
the army, including the then Manja-
caze military commander, whose
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nom dc guerre was Satan, were said
to have advocated eliminating the
spirit by any means necessary.
"Commander Satan said I was work-
ing with Ronamo, that I was [rebel
leader] Dhlakania," Mungoi said.
"He told me that I must stop work-
ing." Several Frelimo provincial lead-
ers in Xai Xai echoed the charge,
describing Mungoi as an invention of
charlatans who helped the rebels
carry out attacks in adjoining areas
so that refugees would flee to the
region with offerings of money.

The conflict within Frelimo over
what to do with Mungoi reached a
climax in July 1989 when the rebels
attacked a mass in the neighboring
region of Tchanwane organized by
former chief Muzamane, who
claimed to be possessed by the spirit
of Mungoi. At least 110 people were
killed. With some army and party
officials demanding that action be
taken, Governor Pateguana dis-
cussed the matter with President
Chissano, himself a descendant of a
chief's family in Gaza. Chissano
ordered that Mungoi be left in peace.
Mungoi's sworn enemy. Commander
Satan, was killed last year during a
Kenamo attack on the town of Manja-
caze.

By far the biggest spread of tradi-
tional beliefs is taking place in Zam-
bezia and Nampula provinces, where
a young charismatic healer named
Manuel Antonio, 29, has formed a
pro-government peasant militia,
armed only with spears and knives to
drive out Renamo. In just over a year,
Antonio, who uses a secret bush
plant to "vaccinate" his followers
against bullets, has created a "Napra-
ma" militia which has brought peace
to vast areas of the Zambezi plateau
and become the dominant military
force in the region.

Antonio, who works closely with
the government army, employs a
mixture of traditional and foreign
religion to instill morale in his fight-
ers. He claims to have returned from
the dead and been told by God to lib-
erate the country from war. He rou-
tinely reenacts this resurrection by
lying in a grave under an 18-inch
deep layer of soil for five minutes

before climbing out and extinguish-
ing a fire with his bare hands and
feet. All the while, a giant wooden
cross with a golden Jesus Christ sits
close by.

The Naprama phenomenon is
reminiscent of the Barue rebellion in
central Mozambique against the Por-
tuguese in 1917, when African sol-
diers were guided by a young woman
named Mbuya, who claimed to be
the medium of the national spirit,
Kabudu Kagoro. Advising the Barue
chief, Nongwe-Nongwe, she helped
to mobilize spirit mediums from the
remnants of the Munhumutapa state
and beyond in a pan-Zambezian
revolt to drive out the Portuguese.
The Barue fighters were provided
with medicines, believed to have
come from the Shona deity Mwari, to
render European bullets useless.

Antonio appeared like a messiah
among the Makhuwa people of Zam-
bezia and Nampula provinces at a
time when their matrilineal society
was in deep crisis. The war had
forced over 1 million people off the
land which, unlike in southern
Mozambique, is handed down
through women. Thus, marriage
ceased to be an avenue of social
mobility for young men. The Napra-
ma movement was.

Renamo's relations with chiefs
who had welcomed the insurgents'
spread across the Zambezi plateau in
the mid-1980s as a block against
encroachment of the Frelimo state
were also deteriorating. While the
rebels allowed peasants to farm their
family plots—albeit in return for a
weekly tax on food—they were
unable to provide the trade networks
which could deliver such bare essen-
tials as clothes, oil, and salt. Bark
fashioned into clothing, which had
disappeared in Zambezia province in
the early 1950s, was once again worn
in the Renamo zones.

More than anything else, civilians
captured by the army from rebel
areas complained of the lack of salt
and oil. As a result, peasants were
less and less eager to provide provi-
sions to the rebel soldiers. There
were increasing reports in 1990 and
early this year of Renamo fighters

reprimanding or beating chiefs in
public.

Antonio stepped into this social
and political vacuum, giving young
Makuwa men the chance to join a
prestigious movement while offering
peasant farmers the ability both to
return to their ancestral lands and to
gain access to widening trade oppor-
tunities available in government-run
territory. As the security situation in
Zambezia improved, hundreds of
thousands of people began walking
home. From November 1990 to
February 1991, over 100,000 left the
country's center for war-displaced
around Pebane, a coastal town in
Zambezia, for their homes in the
interior.

The resurgence in traditional
beliefs has also had its negative side.
Zambezia, Nampula, and most
recently Cabo Delgado have been
the scene of panic over "bloodsuck-
ing," or chupasangue. Whole commu-
nities have stayed up nights shouting
and beating their pots to ward off the
chupasangue. Vaccination teams sent
by the ministry of health and interna-
tional relief organizations such as
World Vision have literally been
chased away by crowds issuing
death threats and chanting, chu-
pasangue, chupasangue. The fear is
that the needle and syringe will be
used to drain people's blood.

The fact that very few cases of
"bloodsucking" have been reported
has done little to calm the panic
among villagers that someone or
something is lurking in the shadows
awaiting the chance to carry out chu-
pasangue. A similar panic hit the
Zambezia region a decade ago when
Frelimo launched an ambitious drive
to inoculate people against tradition-
al rural killers, such as measles,
tetanus, and whooping cough. It was
around loo in the early 1970s when
the Portuguese solicited blood con-
tributions for export.

Now as then, the people of Mozam-
bique are under tremendous strain
and it is axiomatic that when commu-
nities anywhere feel threatened, they
turn to traditional beliefs as a defense
mechanism. This time, the peril
comes from famine and war. O
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The southern African region's thirst for more electrical power has led the utili-
ty companies of Zimbabwe and South Africa to pave the way, ahead of politi-
cians and businessmen, in forging new links. The companies are working
together to establish an electrical grid across the subcontinent that would reach
from South Africa to Zaire, from Cape Town to Kenya.

When it comes to power—electrical
power—longstanding and strongly
felt differences over economic and
political systems fell away as implaca-
ble foes cooperate to assure them-
selves of secure supplies of electricity.

The southern African region's
hunger for more electrical power has
led the utility companies of Zimbabwe
and South Africa to lead the way,
ahead of politicians and businessmen,
in forging new regional links. Those
links are far more impressive than a
mere diplomatic pact or business
deal. The utility companies are work-
ing together to establish an electrical
grid across the sub-continent that
would reach from South Africa to
Zaire, from Cape Town to Kenya.

The plan for a region-wide electri-
cal grid is a far-reaching scheme to
tap and make the best use of southern
Africa's vast resources. But it is not
some irrational, grandiose dream,
like those of Cecil Rhodes. It is a prac-
tical, cost-effective plan.

It is Zimbabwe's pressing need for
more power that has brought it to
make the first moves to tap Zaire's
enormous potential to generate elec-
trical power. "Oh yes, we're in trou-
ble," admits University of Zimbabwe
professor Richard Harlen. "We've got
our back against the wall," he says
about Zimbabwe's immediate need
for more electricity. Zimbabwe con-
sumes more power than the Zimbab-
we Electricity Supply Authority
(ZKSA) can generate. As chairman of
the utility, Harlen is presently taking
part in frantic negotiations to ensure
additional import of power from Zaire
and Mozambique.

When this has been established,
Zimbabwe will hold the key to unlock

plans for a giant sub-continental grid
to connect the vast hydroelectric
potential of Mozambique and Zaire
with the growing number of cus-
tomers in Zimbabwe and South
Africa. Anticipating its need for more
electricity in the future, South Africa's
state-controlled electric utility,
Escom, is a partner in the plan.

The grid is not a distant mirage that
will never come to pass, according to
Escom's realistic planners. "This grid
is very long-term planning, at least 15
years away," says Escom's corporate
strategy manager Jaap van Devon ten
"But it will happen incrementally, as a
result of the individual countries' plan-
ning and implementation."

Zimbabwe holds the crucial posi-
tion for this long-term planning and
its contribution is taking form right
now. Negotiations to link Zimbabwe
to Mozambique's giant Cabora Bassa
hydroelectric power station are now
so advanced that only the final, formal
intergovernmental deal remains to be
signed. In addition, negotiations with
the Zairian utility, Societe National
d'Electricite (SNEL) will be on track
"very, very soon," predicts Harlen.

Zimbabwe's ZESA must act swiftly.
Its consumers gobble up 1,700
megawatts at peak periods, more than
its generators are able to churn out.
The power deficit is covered by

imports from Zambia, but this leaves
Zimbabwe vulnerable. The Kariba
dam on the Zambezi River between
Zimbabwe and Zambia supplies both
countries with power. In the 1970s,
Rhodesia and Zambia ignored their
political animosities to continue shar-
ing that power. As Zimbabwe's indus-
trial base grew, so did its demand for
power and it purchased surplus
power from the less developed Zam-
bia.

'The Zambians were actually not
supposed to have known that we rely
on them," admits one ZESA official,
"but when they blew their Kafue
power station, it became all too obvi-
ous."

The accidental loss of generating
capacity at Zambia's Kafue station in
1989 was immediately felt in Harare,
where residential and industrial con-
sumers had to endure black-outs at
scheduled intervals. Today, the Kafue
station is back on stream, but the
Zambia Electricity Supply Corpora-
tion (ZESCO) has taken advantage of
the Zimbabwean dependency.

"They are gentlemen," says Harlen
diplomatically, "but they are also busi-
nessmen." When a renewal of the sup-
ply agreement was a recently renego-
tiated, it included a price hike of 100
percent. Back against the wall, Zim-
babwe had little choice but to accept.

Peter Tygesen is a Danish journalist who free-
lances for the Danish Broadcasting Corpora-
tion and contributes regularly to the Danish
Wet'ken-avisen and various other Scandina-
vian papers and magazines.

By PETER TYGESEN
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Reliability of power and access to
several sources are the goals of every
electrical utility. As Zimbabwe's ZESA
painfully has neither of these, it looks
around hungrily at the region's
underutilized sources of power. The
most glaringly available source is
from Mozambique's giant Cabora
Bassa dam, which has 2,100 mega-
watts simmering without an outlet.

Cabora Bassa was built in the late
1960s and early 1970s in an ambitious
plan between Portugal and South
Africa to generate electricity from the
Zambezi River and send it down to
South Africa. Just as the dam was
commissioned, Mozambique won its
independence. Setting aside its revo-
lutionary Marxism, the Sarnora
Machel government continued to sell
South Africa power from Cabora
Bassa, routing it directly down
through central Mozambique to
South Africa's industrial center
around Johannesburg. The relatively
small amount of electricity required
in Maputo was sent back to Mozam-
bique via pylons through Swaziland.

Electrical power makes strange
bedfellows and that plan worked sat-
isfactorily until Mozambique's Ren-
amo rebels became more active in
the early 1980s. The stretches of
power lines through rural Mozam-
bique were easily sabotaged, but not
so easily repaired, with the result that
the system broke down. Currently,
half of the 1,400 pylons connecting
Cabora Bassa's hydroelectric tur-
bines to the South African grid are
down, leaving the mighty Zambezi
dam with no way to send its power to
the needy region.

Zimbabwean planners hope to
clinch a deal soon to string up lines to
pull in Cabora Bassa's power. The
short route through Mozambique to
Zimbabwe would be relatively easy to
defend, if Mozambique's war contin-
ues. Zimbabwe's second hope for
more power is Zaire, where 300
megawatts "is kicking around" in the
southern part of the country, accord-
ing to ZESA's Harlen. ZESA wants to
expand the existing links between
Zaire and Zambia in order to have the
300 megawatts routed to Zimbabwe.

The Zambia-Zaire link can be

erected for the equivalent of $13 mil-
lion and a link from Zimbabwe to Cab-
ora Bassa can be established for
another $216 million. That may seem
expensive, but without these links,
Zimbabwe will have to expand its
hydroelectric generating capacity on
the Zambezi River at a cost of nearly
$3 billion.

Once Zimbabwe links up with
Zaire, the structures will then be in
place to establish a grand electrical
grid over the entire sub-continent,
serving the purpose of Zimbabwe's
ZESA, South Africa's Escom, as well
as the future needs of Mozambique,
Zambia, and Botswana.

Escom currently generates a sur-
plus of almost 5,000 megawatts, but as
the South African economy picks up
speed, it is expected that surplus will
be gone by the year 20(K). It is project-
ed that Escom will then need an addi-
tional 1,500 to 3,000 megawatts each
year. To keep pace with that demand,
Escom would need to establish a
brand new coal-fired power station
every two years at a cost of $4 billion
each.

South Africa will hardly be able to
foot such bills or absorb the addition-
al pollution. Environmental problems
aside, nuclear power is further out-
side serious consideration, as it is
even more expensive.

South Africa's movement toward
majority rule may well enter into the
electricity equation. The estimated
increase in demand for power will rise
dramatically if Escom extends its
lines to the 21 million South Africans,
virtually all of them black, who now
have no access to electrical power.
Faced with such massive economic
and environmental burdens, Escom
has for years looked north to the vast
rain forests of Zaire that constitute the
Zaire River basin. The object is again
reliability and source-spreading.

Estimates of the hydroelectric
potential of the Zaire vary wildly, says
Escom's corporate strategy officer,
Judy Koncz, but it is generally
assumed to be a staggering 100,000
megawatts. Sooner or later, South
Africa will need to plug into this vast
African resource in order to keep its
lights on.

Most excitingly, it may be very
cheap to tap this magnificent source,
as the construction of large dams is
apparently not necessary. "The cur-
rent of the Zaire is so strong," says
Koncz, "that it actually needs brakes
in order to stop riverbank erosion."
Turbines generating electricity could
act as such brakes, and they would be
relatively inex-
pensive to install,
compared to the
alternatives fac-
ing Zimbabwe
and South Africa.

While the plans
seem easy on the
drawing board, reality is a tough-er
partner. The countries' political differ-
ences have spawned communica-
tions and transport problems and, in
Mozambique, armed conflict. Most
likely, these difficulties will hamper
the project for many years to come.
For instance, the attempts by Zim-
babwe's ZESA to arrange for a first
meeting with Zaire's SNEL has been
a nightmare, says ZESA chairman
Harlen, as reliable communication
between the two countries does not
exist. Communications often have to
be relayed via partners in third coun-
tries.

Petty regional peeves still obstruct
action. When a delegation from SNEI.
was finally scheduled for a meeting in
Zimbabwe, bureaucracy obstructed it.
The delegation was set to travel via
Johannesburg to Harare, but this was
aborted as Zimbabwean officials sud-
denly demanded that the Zairian dele-
gation get its visas in Lusaka, not
Johannesburg. In the subsequent con-
fusion of diplomatic efforts and bro-
ken-down telephone and telex lines to
Kinshasa, the meeting was post-
poned.

But when it comes southern
Africa's inevitable demand for more
power, such problems will dwindle
as pebbles that must be pushed
aside on the route toward the estab-
lishment of a sub-continental elec-
trical grid. Thanks to new coopera-
tion between the utilities of
Zimbabwe and South Africa, that
goal lies tantalizingly within the
region's grasp. O
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THE BACK!AGE
NEWS COMMENTARY

AND O P I N I O N

By VIVIAN LOWERY DERRYCK

I his week we have come back home, and from this
day, neither Africa nor African Americans or America
in our relationship to Africa will ever be the same,"

declared the Reverend Leon Sullivan as he opened the first
African/African American Summit in Abidjan, Cote d'lvoire on
April 18, 1991.

Sullivan could not have chosen a better time to begin a new
chapter in African African American relations, as race relations
in the U.S. assume a new raw edge and black Americans seek
affirmation through their roots.

Approximately 600 African and African Americans con-
verged on Abidjan. Co-hosted by Cote d'lvoire President Felix
Houphouet-Boigny, other heads of state present included Quett
Masire of Botswana, Blaise Compaore of Burkina Faso, Anto-
nio Monteiro of Cape Verde, Sir Dawda Jawara of the Gam-
bia, and Joao Bernardo Vieira of Guinea-Bissau. The summit
was also addressed by the Ugandan vice president, the prime
ministers of Cote d'lvoire and Morocco, and senior govern-
ment officials from Benin and Gabon.

The reasons for coming were as varied as the delegates.
Several Americans came to pay tribute to the 30-year work of
Rev. Sullivan. Many Africans came seeking business opportuni-
ties, while others were curious to get to know African Ameri-
cans. Participants from both Africa and the U.S. viewed this as
a historic happening that they simply did not want to miss.

The U.S. contingent was dominated by the towering giants
of the civil rights movement. Rev. Benjamin Hooks, Rev. Joseph
Lowery, Dorothy Height, and Coretta Scott King each gave
moving addresses that recounted the endless march toward
legal rights and equal opportunity for black Americans. Dick
Gregory poignantly and humorously sketched the pride,
ambivalence, and curiosity of American blacks vis-a-vis their
African roots, while Ossie Davis and Ruby Dee shaped a visi-
ble anglophone/francophone connection in an unforgettable
series of dramatic readings that underscored common emotions
and themes that transcend language and culture.

The African side offered a rich mix of businesspersons, aca-
demics, politicians, and senior government officials. Skillfully
weaving this tapestry was Col. Moumouni Djermakoye,
Niger's ambassador to the United States and a leading archi-
tect of the summit.

Four themes dominated the meeting: the search for a relation-
ship between civil rights and the African struggle against neo-
colonialism; generational change; affirmation of the relationship
between ethnicity and foreign policy; and African and U.S.
recognition of the power of a constituency for Africa in the U.S.

Intentionally or not, the summit married civil rights with for-
eign policy. As the civil rights leaders recounted experiences
and shared strategies that have moved politicians and won
concessions in the U.S., Africans were visibly moved. The lead-
ers pledged to use the same tools of mass mobilization to gain
a seat at the table for Africa at the feast of President Bush's
new world order.

The summit was a perfect study of generational evolution.

Vivian iMwery Derryck is president of the African-American Institute.

While the civil rights leaders were center-stage, in the corri-
dors, you could see the generational passing of the baton from
the men and women who pioneered relations between Ameri-
can blacks and Africa to a new generation of U.S. economists
and technocrats with the expertise and decision-making author-
ity to sustain the gains of the earlier generation. Black Ameri-
cans and African international development specialists were
quietly negotiating new projects in agriculture, exploring tech-
nologies to serve doctors in isolated rural areas, and dis-
cussing ways to be quiet supporters of the new democratiza-
tion sweeping Africa.

The summit was a lesson in the role of ethnicity in U.S. for-
eign policy. The summit met the need for black Americans to
forge a more specific identity w th Africa. Arguably, race is the
most compelling and divisive issue currently facing the U.S. Eth-
nic pride is an integral part of the American heritage. Renewed
emphasis and identity with an ancestral home has assumed
new importance with changes in Eastern Europe. Black Ameri-
cans need the same ties and rootedness to an ethnic identity.
For many U.S. participants, the Sullivan meeting was a first
step in finding that identity.

The summit, by its very convocation, affirmed a basic truism
of U.S. decision-making: A vocal, powerful constituency
inevitably influences foreign policy. Example: Always the edu-
cator, Sullivan artfully used the U.S. policy toward debt reduc-
tion in Poland and Egypt to call for equal treatment for a similar
reduction of government-to-government African debt.

The summit vividly illustrated two fundamental tenets of for-
eign affairs: U.S. foreign policy 'S constituency-driven; and eth-
nic identity plays a major role in shaping U.S. foreign policy in
the late 20th century. Given the renewed sensitivity about race,
it was inevitable that civil rights and aspects or race would spill
over into any discussion of U.S. foreign policy toward Africa.

By all accounts, the summit was necessary and historic. It
succeeded in bringing people together and raising their con-
sciousnesses. The meeting's final success will be determined by
the nature and meticulousness of the follow-up. A second mea-
sure of success will test how much participants understood the
concept of constituency-driven po'icy.

On the last day of the conference, the concepts were
sharply etched by one speaker who spoke of Liberia as a test
case for an African American constituency. If there is any coun-
try with whom black Americans have strong ties, it is Liberia.
Founded in 1 822 by repatriated slaves from the U.S., Liberia's
capital is Monrovia, named after President James Monroe; the
legal system was codified by a team from Cornell University
Law School; the flag has 1 3 stripes of red and white and a sin-
gle star on a field of blue.

Substantively, the conference focused on economic develop-
ment. The summit communique called for five specific actions.
First, the summiteers planned to signal to the U.S. administra-
tion their strong urging that official government-to-government
African debt be cancelled. Second, President Houphouet-
Boigny offered dual citizenship tc black Americans. While the
psychological impact of such an offer cannot be overestimated,
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the mechanics of working out this gift through various African
legislatures will have to be carefully explored.

Third, the document affirmed U.S. support for changes on
the continenf thaf were expanding human rights and several
speakers encouraged efforts at expanded pluralism. Fourth,
after considerable discussion, the summit affirmed its support
for African solutions to African problems, noting especially the
contribution of the Ecowas-based Ecomog in Liberia.

"I see no Alps!" thundered Rev. Leon Sullivan as he closed
the first African/African American Summit in Abidjan, Cote
d'lvoire, by relating the story of Hannibal's decision to capture
Rome by crossing the Alps. As Sullivan told the story, three
times Hannibal instructed his men to begin to cross and three
times they responded, "But these are the Alps. We cannot cross

them." Each time, Hannibal turned on his horse, moved toward
the base of the mountains and shouted, "I see no Alps."

The 600-plus Africans and African Americans in Abidjan
were a powerful voice of a potential constituency. There were
several challenges to building that constituency—competing
priorities of domestic problems, lack of communication facili-
ties, sheer distances. As former Nigerian head of state Gen.
Olusegun Obasanjo caufioned, the success of the summit will
occur in the follow-through.

But the constituency is the acid test: Can the constituency
coalesce? By overcoming the obstacles and building a viable
interest group for Africa in the U.S., African Americans will
confront their "Alps" and they, too, will be able to say with con-
viction, "We see no Alps!" •

Southern African
Review

"Provocative and freshly written, and combining the best of academic expertise
with the sharpest knowledge of the streets, the Southern African Review of

Books is probably the most informed literary journal now dealing with the
cultural politics of South Africa."

• Lewis Nkosi

"What is particularly impressive about the Southern African Review of
Books is the care with which the reviewers are chosen; there is no attempt to

promote 'a line" on Southern African affairs and a vigorous correspondence between
reviewer and outraged author is encouraged ... In effect, the reader is offered a series

of review articles, and the resemblance to the New York Review of Books is
obvious with respect to both formal and structure ... Indeed, the editors and those
who have been brave enough to risk resources and back its publication provide an
unrivalled service for scholars working in the field of Southern African studies."

• Jack Spence

"The Southern African Review of Hooks has created a challenging forum
for debate between, and among, writers at home and abroad on a wide range of

literary and political issues. If you want to be well-read.
read this stimulating tabloid review."

• Michael Chapman

Edited by Kenneth Parker and Rob Turrell
Published in London. Subscription Rates (6 issues a year): £7.50 UK;

£10.50 (US$16) Overseas; £13.50 (US$22) airmail.
Payment by cheque to Robert Vicat, 25a Grecncroft Gardens, London NW6 3LN.
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Dakar,
Senegal

In just six hours, Air Af rique can fly you to Dakar, Senegal
on Africa's exotic West Coast. In just six hours, you can
begin a journey to lands rich and colorful in African
heritage. Distinctive customs, centuries old, still define the
lineage of the many West African tribes.

Today, West Africa offers a delightful blend of African as
well as French culture and cuisine. Enjoy modern, first-class
hotels, picturesque markets, safari to wildlife and bird
preserves. Experience historic, religious and cultural sites.
Challenge yourself with championship golf courses, world-
renowned sport fishing and a variety of other water sports.

Discover your routes in Africa. Let Air Afrique and its
world-class service take you to Africa's exotic West Coast, a
tropical paradise the year-round. Discover the rich heritage
of Senegal, Ivory Coast, Togo and many other lands on Air
Afrique.

Call your travel agent or
Air Afrique 1-800-456-9192
1-212-586-5908/5909

Air Afrique flies
twice weekly, nonstop,

JFK to Dakar with easy
connections to Abidjan

and Lome.

AIR <&dJtFRIQUE

883 Seventh Ave.( New YorMY 10106




